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We welcome you to
Elmbridge Local Committee
Your Councillors, Your Community
and the Issues that Matter to You
Please note that due to the COVID-19
situation this meeting will take place
remotely.
A link to view the live and recorded webcast
of the remote meeting will be available on
the Elmbridge Local Committee page on the
council’s website which can be accessed via
the link below:
https://mycouncil.surreycc.gov.uk/ieListDocu
ments.aspx?CId=156&MId=7687&Ver=4

Discussion
ALLEGED PUBLIC FOOTPATH BETWEEN
LITTLEHEATH LANE AND WATER LANE,
COBHAM, ESHER - KatyValiant
PETITIONS – Nick Healey

Venue
Location: Virtual meeting
Date:

Monday, 16 November
2020

Time: 2.00 pm

Get involved

You can get
involved in
the following
ways
Ask a question
If there is something you wish to know about
how your council works or what it is doing in
your area, you can ask the local committee a
question about it.

Sign a petition
Write a question
You can also put your question to the local
committee in writing. The Partnership
Committee Officer must receive it a minimum
of 4 working days in advance of the meeting.
We will, where possible, endeavor to provide
a written response to your question in
advance of the meeting.
When you submit your question you will be
sent an email invitation with a link to join the
remote meeting, which will be held on
Microsoft Teams.
This will enable you to listen to the Written
Questions item and to then ask a further
question based on the response provided if
you wish, when invited to do so by the
Chairman.

If you live, work or study in
Surrey and have a local issue
of concern, you can petition the
local committee and ask it to
consider taking action on your
behalf. Petitions should have at
least 30 signatures and should
be submitted to the Partnership
Committee Officer 2 weeks
before the meeting. You will be
asked if you wish to outline your
key concerns to the committee
and will be given 3 minutes to
address the meeting remotely
via MS Teams. Your petition
may either be discussed at the
meeting or alternatively, at the
following meeting.

Attending the Local Committee meeting
Your Partnership Committee Officer is here to help.
Email: nicola.morris@surreycc.gov.uk
Tel: 07968 832 177 (text or phone)
Website: http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
Follow @ElmbridgeLC on Twitter
This is a meeting in public.

Please contact Nicola Morris, Partnership Committee Officer using the above
contact details:


If you would like a copy of this agenda or the attached papers in another
format, e.g. large print, Braille, or another language.In view of the current
Covid situation it may not be possible to supply this in advance of the
meeting.



If you would like to talk about something in today’s meeting or have a local
initiative or concern.
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PART 1 – IN PUBLIC

1

CHANGE IN BOROUGH COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP OF THE
COMMITTEE AND APPOINTMENT TO THE PARKING TASK
GROUP [FOR DECISION]
The Committee is asked to note that since the June meeting when the
appoinment of Borough members to the Committee was reported
there has been a change in membership of the Committee. Councillor
Mrs. Caroline James has replaced Councillor Roy Green. This

appointment has been confirmed by Joanna Killian, Chief Executive.
As a result of this, it has been requested that Councillor Graham
Woolgar replace Councillor Roy Green on the Elmbridge Local
Committee’s Parking Task Group. The Committee is asked to agree
to this change.

2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND SUBSTITUTIONS
To receive any apologies for absence and notices of substitutions from
Borough members under Standing Order 39.

3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
All Members present are required to declare, at this point in the
meeting or as soon as possible thereafter
(i) Any disclosable pecuniary interests and / or
(ii) Other interests arising under the Code of Conduct in respect of
any item(s) of business being considered at this meeting
NOTES:

4



Members are reminded that they must not participate in any
item where they have a disclosable pecuniary interest



As well as an interest of the Member, this includes any interest,
of which the Member is aware, that relates to the Member’s
spouse or civil partner (or any person with whom the Member
is living as a spouse or civil partner)



Members with a significant personal interest may participate in
the discussion and vote on that matter unless that interest
could be reasonably regarded as prejudicial.

CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS
To receive any Chairman’s announcements.

5

WRITTEN PUBLIC QUESTIONS AND STATEMENTS

To answer any questions or receive a statement from any member
of the public who lives, works or studies in the Elmbridge Borough
area in accordance with Standing Order 69. Notice should be
given in writing or by email to the Partnership Committee Officer at
least by 12 noon four working days before the meeting.

6

ALLEGED PUBLIC FOOTPATH BETWEEN LITTLEHEATH LANE
AND WATER LANE, COBHAM, ESHER [FOR DECISION - OTHER
COUNTY COUNCIL FUNCTIONS]
The County Council has a duty under Section 53 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (WCA1981) to modify the Definitive Map and
Statement (DMS) if it discovers evidence which can be reasonably
alleged to support a modification. An application has been received for
a Map Modification Order (MMO) to add a public footpath between
Littleheath Lane and Water Lane, Cobham, Esher.

(Pages 1 - 146)

It is considered that the evidence is sufficient to show that the
landowner had no intention to dedicate a right of way over the claimed
route. The recommendation of officers is that no order to modify the
DMS should be made.

7

PETITIONS

(Pages 147 198)

To receive any petitions in accordance with Standing Order 68. Notice
should be given in writing or by e-mail to the Partnership Committee
Officer at least 14 days before the meeting. Alternatively, the petition
can be submitted on-line through Surrey County Council’s e-petitions
website as long as the minimum number of signatures (30) has been
reached 14 days before the meeting.
Six petitions have been received as follows:
Petition 1 – Safety Walton Road/ Langton Road junction
Lead petitioner: V Davies
Signatures: 93
Petition 2 – Summer Road/ Hampton Court Way junction
Lead petitioners: Karen Liddell & Julie Hennig Signatures: 467
Petition 3 – Pedestrian Crossing Outside St Lawrence School
Lead petitioner: Jim Davidson
Signatures: 979
Petition 4 – C19 Active Travel Scheme – A244 Esher Road
Lead petitioner: Caroline Williams
Signatures: 2624
Petition 5 – Queens Road, Weybridge loading bay
Lead petitioner: Lisa Harris
Signatures: 49
Petition 6 – Safety on A244 Leatherhead Road, High Street,
Warren Lane, Oxshott
Lead petitioner: Ian Dilks
Signatures: 973

8

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING

(Pages 199 206)

To approve the Minutes of the previous meeting as a correct record.

9

MEMBER QUESTION TIME
To receive any written questions from Members under Standing Order
47. Notice should be given in writing to the Partnership Committee
Officer by 12.00 noon four working days before the meeting.

10

BROOKLANDS BUSINESS PARK ACCESSIBILITY PROJECT:
IMPROVEMENTS FOR SAFER CYCLING BETWEEN HEATH ROAD
/BROOKLAND LANE JUNCTION AND WEYBRIDGE TOWN
CENTRE [EXECUTIVE ITEM - FOR DECISION]
The Brooklands Business Park Accessibility Project is a major
transport project which plans to establish a formal and safer route for
cycling between Brooklands and Weybridge town centre. Provision of
the route between Brooklands and Brooklands Lane on Heath Road,
north of Weybridge Railway Station, is now substantially completed.
Further improvements are now planned to complete the safer route for
cycling north of Brooklands Lane through to Weybridge town centre.

(Pages 207 218)

11

HIGHWAYS UPDATE [EXECUTIVE ITEM - FOR DECISION]

(Pages 219 228)

To ensure timely development of the Local Committee’s programmes
of work for next Financial Year 2021-22, it is necessary to for
Committee to decide high level allocations of its Highways budgets for
2021-22.
It is anticipated that capacity will be available from April 2021 for
Committee to commission new feasibility studies, which would feed
into future programmes Integrated Transport Schemes (ITS).

12

LOCAL COMMITTEE DECISION TRACKER [FOR DECISION]

(Pages 229 234)

This item provides an update on previous decisions and actions
agreed by the Committee. The Committee is asked to agree that the
items marked as complete are removed from the tracker.

13

FORWARD PLAN [FOR INFORMATION]
The Committee is asked to note the forward plan for the Committee
and propose any items which they would like to see added.

14

DATE OF NEXT MEETING [FOR INFORMATION]
Monday 15 March 2021 at 4pm, venue tbc

(Pages 235 236)
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ELMBRIDGE LOCAL COMMITTEE
DATE:

16 NOVEMBER 2020

LEAD OFFICER:

CATHERINE VALIANT, COUNTRYSIDE ACCESS
OFFICER

SUBJECT:

ALLEGED PUBLIC FOOTPATH BETWEEN
LITTLEHEATH LANE AND WATER LANE, COBHAM,
ESHER

AREA AFFECTED:

COBHAM, ESHER

1.

SUMMARY OF ISSUE:

1.1

The County Council has a duty under Section 53 of the Wildlife and Countryside
Act 1981 (WCA1981) to modify the Definitive Map and Statement (DMS) if it
discovers evidence which can be reasonably alleged to support a modification.
An application has been received for a Map Modification Order (MMO) to add a
public footpath between Littleheath Lane and Water Lane, Cobham, Esher

1.2

It is considered that the evidence is sufficient to show that the landowner had
no intention to dedicate a right of way over the claimed route. The
recommendation of officers is that no order to modify the DMS should be made.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

2.1

The Local Committee (Elmbridge) is asked to agree that:

2.2

The application to record a public footpath as described above be turned
down.

3.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:

3.1

The County Council has a duty under Section 53 of the Wildlife and Countryside
Act 1981 (WCA1981) to modify the Definitive Map and Statement (DMS) if it
discovers evidence which can be reasonably alleged to support a modification.

3.2

In this instance the evidence suggests that signs present along the claimed
footpath were in existence during the relevant 20 year period and that these
satisfy the requirements of s.31 of the Highways Act, and are sufficient
evidence of a lack of intention to dedicate to negate the claim of long user by
the public. In addition the nature of the land between A and B is such that a
public right of way could not be acquired, regardless of the frequency or length
of that use.
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4.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

4.1

The County Council received an application, dated 9th June 2015 under
the provisions of the WCA 1981 for a Map Modification Order (MMO) to
modify the DMS by the addition of public footpath between Littleheath
Lane and WaterLane, Cobham. The application was supported by a total of
27 User Evidence Forms (UEF). In addition Mrs Taylor was interviewed at
the same time as her husband, although did not complete a UEF. So there
is evidence of use from 28 people.

4.2

The path claimed in the application is shown on the plan at Annex A.
Photographs of the claimed path as seen in 2018 are located at Annex B.
The following description of the claimed route is how it appeared in 2018
and does not reflect how it might have appeared in history.

4.3

The claimed path commences from Littleheath Lane at point A (as shown on
the plan in Annex A), opposite house number 52. It proceeds as an
unfenced tarmac drive, approximately 3m wide, in a south west direction
through a wooded area of common curving around to continue in a southerly
directionwhere it is crossed after about 100m by a wooden field gate (point
B). This gate is electronically controlled and there are signs indicating the
track to be a private drive with no access and that CCTV is in operation. After
passing through the gate the claimed path, which is now fenced on the
western side, continues in a general southerly direction at about the same
width for approximately a further100m through the wooded area, to point C
being the point at which the houses to which it provides access are reached.

4.4

At point C the driveway splits with access for the properties continuing
straightand the claimed path turning sharply to the south west. After about
10m theclaimed path reaches a metal field gate (point D) 3.8m wide, with a
‘private’ sign attached to the eastern side. This gate can be opened, but
tracks on the ground indicates that users are also walking around the
southern side of the gate making the path hereapproximately 4.3m wide.
From this gate the claimed path continues as asurfaced track (older tarmac
than in the previous section) now fenced on bothsides, and again
approximately 3m wide, in a generally south westerly directionfor about
100m to point E. At this point the track splits again with one branchcurving off
to the south and entering a plot of land with a large black barn andother
buildings. The claimed path however continues at 3m wide, through a metal
field gate, which is pulled across the track but (at the time of walking) not
locked shut, in a generally south westerly direction. From point E the claimed
route becomes an unsurfaced track. The gate at point E has a sign reading
‘Private Property Keep Out’ fastened to the south-western side of the gate
(i.e. visible to walkers approaching the gate from point F, if the gate were to
be pulled closed across the path).

4.5

From point E the path continues as an unsurfaced track, approximately 3m
wide but with the northern side now becoming slightly overgrown with laurel
andother vegetation so as to slightly narrow the path in places. After about
75m, atpoint F, the path is blocked by overgrowth and fallen trees and is
impassable. The path continues to be impassable for approximately 70m as it
2
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runs over land in the ownership of Mr. and Mrs. Ross to point G. On leaving
the property thepath becomes useable again and continues, at approximately
3m wide over a small enclosed area of land, bounded on the north side by a
fence to point H where it is crossed by a dilapidated metal gate. On some
occasions when site visits have been undertaken this has been open, and on
others pulled across the path. From point H the path continues in a westerly
direction to point I where a track branches off in a south easterly direction. The
claimed path continues to point J as a wide path, 3m wide, bounded on both sides
by fences. At point J there are wooden gate posts that indicate where a gate once
hung. The path continues at the same width to point K where it meets the
metalled Private Road called The Stables, which has a width of 4.7m. The
claimed route then turns to run in a northerly direction over The Stables, widening
at L where it meets Water Lane in a visibility splay that is 11.5m wide.
4.6

In investigating the claim and analysing the UEFs it became clear that there
were other routes that had been used by some of the users and these will be
considered in the analysis below.

4.7

The claimed path is currently blocked between point F and G meaning that
it is currently impossible to use as a through route.

5. ANALYSIS

5.1

LEGAL TEST
Section 31 of the Highways Act 1980 provides that “where a way over any
land, other than a way of such a character that use of it by the public could
not give rise at common law to any presumption of dedication, has been
actually enjoyed by the public as of right and without interruption for a full
period of 20 years, the way is to be deemed to have been dedicated as a
highway unless there is sufficient evidence that there was no intention
during that period to dedicate it.” The 20-year period, calculated
retrospectively from the point at which that use was first challenged. “As of
right” means use without force, secrecy or permission.

5.2

A challenge to the use of the path could be in the form of a locked gate, a
notice, an obstruction or some other event that brought the intention of the
landowner home to the user of the route. A common means of showing a
contrary intention (i.e. that the landowner doesn’t want to dedicate a right
of way) is by a notice with such words as ‘No public right of way’,
sometimes followed by a reference to the legislation current when the
notice was erected. Section 31(3) confirms that such a notice, erected so
as to be visible to users of the way, will be sufficient evidence of an
intention that the way is not intended to be dedicated. For a notice to be
effective its wording must clearly deny a public right of way.

5.3

Although 20 years uninterrupted use by the public establishes a
presumption that the way has been dedicated to the public, this can be
contradicted by evidence showing that the landowner did not intend to
dedicate public rights; this is also known as “the proviso”. For the proviso to
operate there must be sufficient overt acts during the relevant period to
indicate to the users that the landowner had no intention to dedicate the
3
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land as a public right of way. In some instances an act by a landowner may
constitute both evidence of an intention not to dedicate and a matter that
brings the right to use the way into question.
5.4

Public use can also lead to the acquisition of public rights at common law.
Dedication at common law requires consideration of three main issues:
whether the owner of the land had the capacity to dedicate a highway,
whether there was express or implied dedication by the landowner and
whether there has been acceptance of the dedication by the public.
Evidence of the use of a way by the public as of right may support an
inference of dedication and may also show acceptance of the dedication by
the public. There is no minimum time period over which use must have
occurred for rights to be established at common law.

5.5

Alternatively, documentary or historical sources may be sufficient
evidence to show that the map should be modified. The background to
Map Modification Orders is attached at Annex C.
PUBLIC USER EVIDENCE FOR THE ROUTE

5.6

As indicated above in section 4.1, there are 28 users who have given
evidence to the investigation. User evidence will be discussed more fully in
the following section, but before analysing it, it is necessary to establish the
point at which the public’s right to use the routes was first challenged.

5.7

The applicant indicated that they were prompted to make the application
following actions taken in 2015 by owners of land (Mr. and Mrs. Ross) over
which part of the claimed path runs. User evidence forms suggested that
from about 2015 Mr. and Mrs. Ross blocked the route first with branches at
point F and then by allowing the vegetation to grow up such that the route
was impassible between F and G.

5.8

Evidence from another landowner, Mr. and Mrs. Black, indicates that in
2014, when they moved into their property they installed a gate (not locked)
across the path at point J, with a sign saying No Public Right of Way.
Although this gate did not last long (see section 5.42 below), it and in
particular the notice could also be considered a point of challenge.

5.9

An earlier point of challenge has also been identified as being 2013 when Mr.
Perry acquired his land, installed the gate at point B and erected signs saying
“private drive, no access”. This could also be considered a point of challenge.

5.10

In addition to these acts which could be considered points of challenge
(obstruction in 2015, gate and notice in 2014 and gate and notice in 2013),
Mrs. Ross suggests that steps had been taken by her and her family before
2015 to stop users of the claimed route (and other routes).

5.11

She stated that she first became aware that people were walking across her
meadow to join the claimed path in 1995 (see plan in Annex A for indication
of this route, shown by a narrower black line and labeled N-O) and surmised
that this use had begun in 1989 when her property was being rented out prior
to them purchasing it. After 3 burglaries in the first 3 years of their ownership
they improved the fence around the edge of their property. Then, in 1999
they had works done to the land immediately in front of the tennis court, and
the tennis court subsequently overhauled which she argues would give the
impression that the area was private and not a public right of way. Mrs. Ross
4
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says that by 2001-2, still unhappy with the walkers crossing her land over the
meadow, she worked with Cargills (the then owner of land to the south – now
a private gated residential area called Knowle Hill Park) to replace and
reinforce the boundary fence. She notes that this reduced users of the route
but did not get rid of them completely.
5.12

Additional acts that Mrs. Ross considers should have been sufficient to
indicate to users of the path that the route was not public include steps taken
around 2012-13 to make the area appear more like a private garden,
instructing her gardener to challenge users, challenging users herself,
planting a line of fir trees along the eastern boundary, closing a gate at the
boundary of the land (in the corner of the meadow at point O, not along the
claimed path) and adding the words “Private No admittance” to it, and
ultimately locking the same gate.

5.13

By 2015 she was actively encouraging the claimed path to become
overgrown between F and G by not removing fallen trees. She argues that
the steps that she and her family have taken consistently over 22 years of
their ownership should have been sufficient to indicate that the land is
private, domestic and not a public right of way.

5.14

Mr and Mrs Ross assert that these steps should have been sufficient to alert
the public to the lack of public access along the claimed path, however it was
the physical barring of it from 2015 that had the effect of stopping public use.
Other actions taken by Mr and Mrs Ross to try to convey the lack of public
access were either not along the claimed route (the boundary fences, the
gate at O for example), or were not inconsistent with the route being a public
footpath (making the area appear more like a private garden for example).

5.15

A verbal challenge to a user may be sufficient to challenge users and indeed
some users did refer to having been challenged by Mrs Ross or her gardener
in recent times. Mrs P Hutchings mentioned being told the route was off limits
a couple of times from January 2015, Mrs Rutherford indicated she met a
gardener early in 2015 who told her that the owner of the house had told him
to ask walkers to now stop using the path. Mr Fossett indicated that Mrs
Ross had on several occasions since 2015 turned him back when he was
walking the path. Mrs Cursley stated that she had met the family that had
blocked the route with foliage and she had said that she was trespassing.
The indication is, therefore, that Mrs Ross was indeed challenging the use of
the public since about 2015. There is no indication that any of the users were
verbally challenged prior to this point.

5.16

Reference has also been made by landowners to signs which are currently
situated on the gates at point D and point E. The gate at point D has a sign
stating ‘private’, while the gate at point E has a sign saying “private property
keep out”. It is not clear when these signs were placed on the gates, or by
who.

5.17

Mr Perry confirms that the gate at D was there when he purchased the land
(2013) and that it had the ‘Private’ sign which is present there now at that
time. Mr Perry also recalls the sign on the gate at point E.

5.18

Mrs Bailey, who has accessed her property along part of the claimed route
for over 30 years, recalls that there has always been a gate at point D with a
sign saying Private on it.

5.19

Mrs. Turk (a previous landowner 1975 – 2004) asserts that there were gates
5
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at both D and E and that they were in place when she purchased land in
1975 and that they both had the word Private on them. She admits the gates
may not have always been shut, as the path was used frequently by people
going to the stables.
5.20

Most of the users refer to there being gates in these locations (D and E, as
well as other gates along the route), although none of them ever came
across them as an obstruction; they could always either walk around them or
they were open. Some, but not all, of the users also recall there having been
signs on one, or both of these gates. Mr and Mrs Gaskell recall ‘Private’
signs at point D, but no signs at point E. Mr Lumley recalls ‘Private’ signs on
one of the gates, Mr Fossett recalls a sign on the gate at D but that it was not
there continuously, he also recalls a ‘Private’ sign on the ‘wrong side’ of the
gate at E. Mr Page recalls a sign on the gate at E, again describing it as
being on the ‘wrong side’. This reference to having been on the wrong side is
a reference to the location of the current sign – on the south-western side of
the gate such that you would see it walking from The Stables towards
Littleheath Lane.

5.21

Photographs along the claimed route, taken by Mrs Rutherford when the
application was made (2015), include a photograph of the gate at point E
which shows that at that point no sign was present on the gate (see section
5.42 below).

5.22

Despite current and previous landowners stating that the route was not
usable for much of the past 20-30 years, the evidence from users isthat the
route was used until 2015. It is clear that several events have occurred all of
which could be considered a point of challenge, however it is incumbent
upon the investigation to determine the earliest point of challenge from which
to calculate the relevant 20 year period.

5.23

One of the earliest points of challenge that can be dated is the installation of
the gate and signs at point B by Mr. Perry in 2013. This could be considered as
the first clear point of challenge to users which then makes the relevant 20
year period with regard to statutory deemed dedication from 1993 – 2013.

5.24

The erection of signs on the gates at D and E however might also act as a
point of challenge, as they are an indication to the public that the access is
private. There is no clear evidence about who put these signs up, or when.
Mrs Turk and Mrs Bailey, the landowners with the longest history in the area
both consider that the sign at D was present when they first knew the land
and Mrs Turk asserts the same for point E. It is likely, therefore, that these
signs (or similarly worded signs) have been present throughout all users’ use
of the claimed path. It could be argued, therefore, that the path has always
had a clear indication that the route was not public, that the landowner had
no intention of dedicating it as public, and that the public’s right to use the
route was being challenged. If this is the case, then no amount of public user
could give rise to public rights.

5.25

If the erection at an unknown date prior to memory of the signs at D and E
are considered a point of challenge, then there is no 20 year period in which
user evidence could indicate a public right of way had been acquired.
However, if these signs are not considered a point of challenge then the
earliest identified point of challenge is the gate and signs erected by Mr
Perry in 2013. User evidence will therefore be considered for period 1993 –
2013.

5.26

Number of users and Years of Use: Annex D contains a graph showing
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years and frequency of use. Of the 28 users there are 15 that have claimed
use over the full 20 year period with a further 3 whose use is over 50% of the
relevant period. At the start of the 20 years there were 17 users, in 2013
there were 23 users.
5.27

Frequency of use: The graph at Annex D shows the frequency of the use
with the actual times per year stated in a column. By using the actual
number it is possible to quantify the number of times the path was used per
year at the start and end of the 20 year period in total. Users that have been
interviewed clarified their use and some of the frequencies have been
amended to reflect the information supplied as clarifications in the
interviews. A cautious approach has been taken, and where there is
uncertainty as to the frequency of the use, no figure has been included in the
calculation (these figures are highlighted yellow on the graph). For example,
Mrs Beeby claimed in her user evidence form daily use, however
clarification indicated that this was just in the 60s and 70s and so her
frequency has not be included in the calculation. Similarly, Mr and Mrs
Taylor clarified that their ‘monthly’ use had only really been since about
2002 when they became dog owners, and so their number was not included
in the calculation for the start of the 20 year period, just in that for the end).
This means that the numbers stated below are likely to be an underrepresentation of the actual times the path has claimed to have been used.

5.28

In 1993 there were 916 uses per year of the path, which is approximately 18
per week. In 2013 this use was 1850 per year or 36 per week (rounded
down).

5.29

Method of use: All of the users claimed use on foot in their user evidence
forms and there is no indication that the routes have been used significantly
in any other way.

5.30

Reason for use: All users walked the path for recreational purposes; walking
dogs or for pleasure. Some users indicated that they also used the route to
get to the shops/post office.

5.31

User interviews: Several of the users were interviewed as part of the
investigation and they were able to elaborate on their user evidence forms
and explain a little more about their use. There will always be slight
differences between the information given in a User Evidence Form and the
more detailed information that is available through interview. The statements
are at Annex E.

5.32

Mrs. Beeby: Spoke of her long knowledge of the path, having grown up in
Water Lane and with her mother (Mrs. Pearson) owning a property that backs
onto the path. She walked a number of different routes from the rear of the
property including the whole of the claimed path and some additional routes
over land abutting the path. On her User Evidence Form she describes a
route that passes the substation and crosses the meadow, and then back to
her house, which is a variation from the claimed route (I-O-N). Her use in the
60s and 70s was daily, however she has since moved away, so her use is
not as frequent now. This has been reflected in the UEF by her frequency not
being included in the calculation.
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5.33

Mr. and Mrs. Butler: Mr. Butler kept a horse at the stables along the path,
and this was the reason he found out about the route. He used the path to
access the stables as well as to continue along the path. They have met the
previous owner of the stables (Mrs. Turk) and she never said anything to
them about not using the path. Mrs. Butler’s use has been more along an
alternative route that runs from point I in a southeasterly and then southerly
direction to join Public Footpath 52 Esher. Mr. Butler stated on his UEF that
his use was in order to get to his horse and then, from 2007, for dog walking.

5.34

Mrs. P Hutchings: Referred to knowing Mrs. Turk and there not being any
issue about walking along the path. Mrs. Hutchings did not often walk the
section I-L, instead she walked from I, past the electricity substation and
south to Public Footpath 52 Esher. She also referred to her most common
walk as going up, past the tennis court, across the meadow to join a different
path there (N-O).

5.35

Mr. and Mrs. Gaskell: Stated that their most frequent route was across the
meadow adjacent to the tennis court, having walked down the path from
Esher Public Footpath 52 (M-O-N). They would then continue back to
Littleheath Common along the claimed route (N-F-E-D-C-B-A). They also
knew Mrs. Turk as their daughter had a pony at the stables and was in the
Pony Club with her; Mrs. Turk never told them not to walk that route.

5.36

Mr. Lumley: Stated that he walked a circular route taking in the path that
leads past the substation to Public Footpath 52 Esher (K-J-I-O-M- then along
Esher 53 and across the common to B or C and back along the claimed
route to his home in The Stables). Mr. Lumley also indicated that he asked
permission of one of the landowners (Mr. Perry) to walk on part of the
claimed path. Mr. Lumley lives in The Stables and so has an ownership
interest in the land over which the claimed path runs from K-L

5.37

Mrs. Rutherford: Talked about how her use had increased over the years,
and that from 2002 use was weekly. There were a number of routes she
used that the claimed route was one of. She added that she thought the
majority of people cut across the field (the meadow adjacent to the tennis
court), rather than use the full length of the claimed path.

5.38

Mrs. Lowthian: Talked of how in the past the area was a lot more open,
and that it was a well-used path that was sufficiently surfaced to take
children on bikes down there. Mrs. Lowthian referred to walking the path
as a safe, pleasant alternative to the road.

5.39

Mr. Fossett: Mr. Fossett lives in The Stables and so has an ownership interest
in the land over which the claimed path runs from K-L. He has walked most of
the claimed path very frequently; 3 times a day for the last 18 years. He has
also walked the path that runs south past the substation to Public Footpath
52 Esher (I-O-M).

5.40

Mr. and Mrs. Taylor: Talked about their lifelong connection to the area and
about how they had used the claimed route in different ways over the
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years. Their use increased from 2002 as they started walking with a dog.
Their recollection is that it looked and felt like a lane, rather than part of
someone’s garden. Their use has not been included in the frequency
calculation for 1993 as their use was infrequent as a child/young adult and
became more frequent from 2002.
5.41

Mr. Page: Mr. Page has been the Countryside Officer for Elmbridge
Borough Council, with responsibility for Littleheath Common, since 1991.
He has used part of the route about 8-10 times in total (he would access it
having walked down the path running north from Public Footpath 52 Esher
M-O). He described the route as having the appearance of an old cart
track. He does recall having to climb over a gate at one point and
remembers signs of some description, but he stated he did not realise it
wasn’t a public footpath.

5.42

Alternative routes: Some of the users referred to additional or alternative
routes that they also used. In particular there is a path that links Public
Footpath 52 Esher north to the claimed path, joining it at point I (I-O-M).
There is also a route that some users have said they used some of the time
running across the meadow adjacent to the tennis court to come out on the
other additional route that runs up to 52 Esher (N-O). These routes are
shown on the plan in Annex A.

5.43

The fact that users have walked more than a single linear route means that
their evidence needs to be treated with a certain amount of care. If, for
example a user has completed the UEF to say that they have used ‘a route’
three times a month over a period of time, but in reality have actually only
used part of the route or a different route as well, it may be that they have
only actually walked the full claimed route once a month. A relatively
frequent level of claimed use may apply to the whole of the path, part of the
path, and/or an additional path that has not been shown on the map. This
means each individual path may have been less used.

5.44

Out of the 28 users, 10 gave some indication that they used the additional
route as well (I-O-M), either by showing this route on the map, referencing
the route in their description or making reference to furniture that is to be
found on other paths. One user, Mr Whittaker, had only used that path and
therefore his use has not been included in any of the calculations on the
User Evidence graph.

5.45

4 indicated that they walked across the meadow between the claimed route
and the path leading to Esher FP52 (N-O). The impact of this is considered
when the user evidence is analysed below.

5.46

Permission granted/connections to the land:
Some of the users indicated that they had specifically asked or been given
permission to walk at least part of the claimed path. Mr. Lumley had asked
permission of Mr. Perry for permission to walk over his section of the claimed
path. Since Mr Perry has only been living on site since 2014, this could only
have happened outside the relevant period. Mrs. Thorne had asked for
permission in 2005 (from an unknown landowner) although her use had
started back in the 1970s and so use up until that point was without
9
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permission (in the User Evidence Graph calculations, therefore, her evidence
has not been included for the calculation in 2013). Mrs. Ross and Mrs. Turk
(a previous landowner) both indicated that permission was given to Mrs.
Pearson to walk the path (since it is not clear exactly when this was given,
Mrs Pearson’s evidence has not been included in the calculations). Mr.
Butler, Mrs. Patrina Hutchings, Mr. and Mrs. Gaskell and Mrs.Rutherford
have all indicated that they either kept a horse at Mrs. Turk’s stables or (in
the case of Mrs. Hutchings) visited the stables to muck out a friend’s horse.
In addition Mrs Beeby has indicated that she knew Mrs Turk as she lived
adjacent to the claimed path and was a neighbour. None of these users
indicated that they had ever specifically asked permission of Mrs. Turk to use
the path and they all stated that they walked on from the stables without
considering that they had to ask permission. Indeed Mrs Gaskell was so
certain that Mrs Turk was happy for people to use the path that she
suggested, in a covering letter submitted with her user evidence form, that
we might be able to get a statutory declaration from Mrs Turk to confirm this.
Mrs. Turk stated that she had not given anyone permission to use the path,
with the exception of the children of a Mr. and Mrs. Bailey, a Mrs. Cowlard
and Mrs. Pearson.
5.47

Limitations: Currently there are gates at points B, D, E and H. There was
also for a short period of time in 2014 a gate installed at point J. The gate at
B is electronically controlled and has been in situ since 2013. Gates at D, E
and H are historic, and most users refer to at least one of them. All users that
refer to gates state that they have never been locked until recently when the
one at H started to be locked from about 2015/2016. Four users stated that
there were no gates on the route at all. Of themselves, gates would not be
inconsistent in the route being a public right of way, so long as there was a
way in which the public could get past the barrier (either by opening them,
skirting around them or if they were never closed)

5.48

Width: The width given by users for the route used varies considerably, from
1m to 5m wide. Between A and K the path is a relatively wide, mainly
surfaced track approximately 3m wide. The gate at point D is 3.8m wide and
has a gap to one side which has been used as an alternative (although it can
be opened) and in total the path is 4.3m wide here. On the section K-L where
it runs on the Private Road, The Stables, the available width is 4.7m and at L
the path widens to a visibility splay of 11.5m.

5.49

Signs: The erection and maintenance of visible signs or notices along a
claimed route might constitute sufficient evidence of a lack of intention to
dedicate to satisfy ‘the proviso’ and to negate a claim for a public right of
way. As discussed in section 5.2 they can also be considered an action that
challenges the public’s right to use a way. Currently there is a sign on the
gate at point D saying “Private” and at the gate at point E saying “Private
Property Keep Out”. There was also a sign at point J where a gate was
temporarily located, saying “Private Land No Public Right of Way”, although
the gates were only in place for a short while in 2014 (the sign has also
recently been removed). 12 users refer to having seen signs along the route
when they walked it, many state that these are recent additions to the route
(see table below), and are probably referring to signs on the gate at O.
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5.50

Mr Lumley, Mr Fossett, Mr Taylor, and Mr and Mrs Gaskell refer to the
‘Private’ sign at D, with Mr Fossett suggesting that it hasn’t always been in
place. Mr Page and Mr Fossett refer to the sign on the gate at “Private
Property Keep Out” sign at E, with Mr Fossett considering it fairly new.

Name
Mrs Butler

Mrs
Rutherford
Mrs Thorne

Reference to signs
No Public admittance had
written next to private sign
at gate at Stables end
“Private” appeared on gate
recently
A Private sign on one of the
two gates
Private added to recent new
gate
Notice

Mr Fossett

“Private” at D

Mr Butler
Mr Lumley

Mr Taylor
Mrs Wheeler
Mrs Jervis
Mr Page
Mr and Mrs
Gaskell

5.51

In statement referred to sign
at E
Private Drive at a location
marked (D)
Recently
Near cottage
In statement reference to
gate and sign at E
In statement reference to
private sign D

Date
June 2015

‘Recently’ (June 2015)
Gate there since started
using path 2010
Recent new gate approx.
8 months ago (May 2015)
6 months ago on new
gate
Not continuously (use
since 1994)
Relatively new
Since 2016
Recently
Recently
During time he used
route.
Always there

Mrs Rutherford supplied photographs taken in 2015 to show the notices that
she had erected notifying landowners of the application that was being
made. These clearly show the gate at point E with no sign on it.

LANDOWNERS’/ADJACENT LANDOWNERS’ EVIDENCE
5.52

A number of different landowners own the land parcels over which the route
runs. All landowners and adjacent landowners have been approached and
statements were taken from those that responded. Annex F contains a map
showing landownership, while Annex G contains copies of the statements. In
addition some people with connections to the land either currently or
historically came forward wanting to give information and evidence in support
of the landowners and this information is included here.

5.53

Evidence from current and previous landowners should be assessed to
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ascertain whether there is sufficient evidence of a lack of intention to
dedicate during the relevant 20 years to satisfy ‘the proviso’ and to negate a
claim of long use made by the users. As established by R (on the application
of Godmanchester Town Council) v SSEFRA (2007) the question is whether
the landowner has performed any “overt acts, so that the relevant audience,
namely users of the way, would reasonably have understood his intention”.
The lack of intention to dedicate does not have to be demonstrated
throughout the whole period of 20 years, as long as it is manifest for a
sufficient part of it.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross
5.54
Mr. and Mrs. Ross have owned land over which the claimed path runs since
1995. Mrs. Ross was interviewed and indicated that she does not believe that
the route has been passable for much of the time that they have owned it,
and that in summer it was always impassable. She accepts that some
people did walk diagonally across their meadow (N-O), and states that she
took steps to stop them doing this. Mrs. Ross indicated that she had given
permission for one person, Mrs. Pearson, to walk across the meadow but
that she has never given permission to anyone else.
5.55

Mrs. Ross outlines in her statement the steps that she has taken over the
years of her family’s ownership of the land to show to the public that there is
no public right of way over her property. This includes instructing her
gardener to challenge users, challenging users herself, erecting better and
more secure fencing around the boundary of their land, planting a line of fir
trees along the eastern boundary, digging up the surface of the path for
grounds maintenance, closing a gate at the boundary of the land (in the
corner of the meadow, at point O, not along the claimed path) and adding the
words “Private No admittance” to it, and ultimately locking the same gate.
Finally in 2015 Mrs. Ross did not clear a laurel tree that had fallen across the
path and took steps to reinforce that barrier and this had the ultimate effect of
prompting the schedule 14 application.

5.56

Mrs. Ross highlighted various actions that had been taken by members of
the public in their attempts to access her land to walk the claimed path
and/or a route across the meadow and she recounts altercations she has
had with walkers and their dogs.

5.57

Documentary evidence was also submitted by Mr. and Mrs. Ross, including a
statutory declaration made by a previous owner of their land referring to
vehicular rights conferred to them initially on payment of an annual fee and
then given freely, by an earlier owner of part of the track (that part which runs
between H and K). This statutory declaration indicates that, from a date
sometime between 1919 and 1934, a locked gate was erected and
maintained at a point referred to as point A and which, with reference to
modern maps appears to be the location of the current dilapidated gate at
point H. This part of the claimed route is that which is now owned by Mr. and
Mrs. Black (see Annex F).

5.58

Mr. and Mrs. Ross also submitted information from the planning report dated
2011 relating to the development of Littleheath Farm which refers to the site
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being accessed via a private track. Further submissions included a letter
(copied in Annex G) dated 2017 setting out their views and a timeline of steps
they had taken since purchasing the property, copies of receipts for works
done on the land, a police report regarding an incident of criminal damage on
the land, photographs and a number of letters and statements from friends
and family who write regarding their knowledge of the land having visited it
and played tennis on the court. In addition they submitted a statement from
Mrs. Turk, a previous landowner of land adjacent to Mr. and Mrs. Ross’ land,
and who owned part of the claimed route (this is described in more detail
below).
5.59

Mr and Mrs Ross assert that these steps should have been sufficient to
challenge use that was being made of the claimed path however it was only
the physical barring of it and their personal verbal challenges from 2015 that
had that effect. Other actions were either not along the claimed route (the
boundary fences, the gate at O for example), or were not inconsistent with
the route being a public footpath (making the area appear more domestic for
example).

Mr. and Mrs. Black
5.60
Mr. and Mrs. Black have owned land over which the path runs between K
and H since 2014. Shortly after moving in they installed a wooden field gate,
with signs stating that the route was not public, across the path at point J,
leaving it unlocked so that permitted people could continue to use the route.
The intention was to indicate to the public that the route was not public.
Within a very short period of time the gate was stolen, although the signs
remained in situ for longer (they have also now been removed).
5.61

Mrs. Black commented that she had rarely seen people walking on from
their land onto Mr. and Mrs. Ross’ land, but rather people tend to turn and
walk up, past the electricity substation (I-O).

5.62

The signs that Mr and Mrs Black installed at their gate were clear and
precise in their wording. They stated that the route was not a public right of
way and were clearly directed at users of the path. They are a clear
indication of the lack of intention to dedicate on the part of one of the
landowners. However if the relevant period is defined as 1993 – 2013 then
this action falls outside.

Mr. and Mrs. Perry
5.63
Mr. Perry gave a statement to say that they bought Littleheath Farm as a
development project in 2012 and moved in in 2013 when the property was
completed. They own part of the track over which the claimed route runs
between B and E. The electronic gate that crosses the path at point B was
installed by them shortly after moving in. It includes a sign saying Private
Drive No Access. Mr. Perry indicated that the gate at point D has been in
place for over 35 years and that the ‘private’ sign which is present on it was
been there in 2013 when they moved in. He also referred to the gate at point
E with the sign reading ‘Private Property Keep Out’ which he stated was also
there when he moved in in 2013.
5.64

Mr. Perry confirmed that he has given permission for Mrs. C Cowlard to use
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the route to access her horse which is stabled on his land. He also confirmed
that he has a private right of access along the length of the claimed path to
get to buildings that are located past the Ross’ land (H). He stated that at the
moment he cannot use this right because the route is overgrown, but that he
is not greatly concerned by that. He also confirmed that he has challenged
people using the track if he has come across them, since 2013, as he does
not believe that the route is a public right of way.
5.65

The sign that accompanied the gate which Mr Perry erected is clearly
worded and directed at users of the access track. It acts as both a
challenge to the users’ right to use the route and as a clear indication of his
lack of intention to dedicate the route as a public right of way.

Mrs. Cowlard
5.66
Mrs. Cowlard wrote in to state that she has kept horses on the land (owned
by Mr. Perry) for well over 35 years and that she understood the claimed
route to be access for people who owned the garages at the far end of the
path and the houses that backed on to it only, and not a public right of way.
She stated that she always expected to challenge anyone else using the path
and that this resulted in a safe place to keep horses. None of the users
stated that they had ever been stopped by Mrs Cowlard when using the
path.
Mrs. Bailey
5.67
Mrs. Bailey has lived at 51 Littleheath Lane for 30 years. It is accessed
along the track from Littleheath lane to point C, continuing in a southerly
direction, past Littleheath Farm. Part of the track forms part of the claimed
route. She stated that she has walked the claimed path once, out of
curiosity, but that when she came to an area that appeared to be
someone’s back garden she stopped.
5.68

She confirmed that the electronic gate at point B has been in place since the
Perry’s moved in to Littleheath Farm, although she could not precisely recall if
there was one in the same place prior to this one being installed. She felt that
it was likely that there was one as there are posts and the previous occupants
had been very private.

5.69

Mrs. Bailey talked about the time when the stables along the claimed route
were operational. She recalled that there was about a dozen horses there
and that it was quite busy. She indicated that Mrs Turk, the owner, was keen
on privacy and that she would tell people to leave if they didn’t have reason
to be there. None of the users stated that they had ever been stopped by
Mrs Bailey or Mrs Turk when using the path.

Mr. Page, Elmbridge Borough Council
5.70
Mr. Page has been the Countryside Officer for Elmbridge Borough Council
since 1991 and has been responsible for Littleheath Common in his role. He
referred to the electronic gate at point B, but does not recall a gate being there
before Mr. Perry installed it. Mr. Page has walked most of the route 8-10 times
in total (although not the section between I-L, turning instead to walk from I-OM). He clearly remembers it as an open, wide cart track. He was put off using
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the route by the current obstructions. He recalls a gate at the sharp bend
(point
D) and another by the large barn (point E) and that this had a sign on it in the
same location as present day (i.e. visible when walking from west to east). Mr
Page is one of the few users that remembers seeing a sign on the gate at
point E, suggesting that it was there for a least part of the relevant 20 year
period.
Elmbridge Borough Council
5.52
EBC owns the section of the claimed path that is registered common land
between points A and B. They responded to consultation by stating that as
registered Common Land the area is open for public access at all times. The
claimed route follows a vehicular access track to private properties which
have existing prescriptive rights to cross the Common by vehicle. They
added that EBC has no objection to this claim for a Right of Way, and that it
would be a welcome addition to the Rights of Way network in this area.
Mrs. Turk
5.53
Mrs. Turk owned land over which part of the claimed path runs (between
approximately D and E) from approximately 1975 – 2004, running a stables
on the land to the north of point E. When purchasing the land to run the
stables from she also had to purchase the strip of land over which the
claimed path runs, and the two buildings that were located at H (now
demolished). During the period of time of her ownership of the land she lived
at 32 Water Lane and would access the stables from the rear of her garden.
She accessed her stables several times a day in order to look after the
horses. Visitors to the stables would access them by using the track from
Littleheath Lane (A).
5.54

Mrs. Turk explained that she did have a problem with people thinking they
could continue along the access track for purposes other than to access the
stables. She indicated that things kept on happening like gates near the
dilapidated garages being removed (point H). She indicated that together
with the previous owners of Hazel Glen (the Doggetts) they agreed that they
would allow the track to become overgrown to deter users. She accepted
that she didn’t think it ever became totally impassable, but that passage
would have been more difficult.

5.55

Mrs. Turk described the track as it entered and left her land as being gated
at both ends, although accepted that they might not have always been
closed as people used the track frequently, but that both gates had the word
‘Private’ on them which she considered was to show that the route was not
public. Mrs. Turk also stated that if she ever saw people using the route she
would stop them.

5.56

In a later email to clarify regarding people using the route after accessing the
stables where their horse was stabled, Mrs. Turk added: “The people that did
keep horses at my stables walked across my fields (not using the footpath)
from the cottage in the woods. They were the children of Christine and
Michael Bailey. Another person that walked across my land was the Cowlard
children (mother Carole). None of these used the footpath because it was
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private to us. The only other was my neighbour Mrs. Pearson who was
allowed to walk across our footpath to get to my land to walk her dog. This
was with my permission. Apart from the people mentioned above, no one
else walked across our land or footpath”.
5.57

None of the users stated that they had ever been stopped by Mrs Turk when
using the path, although 5 of them stated that they did know her.

Mrs. Koep
5.58
Mrs. Koep owns land adjacent to the claimed path, and has been there for
4 years. She stated that she had only seen people walking on the path
about 3 times and does not believe that the route is public.
Mr. Lawrence
5.59
Mr. Lawrence has owned a property in The Stables since 2007, and has an
interest in the land over which the claimed path runs from K to L. He and his
wife have walked the section from K to I, but have always turned at point I
and walked up past the electricity substation. They stated that they have
never continued on through the gate at point H as this has always been
closed and appeared barricaded to them. They indicated that they have seen
other people using the route that they use, but that they would not want the
route to become a public footpath.
Knowle Hill Park
5.60
The land over which a route between I and M runs is part of a gated
residential community known as Knowle Hill Park. Historically this land was
part of the Schiff Home of Recovery, a convalescent home for post-operative
patients from London. It closed as a home in 1980 and became offices before
being redeveloped into the existing residential community. The senior
property manager for the company acting for the residents responded to
enquiries about the alternative path by stating that he is “not of the knowledge
of any restrictions to this pathway…nor of any residents that live on or near
the development that have tried to restrict access to it. I therefore do not see
any existing objections in place regarding this pathway”.
5.61

His comments refer solely the section of path from I-O-M.

UK Power Networks
5.62
UK Power Networks own the electricity substation, and wrote to state that
they have no objection.
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
5.63

Definitive Map: No public rights appear on the Definitive Map or in the
Definitive Statement. It does not appear on any earlier versions of the
Definitive Map dating back to 1952 nor has it ever been put forward for
inclusion on any of these maps.

5.64

Ordnance Survey County Series Map 1:2500 dated 1884, 1895, 1913 &
1934 (sheet XVIII:6). There is a route that approximates to the route of the
claimed path shown on all editions of the County Series Map. The maps
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indicate that the route between A and D only became available in the current
location at some point between the 1884 and the 1895 editions. The 1884
edition indicates a different alignment to the path between A and D. All
editions indicate that there was a through route between point D and the
buildings that are where The Stables Private Road is now (point K). The
route is shown variously with solid lines or pecked lines either side to
illustrate locations where there were solid boundaries and areas where it
was open to the adjacent land. The earliest edition indicates this route
stopped at the property at point K, while the 3 later editions suggest that
there was a route through to the road at point
L. The maps indicate that there were other paths running up the field edge
from the approximate location of the tennis court and between point I-O-M at
Knowle Hill. There is no annotation on the plan to indicate what the
Ordnance Survey considered this route to be and it is braced across the
path to indicate that it was considered a part of the plot of land either side,
rather than a separate title.
5.65

Tithe Map: The majority of the claimed route runs over land that is not
included in the Cobham tithe. The exception being plot number 30 over
which the claimed path runs in part. The route itself is not shown on the plan.
The tithe book records this plot as being owned by Lady Moore, and being
Meadow. There are no remarks made in the book that refer to a public right
of way over the land.

5.66

Aerial Photography: Aerial photography does not add to our understanding
of the route as the area is too wooded to show any paths.

5.67

Finance Act Map and Record 1910 (IR58/87828): The claimed route runs
across plots of land numbered 220 and 223 for the purpose of the Finance
Act taxation. The taxation books indicate that plot 220 was Knowle Hill Park
and that a deduction of £25 was made for rights of way or user. Plot 223
was also described as Knowle Hill Park and there was a deduction of £20
for rights of way or user. The claimed route itself is not identified on the plan,
other than on the base Ordnance Survey Map and it is unclear whether the
deduction relates to the claimed path or other paths. As there are Definitive
Rights of Way that run over both of these plots, it is unclear to what the
deduction refers.

5.68

Knowle Hill Estate Sale Plan 1904: This document refers to the sale of
Knowle Hill in 1904 and shows the whole of the estate shaded pink. This
includes the whole of the claimed route, with the exception of the section AB. It is shown as part of plots numbered 305, 297, 287, 301 and 274, and as
being excluded from plots 286 and 300 but without a number. The book that
accompanies the sale plan describes these plots as follows:
305
297
287
301
274
286
300

Stables, Farm Yard, Kitchen Garden
Orchard
Wood
Wood
Grass
Grass
Arable
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5.69

There is no reference in the plan to the claimed route, or to whether it was
considered public or private over the estate. There is also no mention in
the document of the route that is now recorded as Public Footpath 52
Esher, although it is shown on the base plan as a double pecked line
running through the southernmost plots of land.

5.70

Knowle Hill Estate Sale Plan: This is the sale document relating to the
sale of Knowle Hill at a date unknown. It details the plots of land included
in the sale, but there is no mention of a public right of way across any of
the land.

5.71

Other historic evidence: The investigation incorporated a search of the
Surrey History Centre and Surrey County Council internal records. No
other historical evidence for the claimed path was discovered.

5.72

In the absence of any conclusive documentary evidence showing public
rights the claim must rely on user evidence either by statute or common
law.

6. OPTIONS
6.1

The committee may agree or disagree with the officer’s recommendation.
Alternatively, they may decide that the evidence submitted shows that a
route should be recorded of a different status to that claimed or along a
different line. Decisions can only be made on the basis of the evidence
available. The recommendation is based upon the evidence discovered
and interpreted under the current legislation. Matters such as
convenience, amenity, security or safety are irrelevant (see Annex C)

6.2

Where the County Council decides not to make an order, the decision
may be appealed to the Secretary of State. If such an appeal resulted in
a Public Inquiry the County Council would normally take a neutral
stance.

7. CONSULTATIONS
7.1

Elmbridge Borough Council, Borough and County Councillors, The
Ramblers, The Open Spaces Society, The British Horse Society, the CTC
and all relevant landowners including adjacent landowners have been
consulted.

7.2

Elmbridge Borough Council responded to state that they have no
objection tothe claim for a right of way and indicated that they felt it would
be a welcome addition to the Rights of Way network in the area.

7.3

Mrs Janet Miller, retired Bridleways Officer for the BHS, replied to state
that she has walked the route once with difficulty due to plentiful
obstructions and excess weed growth. She stated that she could see
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the route had been maintained when the Estate owned it, but access
had not been maintained. She added that she could not assist with
providing evidence of use over 20 years.
7.4

Mrs. Mary Lewis, Surrey County Councillor for Cobham, responded to
say that she wholeheartedly supports the application and herself used the
route for many years. She added that she moved to her current house in
Stoke D’Abernon Cobham in 1988 and used the path intermittently since
then, and that between 2002 and 2005 she walked with dogs along that
route at least once a week. She stated that she used it intermittently since
then until it was blocked off- firstly with a metal gate at the Littleheath end
(which they would open and close) and then with more difficult obstacles
at the Water Lane end. Mrs. Lewis added that the path was well known
locally for having a lot of primroses alongside it in the spring and that
many local people walked along there in springtime to see them.

8. FINANCIAL AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS
8.1

The County Council is under a duty to make a MMO to add a route to
the DMS where evidence is discovered which, taken as a whole, is
sufficient to reasonably allege the existence of a right of way.

8.2

The cost of making an order is not a relevant factor in this decision.
Having said this, the cost of advertising a Map Modification Order would
be approximately £1200, which would be met from the County Council’s
Countryside Access budget. If objections are received and a Public
Inquiry held, additional costs of around £4000 will also be met from the
same budget. Most costs are fixed by our duties under Schedule 15 of
the WCA 1981.

9. EQUALITIES AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
9.1

There are no equalities and diversity implications.

10. LOCALISM
10.1

There are no localism issues.

11. OTHER IMPLICATIONS
Area assessed:
Crime and Disorder
Sustainability (including Climate
Change and Carbon Emissions)
Corporate Parenting/Looked After
Children
Safeguarding responsibilities for
vulnerable children and adults

Direct Implications:
No direct implications
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12. HUMAN RIGHTS ACT 1998
12.1

Local Authorities are required to act to uphold European Convention rights
which are now enforceable in British courts as a result of the Human
Rights Act 1998. Primary legislation, of which the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 is an example, may require the County Council to
act in a particular way. While the Council must interpret primary legislation
in a way that is compatible with Convention rights that duty does not apply
if the County Council could not have acted differently. In this instance it is
first necessary to consider whether the action recommended in this report
impacts a Convention right. The making of this order may affect the rights
of the landowner/ occupier under Article 8 of the Convention, the right to
respect for family and private life and Article 1 of Protocol 1, the right to
protection of property. The Act makes it clear that such rights may only be
interfered with in a way that is in accordance with the law. Here the action
by the County Council as surveying authority is prescribed by law as
described in Annex C of this report. As such the recommendations in this
report are not considered to be in breach of the 1998 Act.

13. DISCUSSION
13.1

Impact of Common Land
The land in question between A and B is in the ownership of Elmbridge
Borough Council and is registered Common Land under the 1965 Commons
Registration Act.

13.2

The public have a right of access over land registered as Common Land
under the 1965 Commons Registration Act.

13.3

This would apply in this instance to the land from A-B and would mean that
the nature of that land is such that a public right of way could not be
acquired, regardless of the frequency or length of that use.

13.4

The remainder of the claimed route B-L
Any decision regarding the remainder of the claimed route must be made
on the legal basis set out in Annex C to this report. The only relevant
considerations are whether the evidence is sufficient to raise a
presumption that a public right of way exists, and whether there is
evidence that landowners have done enough to satisfy ‘the proviso’. Other
issues such as security, privacy, safety or convenience are irrelevant.

13.5

Section 31 of the Highways Act 1980 states that “Where a way over any
land other than a way of such character that use of it by the public could not
give rise at common law to any presumption of dedication has actually been
enjoyed by the public as of right and without interruption for a full period of
20 years, the way is deemed to have been dedicated as a highway unless
there is sufficient evidence that there was no intention during that period to
dedicate it” (the proviso).

13.6

The period of 20 years referred to in 13.5 above is to be calculated
20
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retrospectively from the date when the right of the public to use the way is
called into question. Section 31(3) confirms that an appropriately worded
notice, erected so as to be visible to users of the way, will be sufficient
evidence of an intention that the way is not intended to be dedicated. For a
notice to be effective its wording must clearly deny a public right of way.
13.7

In this instance there are currently signs at B (Private Drive, No Access), D
(Private) and E (Private Property Keep Out). There was also a sign at J for
a time (No Public Right of Way). The sign at J was erected in 2014, and the
sign at B in 2013 however it has not been possible to establish when the
signs at D and E were installed.

13.8

The wording of the sign at B: “Private Drive No Access” was erected so as
to be visible to users of the way and its wording is clearly directed to users
of the drive. It is therefore a challenge to the public’s right to use the route
as a public footpath.

13.9

The wording of the sign at D: “Private” was erected so as to be visible to
users of the way, appearing as it does on a gate that at least for some of
the time was pulled across a fenced track. The wording could be ambiguous
as it does not make it clear as to whether it is referring to the track or the
land adjacent. However its location, on the gate across the track rather than
on the fence line adjacent or in the land either side is suggestive that it is
referring to access along the track.

13.10

The wording of the sign at E: “Private Property Keep Out” was erected so as
to be visible to users of the way, appearing as it does on a gate that at least
for some of the time was pulled across a fenced track. The wording is
clearly directed to all users of the track and is unambiguous in its meaning.
There is photographic evidence to indicate that this sign was not present in
2015 when the application for a right of way was made. However there is
other landowner and user evidence to suggest that it was present over a
long period of time, up until 2015.

13.11

The wording of the sign at J: “No Public Right of Way” was erected on the
gate posts, visible to users of the way and clearly directed at users. The
statement is clear and unambiguous. It is a clear challenge to the public’s
right to use the route and an indication of the landowner’s lack of intention
to dedicate.

13.12

There is no clear indication of when signs at D and E were erected and by
whom, however there is evidence to suggest that they have been in situ for
a long time, since at least 1975 when Mrs Turk first owned the land. The
signs together give a clear indication that the landowner was challenging
the public’s right to use the route. A 20 year period cannot therefore be
established from which to determine whether there has been sufficient use
to satisfy s.31 of the Highways Act. The signs would have a similar impact
on the ability to claim a right of way at Common Law.

13.13

Evidence of use was discussed in paragraphs 5.6 – 5.51, in the event that
the notices were concluded not to be sufficient to act as either point of
challenge or evidence of a lack of intention to dedicate. There is clearly a
body of evidence to show that use has continued along the route in
question, despite the notices having been in place. Indeed it is mainly the
21
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actions of Mrs Ross that has caused the route to cease to be used. The fact
that use has continued whilst the notices have been in situ would not alter
the effect that the notices have on the ability of the user evidence to be
considered reasonable to allege a public right of way.
13.14

In Taylor v Betterment Properties(Weymouth ) Ltd 2012, Patten L J stated
“If the landowner displays his opposition to the use of his land by erecting a
suitably worded sign which is visible to and actually seen by the local
inhabitants then their subsequent use of the land will not be peaceable.” i.e
not as of right. It does not matter that use continued, the fact that notices
were displayed and were actually seen by at least some of the users means
that use cannot have been ‘as of right’. This is the situation in this case.

14. CONCLUSION
14.1

In light of the above, it is the Officer’s view that the signs on the gates at
D and E act as challenge to the use made of the claimed route and are
sufficient evidence of the landowner’s lack of intention to dedicate. As a
result the requirements of the ‘proviso’ have been met and it is not
reasonable to allege that a public right of way has been acquired over
the route B-K as shown in Annex A under section 31 of the Highways
Act 1990 or at Common Law.

14.2

No public footpath can be said to exist over the claimed route between A
and B by virtue of the fact that the land is registered Common Land.

15. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
15.1

Committee can agree with the officer recommendation, in which case no
order will be made.

15.2

Where the County Council decides not to make an order, the decision
may be appealed to the Secretary of State. If such an appeal resulted in a
Public Inquiry the County Council would normally take a neutral stance.

15.3

Alternatively, Committee may be of the opinion that the evidence of a lack
of intention to dedicate is not sufficient to negative the claim of long use
by the public. They may believe that there is sufficient evidence of use to
reasonably allege that the claimed route, or another route has been used
as a public right of way for a 20 year period, or at Common Law. If
Committee is of this opinion they could direct that an Order be made, in
which case an order would be made to add Public Footpath No.96 (Esher)
to the Definitive Map and Statement for Surrey. If objections to the order
were received the County Council would submit the case to the Secretary
of State for determination.

15.4

The decision can only be made on the basis of the evidence submitted as
interpreted under the current legislation. Matters such as security, privacy,
safety or convenience are not relevant.
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15.5

If the Committee resolution is different to the officer’s recommendation the
reasons and evidence for the decision should be recorded. This will
explain the Council’s actions should the decision be appealed.

15.6

All interested parties will be informed about the decision.
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Lead Officer and Contact:
Catherine Valiant, Countryside Access Officer, Tel. 020 8541 9342
Consulted:
See Section 7
Annexes:
A Claimed Route
B Photographs
C MMO Guidelines
D User Evidence Graph
E User Statement
F Land ownership
G Landowners statements

Sources/background papers:
File ‘CP568’ including all relevant correspondence and documents can be viewed by
appointment at our Merrow Offices.
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ANNEX C

ANNEXE A

Map Modification Orders – Legal Guidance
The National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 placed a
duty on all Surveying Authorities in England and Wales to produce a
definitive map and statement, indicating and describing public rights of
way within their areas.
The 1949 Act also required Surveying Authorities i.e. County Councils, to
keep their definitive map and statement under periodic revision. The
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 completely changed the way in which
the definitive map and statement is updated. Under this Act Surveying
Authorities have a duty to keep their map and statement under
continuous review.
Certain specified events can trigger that process and one of these is an
application under Section 53 of the Act for a map modification order
(MMO). Section 53(5) enables any landowner, occupier or user to apply
for a Map Modification Order to modify the definitive map. Landowners
and occupiers may believe for example that a right of way should never
have been shown on the definitive map at all, or is shown on the wrong
line or that its status is incorrectly shown, for example, as a bridleway
instead of a footpath.
Claims may also be made for routes to be added on the basis of
evidence from historical documents or of evidence of public use, either
for a continuous period of 20 years, as provided for by the Highways Act
1980 (s31) or for a shorter period under Common Law.
Both at common law and under Section 31 of the Highways Act 1980 the
public’s enjoyment of the way must have been “as of right” in order to
form the basis of implied dedication. “As of right” was interpreted in
Merstham Manor v Coulsdon and Purley UDC (1937) as acts done openly,
not secretly, not by force and not by permission from time to time given.
The House of Lords has held in R v Oxfordshire CC ex p Sunningwell
Parish Council (1999) that subjective state of mind of the user does not
have to be proved. Users over a long period may have been
“subjectively indifferent as to whether a right existed”.
Deciding who “the public” are can sometimes be difficult. In general it
should be people other than those working for the landowner(s)
concerned or who had the permission or licence of the landowner(s) to
use the route. The period of 20 years is counted back from the date on
which the public’s right to use the way was first brought into question or
from the date at which an application is made to modify the Definitive
Map and Statement. In order to bring the public’s right into question, the
landowner must challenge it by some means sufficient to bring it home
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to the public, for example, through the erection of a fence or locking of a
gate across the way, however long ago that date was.

Statute Law
“Section 31 of the Highways Act 1980 provides that the claimants’
evidence must show that the route has been actually enjoyed for a 20year period. The use must be without force, without secrecy and without
permission”.
Although 20 years uninterrupted use by the public establishes a
presumption that the way has been dedicated to the public, this can be
contradicted by evidence showing that the landowner did not intend to
dedicate public rights during that time. Evidence of interruption of the
public’s use of the way, would have to be shown to have been both
effective in preventing public use and clearly known to the public. The
turning back of the occasional stranger will not be a sufficiently positive
act - at least where the way continues to be used by locals. Notices
clearly displayed and maintained on the way, indicating that it was
private, or plans deposited with the surveying authority or its
predecessors can prove sufficient evidence of an intention by an owner
not to dedicate. Section 31(6) of the Highways Act 1980 enables
landowners to protect themselves against claims based solely on use by
depositing a map, statement and statutory declaration with the surveying
authority showing which rights of way they acknowledge to be public on
their land.
It is not possible to claim a route by presumed dedication over Crown
Land such land being exempt from the provisions of the Highways Act
1980. Byelaws for some National Trust Land and other open spaces may
also prevent the acquisition of rights.
Under Section 53c (i-iii), documentary evidence alone, may be sufficient
to establish the existence of public rights and however old the
document, the rights recorded will still exist unless there is evidence of a
subsequent legally authorised change.
An implication of dedication may be shown if documentary evidence can
be provided which enables an inference of dedication and acceptance of
a right of way. Section 32 of the Highways Act 1980 requires a court or
tribunal to take into account any map, plan or history of the locality, or
other relevant document which is tendered in evidence, giving it such
weight as appropriate before determining whether or not a way has been
dedicated as a highway. If the evidence is sufficient to show that at some
stage in the past the route did carry public rights then the accepted legal
principle “once a highway always a highway” will apply if no lawful
extinguishment can be shown.
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In May 2006, the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act was
brought into commencement. The main effect of sections 66 and 67 of
this act was to significantly curtail the scope for recording further public
rights of way for mechanically propelled vehicles (MPVs) on the
definitive map and statement. This was done in two ways. Firstly, any
existing unrecorded public rights of way for MPVs (with certain
exceptions) were extinguished, so that they cannot then be added to the
definitive map and statement as byways open to all traffic (BOATs).
Secondly, the act also ensures that no further public rights of way for
MPVs can be acquired unless expressly created or constructed.
Typically, where such rights had been acquired but were thereafter
extinguished, this results in a restricted byway.

Common Law
A highway is created at Common Law by the dedication by the owner of
a right of passage across his land for the use by the public at large
coupled with acceptance and use by the public as of right. Dedication
may also be inferred at Common Law where the acts of the owner
conclusively point to an intention to dedicate. In Poole v Huskinson
(1843) it was held that “2 things to be made good, that the user has been
sufficient in is duration and character and that the presumption then
arising has not been rebutted. The length of user evidence is also
important but there is no fixed minimum or maximum period of use
which must be proved in Order to justify an inference of dedication.
Under Common Law it is possible to claim a route by presumed
dedication over Crown Land. Once again relevant documentary or
historical documentation may contribute to any inference.
Schedule 14 Applications For Definitive Map Orders
The procedures for the making and determination of an application are
set out in Schedule 14 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Anyone
making an application must serve notice on every owner and occupier of
land affected by the application. In cases of difficulty in tracing the
owner or occupier, the authority has the power to direct that a notice be
placed on the land instead. The procedures include the right for
applicants to appeal to the Secretary of State for the Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs against the surveying authority’s refusal to make an
Order. In such cases the Secretary of State can direct the authority to
make the Order even when the authority considers the evidence does not
support the making of the Order.
Once the authority has received the certificate of service of notice it has
a duty to investigate the application and consult with every local
authority concerned, i.e. District/Borough, Parish/Town Council. The
authority should make a decision on the application as soon as
reasonably practicable. Where the authority has not come to a decision
within 12 months of receiving an application, the applicant can appeal to
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the Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, who
can direct the authority to determine it within a specified time.
An authority can act on evidence without a Schedule 14 application
being made and should do so on discovery of relevant evidence. There
is no requirement to investigate the claim within 12 months and no right
of appeal to the Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs in these cases.
Order-making procedure
If it is established that, on the balance of probabilities, public rights have
been acquired, a MMO is published and advertised on site and in a local
newspaper. If no objections are received the Order can be confirmed by
the County Council. If there are unresolved objections it must be
referred to the Secretary of State who will probably decide to hold a
Public Inquiry to resolve the matter.
If the authority has been directed by the Secretary of State to make a
MMO after it has decided not to do so and objections are made which
result in a Public Inquiry being held, the authority will adopt a neutral
stance.
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Annex D
1990

1993 Start of 20 year period

2000

2010

3 Butler (Mr)

1997

2015

50

4 E Hutchings

1993

2015

300

5 K Hutchings

1993

2015

360

6 P Hutchings

1989

2015

250

7 R Hutchings

1989

2015

250

8 Gaskell

1980

2015

24

Walks A - N and then across the meadow and down to Esher 52

9 Gaskell

1985

2015

4

Walks A-N and then across the meadow and down to Esher 52

10 Lumley

2010

2015

200
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11 Pearson

1960

2015

365

12 Phillips

1993

1999

30

13 Rutherford

1994

2015

52

14 Thorne

1970

2015

52

15 Lowthian

1966

2017

6

16 Fossett

1994

2017

500

17 Acher

1980

1990

3

18 Acher

1974

1990

6

19 Taylor (Mr)

all life

2015

12

Taylor

all life

2015

12

20 Wheeler

1966

2000

365

21 Jervis

1969

2018

52

22 Christmas

1976

1985

9

23 Burt

1952

2018

52

24 Page

1990

2015

8 in total

25 Garrod

1995

2015

52

26 Cursley

2010

2014

30

2004

2020

2

n/a

27

Whittaker

2018

50

2017

2015

2016

2009

2015

2 Butler (Mrs)

2014

Not included in calculation of
frequency

2013

Daily in 60s and 70s

2012

2015

2013 Calling into Question
2011

1964

2010

1 Beeby

2009

Note

2008

Times per year

2007

Used until

2006

Used from

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

1994

1993

1992

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

Surname

1985

UEF No.

Use was very frequent in 60s and 70s but now lives away and so use less frequent.

Earlier period of use was to access horse

Not included in calculation of
frequency

Later period of use dog walking

Does not live very locally, but give use as 360 a year
Also walks across the meadow and down to Esher 52

Lives on The Stables, asked
permission from Mr Perry
Not inc. in calc. of frequency permission granted

Walked A - N, across meadow
Also walked the additional route down to Esher 52, use weekly from 2002 only
Not included in calculation of
frequency for 2013

Landowner gave permission in 2005 (unclear which landowner)
Reference to the fact that the meadow was cultivated for hay - maybe used this route as well?
Lives on The Stables, walked alternative path to Esher 52 as well

Not included in calculation of
frequency for 1993
Not included in calculation of
frequency for 1993
Not included in calculation of
frequency

Not included in calculation of
frequency
Not included in calculation of
frequency

Some use made of claimed route as child and young adult, more frequent use since dog in 2002
Some use made of claimed route as child and young adult, more frequent use since dog in 2002
Described alternative route on UEF

Makes reference to stile near scout hut which is on Esher 52, and states there are no gates... so unclear about route she is actually walking
Employed by landowner A-B, never walked through to Water Lane

Not included in calc,: only used
alt. route

1993 Number of users

17

2013 Numbers of users

1993 Uses per year

916

2013 Uses per year

1993 Uses per week

18

2013 Uses per week

23
1850
36
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Users highlighted in yellow have not been included in the calculation of frequency of use, for an explanation of why, see comments on each user’s bar.
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ITEM
6
Mrs Beeby
Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham

My name is Mrs Beeby and my mother, Mrs Pearson, lives at 30 Water Lane. She moved there in 1961
and I grew up there; I have known the path for 54 years. I now live in Bournemouth however I have
regularly returned home over the years since I left to visit my family, and continue to visit now. My sister
does the same.
My mother’s land consists of a garden and a wooded area behind the house; the wooded area backs
onto the claimed path. We would regularly access the path from the wood, and would walk a number of
different routes. We could turn left and continue along the path towards Littleheath Lane, or we could
turn right and walk along the path to come out onto Water Lane. There waslso the option to turn left
and then right to walk through the stables owned by my mother’s neighbout1ts Turk, to Walk over the
hiftaHhe acrfhese weverobst
diuIto usTz
I recall in the 60s and 70s the whole area was maintained by the groundsman, or gardener for the
Cottage in the Woods. He was called Mr Bingham and he ensured that the area was well maintained.
This included ensuring that the path was open and available. He used to store his equipment in the
sheds that are at the end of the path, past where the obstruction is now.
Some time ago, and I cannot recall now how long ago, the owner of the land with the tennis court must
have instructed their gardener to barricade the path off and to turn people away. He was quite rude in
the way he did it, and the obstructions that he put up were substantial and sometimes a little
unpleasant.
My mother would regularly walk out along the path, as she got older her mobility deteriorated to the
extent that the only walking she felt she could do was out along the path. I would walk with her when I
visited. It was so sad because when the path got obstructed her inability to use the path led to her
moving less and less, and as a result her mobility has really decreased substantially. She now has
dementia, but at the time the lack of ability to get out onto the path really affected her mobility.
In the 60s and 70s when I was at home I would use the path on a daily basis sometimes several
times a day. It was such a well-used path. Everyone in the area used it. We would regularly see from
our garden people walking the path. We had dogs and used it as a dog walk, as did many people.
—

I am surprised that this isn’t recorded as a public footpath already, to be honest. It was a footpath long
before the tennis court was there, it should still be available now. Apart from the obstruction the path
has changed little over the years. It has always had the appearajjce that it has now.
C
.

.

\).Jhave never sought or be.e.gieR permission to use the route,\and although there were gates along
the route in a number of places they were never an obstruction to the route. I cannot now recall if there
were any notices on the gates.

I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED ROUTE. I
UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS INVESTIGATION.

Date

Q../.O
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Mr & Mrs Butler

Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham

I (Mr Butler) have lived at 27 Water Lane since 1990, while Mrs Butler.has lived at the
property for 10 years.
I found the path after about 6 or 7 years of moving to Water Lane, when I had a share in a
horse that was stabled along the route. I also had a dog that needed walking and so a
combination of the horse and the dog meant that I was going along the claimed path on a
daily basis from about 1997 until about 2002. I then had a share in a different horse from
2002 to 2004/5. From 2004/5 when I stopped having a share in a horse my use reduced,
to about once a month or so, but I haven’t been along there now for 3 years or so.
My use would involve the whole claimed route, as I would go to visit the horse, and then
continue on in a circular route to walk the dog. When Foot & Mouth outbreak happened
this was one of the few places you could go with a dog, and so it was well used.
I would meet the lady who owned the stables, Di Turk on the land and we have walked
along the path with her. She never said anything about it, never told us the route was
only access to the stables or that itwas private.
My (Mrs Butler) use is more along the alternative route, past the electricity sub station and
up to the path by Polyapes. I have done this every week day morning since I moved to
Water Lane 10 years ago. I used to use the claimed route less frequently, but stopped
when the barriers were erected (see below).
The track was always open and available along its full length. We do not recall there
being any gates that stopped us from getting along there.
Approximately 3 years ago we were out walking that way one day and suddenly found that
we couldn’t get through easily any more. There were trees and bits of debris down to block
the route. Then some gates were put up and we couldn’t get through any more.

I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED
ROUTE. I UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBL!CLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS INVESTIGATION.

Signed

r143

Signed
Date

(••c
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Mrs PatrinaITEM
Hutchings
Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham
My name is Mrs Patrina Hutchings and I live at 48 Littleheath Lane. I have lived here
since 1989. When we first moved in and started to use the claimed route part of the
land was owned by Diane Turk who lived on Water Lane, and owned the stables and
fields adjacent to the path. There was never any problem with using the route we
would regularly see Di and the people that owned Littleheath Farm at that time.
—

We had 2 dogs, so walked regularly. I also had a friend who owned a horse that was
stabled at Diane Turks livery yard, adjacent to the claimed route, and I would go
there to help her muck it out from time to time.
From Littleheath Lane I walk down the claimed path to the point where the path turns
sharply to the right and continue as far as the substation, where I would turn left and
loop back to rejoin Littleheath lane. Occasionally I would continue on to Water Lane
and walk back that way, however my preference is not to use Water Lane but to loop
back.
I have also walked other paths in the area, near to the lake, and then joined up with
the claimed route. And I have come off the claimed route and walked through the
field near the tennis court to join the path past the substation. There hasn’t always
been a gate there.
I think I would be most likely to walk along the claimed path until I got to about the
tennis court, then to cut up through the field to the path behind the substation. There
are a variety of routes to use though across the land. On occasion we would walk our
two dogs along the path onto Water Lane and then down to to Tilt, at Stoke D
Abernon.
I have walked in this area 4-5 times a week from 1989, with 2 dogs you need to get
out. The ability to go out walking from the house was one of the reasons we moved to
the house in the first place. I generally walk with my husband or with neighbours and
friends.
In 1989 when we moved in there were no closed gates along the claimed route.
There was a gate at the sharp bend but that was always open and tied back. There
was also always a gate at the big black barn but again that was always open. I don’t
recall there ever being signs on either of them. There was a third very rickety old gate
near the substation and that again was never closed. I don’t recall any notices along
the path at all.
—

In 1989 the route was wide and clear and the surface was relatively even. You could
take a child in a buggy along there. It was about a cars width from Littleheath Lane
until the sharp bend and then it got a little narrower to the barn and narrower still after
the barn you could still walk 2 abreast along this section. There were laurel trees
adjacent to the path and occasionally it would get a little overgrown
—

Things started to change about 4-5 years ago when land changed hands. We carried
on walking the path however and were never challenged until a gardener challenged
us and mentioned the word ‘trespass’. It then felt a bit awkward to continue walking,
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and we were put off by the landowner’s dogs. Then a gate went up and there were
more obstructions, which is what prompted us to make the application. Some other
people said that you could continue to access the path by walking around, but I
wasn’t prepared to do that as obstructions began to appear. We were also
challenged by Mr Ross one time who said we shouldn’t be there. The gardener also
challenged us and I said I thought it was a path and continued along it. But when you
get questioned so much you start to feel uneasy.
The section from the tennis court west to the old metal gate was always available,
although this was the section that did sometimes get a little overgrown with laurel. I
think it must have been use that kept that section open, I don’t think it was ever cut
back or maintained as such. However it didn’t really matter much to us as more often
than not we would leave the claimed path there and cross the field to get to the path
behind the substation.
On occasion I have also driven, or walked up to The Cottage in the Woods .as my
farrier lives there.
Recently the gate leading from Water Lane, through The Stables and onto the
disputed path has been reopened and left wide open. All private signs leading up to it
have been removed and free access looks available. I have not walked it and
continue to use Water Lane instead.

AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED
ROUTE. I UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS
INVESTIGATION.

Signed

Date

/..2/
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Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham
We live at 20 Woodside Road, and have done so for around 40 years. I (Mr Gaskell) built
the house.
We would walk around the lake and then take the path past Polyapes and down the route
adjacent to the old Schiff house grounds. We would then cut across the meadow/field
adjacent to the tennis court to join a track that ran along the back of the properties on Water
Lane. The field used to be open and overgrown and there was not a gate at the corner, as
there is now it was just a gap. The gate appeared approximately 8 years ago, but wasn’t
locked. Then it was locked but there was a gap to one side, so you could still get through.
Then finally the gap was blocked up. At about the same time the path along the back of the
properties (the claimed path) was blocked off with logs.
—

We have always had dogs, and so we have always been out walking in the area frequently.
The route we used to walk is a nice route where you can avoid the traffic on Water Lane.
We have met others when out walking this route.
There has always been a gate at the sharp bend, near the entrance to Littleheath Farm and
the other properties. It had a sign saying private on it, maybe not the one that is there now,
but you could always just open the gate to get through.
The other gate by the large barn I can recall always being open, but I don’t remember there
being a sign on it.
The path has always looked like it does now open and available throughout and either
open or with a post and rail fence to one side. There was also a chain link fence alongside
the old Schiff house grounds.
—

I think The Stables were built about 30 years ago. Prior to that there was a road/track that
continued out onto Water Lane. I can’t really remember it very well. We didn’t often go out
all the way to Water Lane as we generally did circular walks.
The other route, up past the field and to join the path that passes Polyapes, adjacent to
where the old Schiff house is, has always looked a lot like it does now. The top bit is often
more overgrown, although it does die back a bit in winter and sometimes someone would
clear it.
Our daughter had a horse at the stables along the claimed route for a while from about
1990. We would drive up the claimed route as far as the stables. We knew Mrs Turk as a
result, and were in the Pony Club together. Mrs Turk never talked to us at all about the track
we just used it assuming it was a public right of way.
I AGREE THAT HE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFEICTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED ROUTE.
I UNDERSTA
THAT I SCONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS INVESTIGATION.

Signed

L.

Signed..
Date
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ITEM
6
Mr
Lumley

Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham
My name is Mr Lumley and I live at 4 The Stables. I have lived here since 2009. I have an
interest in the access drive of The Stables and together with the other residents of The Stables
I partly own it. The claimed route therefore passes over land in which I have an interest in
part.
I have walked my dog in the area and along at least part of the claimed route. My normal walk
is from my house, along the track from The Stables, turning right to walk up adjacent to the
substation and in a wide circular route to come back along the track back to my house. I asked
permission of Chris Perry to walk the part of the track that he owns.
About 4 years ago there started to be an obstruction to the track, initially the old metal gate
near the substation which used to lie on the floor was propped back up across the track such
that you couldn’t easily get past. Then the owners of the land with the tennis court erected a
dead wood barrier and dug a ditch to block the route. They have since encouraged the route
on their land to get overgrown such that you can’t get through. Other than in that area there
has never been any restriction to the use of the track.
I walk the route daily, and I know others in The Stables have walked it as much or more
frequently even.
There have been ways to get around the blockage at the land with the tennis court but these
have all been blocked up now too.
About 3½ 4 years ago I was stopped when walking the route by the gardener and told that
I shouldn’t be there. I have also spoken to the landowner once who also challenged my use.
I explained I had always used it and he seemed fine with that but then 3 weeks later the
barriers went up.
-

I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED ROUTE. I
UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS INVESTIGATION.
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MrsITEM
Lowthian
Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham
I lived in the road called Twin Oaks between 1966 and 1975 and since 1975 I have
lived here in Fairmile Lane.
There was a disused brickyard in the area of Somerville Road when I was younger
and you could walk down into it and then go off exploring on the common and
around. Then they built houses and it wasn’t so easy to get around. Now you can
walk around the pond, but you didn’t used to be able to as easily.
I would walk along the claimed route and the alternative route up past the electricity
substation to join the path by Polyapes, as a circular route. It was safe, and off road,
so pleasant.
I would walk it a couple of times a week with my children and with the dogs, it was
our nearest, easiest walk. It always had a surface and the same kind of appearance
as it has now it was open and a clear route to walk. I still walk in the area now,
except that I have to use the other route, up past the electricity substation as you
cannot get through the claimed route any more.
—

I can recall horses using the claimed route in the 60s and 70s. The road that is now
called The Stables, at the end of the claimed path used to actually be the stables for
the Schiff home. I understood there to be some history about the route being used by
horses to avoid the road.
You could get through with no problem, it was never over grown. I seem to recall that
there were once horses in the old buildings by the substation at once point.
I have seen the obstruction that is along the path now, but no one has ever spoken to
me about it or told me that I shouldn’t be there. I use the alternative path now and
walk in other areas.
There have been gates across the route in the past, but they have only ever just
been pulled across you could always either get round them or open them. I don’t
remember there being private signs.
—

The whole area was a lot more open then, and a lot of people would use the path.
You would see people there all the time. It was a good enough path that you could
take children on bikes down there. You couldn’t let kids out to play by themselves
over by the brickworks, so you let them use this path instead.
I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED
ROUTE. I UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS
INVESTIGATION.

Signed

Date
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6
Mr Fossett
Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham

I have lived at 6 The Stables since 1994. I have an ownership interest in part of the
route over which the claimed path runs, as I partly own the road The Stables with my
neighbours.
When I moved into the house I explored the area. For the last 18 years I have been a
dog owner and have taken my dog on a walk 3 times a day. Our standard dog walk
over the years has been from our house, along the claimed route to where the path
ends up on the common, shortly after the sharp bend. I then come off the claimed
route and walk on paths through the common adjacent to the lake and then up to the
public footpath that runs past Polyapes. I then come down the path adjacent to
Knowle Hill and the electricity sub station and back to my house. This is our standard
walk that I have been doing 3 times a day for the past 18 years or so. I don’t walk out
onto Littleheath Lane, I come off the claimed path before it reaches the lane.
In about 2015 steps began to be taken to stop access along the claimed route at
about where the tennis court is. There were ditches dug and piles of debris mounded
up along the route, and along any other route that you then tried to take to get around
the obstruction.
I tried to get an amicable solution with the owner of the property that was doing the
obstruction. I did not necessarily want the route to become a public right of way I
just wanted to be able to continue with my dog walking like I had done for nearly 20
years. Unfortunately the owners were not open to an amicable solution, and therefore
this application was eventually made.
—

After having all routes barred to me I eventually gave up trying to walk through and
now I walk a slightly alternative route which bypasses the obstruction. I walk up past
the substation and then cut down through a horse field into the stables area and then
rejoin the claimed path at the large barn. I did talk to the landowners there to say
what I was doing. They seemed ok with it a bit concerned perhaps that my dog
might worry the horse, but they didn’t object to me walking through the stables.
—

There are gates along the claimed route, and most of these have been there for
many years. There is a relatively new wooden gate across the path at the point
where you leave the common near Littleheath Lane. It is controlled by an electric
motor so that it closes after you, but it is easy to open; you just press the green
button. There is a white metal gate at the sharp bend which has a ‘private’ sign on it
now, although it hasn’t always. You have always been able to walk around this gate.
There is a gate at the barn too, with a private sign on what feels like the wrong side of
the gate. This used to be left open but now is pulled shut. The sign is relatively new,
and probably arrived at the same time that the gate started to be pulled shut. It has
never been locked and you have always been able to get through. Gates did also get
put up near The Stables end, however they were stolen quite quickly. One set of
these gates were put up and had a notice saying private land, but they were tied
back. The implication I took from this was that the landowner was trying to tell people
that the land was private that it wasn’t a public footpath but that they didn’t have a
problem with people walking the route on that basis.
—

—
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I have met the landowner on a couple of occasions and she has made it very clear
that she does not believe the route is a public footpath and that she does not want
people walking there.
Up until the path started to be blocked from about 2015 the path was open and
available to users with no issues whatsoever. I can understand that the landowners
don’t want people wandering over the paddock and damaging their land, but the path
has always been open to use and is the way I want to walk.
I know that other people used the path as well, certainly Mr Lumley used the path
very frequently, and there are other dog walkers too. There used to be an elderly lady
that lived along Water Lane who had access from her back garden out onto the path
and I have seen her walking the path as well.
The route that runs up past Knowle Hill Park and onto the Polyapes path has always
been open and available and looked like it does now. I have walked this path as
frequently as the claimed path. The section at the top gets overgrown every now and
then and users go down with loppers and keep it open.

I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED
ROUTE. I UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS
INVESTIGATION.

Signed

/C

.EL/r

Date
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Alleged Public Footpath from Liftleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham

We have lived in this house in Milihedge Close for 24 years but we both grew up in Cobham, in
the roads around the claimed path.
When we were growing up we would roam around the area, getting to know the land around the
brick pond. We would visit friends in roads in the area, like Heath Ridge Green and Twin Oaks
and down towards Stoke D’Abernon, and would walk across the common land and on off-toad
routes to get there. The Schiff Home was open and you could walk across the grounds at that
time.
I (Mr Taylor) can recall using the claimed route frequently in the 1970s and 80s. I just assumed
it was a path like any other that we used at the time. I very seldom saw anybody else using the
path at that time. There were no locked gates or barriers to worry about.
I (Mrs Taylor) remember that there was an elderly lady, Miss Pearson(?), who lived in a Water
Lane house backing onto the claimed route and she had a chauffeur who kept the Rolls Royce
in the garage. He was quite scary, so I would often use the alternative route past the substation
if he was about.
In the late 1970s and early 80s, I (Mrs Taylor) kept a horse in the stables that were located
where the road The Stables is now. At the time the alternative route wasn’t fenced in so we just
went across the field. In winter we had stables in the front of the Schiff house and horses would
come up the alternative route and into the back field in the winter. The field adjacent to the
tennis court was known as “the bomb field”, as there was a big crater in the centre. Sometimes
we had horses in there too. Mr Bell rented out the field.
The claimed route has always looked similar. The road where The Stables is now was just a
track it was the back entrance into the Schiff house. The rest of the path has always been a
rough track, but clearly laid out and accessible. The section that is now blocked has always
been the same as the rest not overgrown, open and easy to use.
-

—

There were gates along the route, but they were never shut. The 60s popstar Twinkle used to
live in the House in the Woods, and in her time the gate on the driveway from Liffleheath Lane
was never shut.
No one ever said we could only use the path because of the horses we just used it. It was a
fairly quiet area, we didn’t really see many other people using it. There has always been a good
solid boundary onto the back of the properties along Water Lane. You wouldn’t have gone
across that boundary and gone into people’s gardens it was a definite path along the back of
the properties.
—

—

In 2002 we got a dog and started walking more frequently and regularly in the area again,
including along the path about once or twice a month until about 2015 when it started to get
blocked off and it became more and more difficult to use. At first it was at the tennis court with a
load of dumped laurel branches, then it got more and more blocked with logs. Clearly someone
wanted to stop people going down there. Finally the gate at the Littleheath Lane driveway
boundary was shut and we gave up trying to walk down the pathway.
—

It was a very useful path, given the increased traffic on Water Lane and the endless building
works that go on there. It was a much safer route for pedestrians than the road, which has no
pavements and is narrow with many blind corners.
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I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS M UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED ROUTE. I
UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AV
BL ASPART OF THIS INVESTIGATION.
//L7
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Signed
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Signed
Date
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Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham
My name is David Page and I am the Countryside Officer for Elmbridge Borough
Council. I have held this position since 1991 and I have regularly been in this area as
a result, as the area at the north of the claim is Littleheath Common, which is one of
the areas I manage.
There is now an electronic gate at the boundary of our land and the neighbours land,
but I cannot now recall if this replaced an earlier gate. I have a recollection of driving
up the track to turn our vehicles around and I don’t recall having to open a gate. So if
there was a previous gate it must have always been open.
As a team we patrol the site every weekend. So I am on site very regularly. I have
also used the claimed route personally about 8-10 times over the years. I would
generally come out of the EBC common land onto the Public Footpath and then walk
along, past Polyapes and then down the path that joins the claimed path at the
substation, then around and along the claimed path back to the EBC Common Land.
I did not realise that this wasn’t a public footpath either. I did this as it was a more
enjoyable walk and I was looking for bird nests and bat roosts. There have also been
reports of Adders in the area, so I have been on the lookout for them.
I clearly remember walking the path, which was open and had the appearance of an
old cart track. It was clearly a route that was regularly walked by other people. I have
also seen it on the old Ordnance Survey Maps as a clear track.
I struggled past the obstructions a couple of times, but have not been there much
since.
I don’t think I actually saw anyone using the path when I was, but it had the
appearance of a path and as far as I can recall no private notice or indication that I
should be there. It was a very interesting, nicely derelict part of the landscape.
The track over the common has always been tarmac as far as I can remember. There
has been a gate at the sharp bend and another where the barn is. I think I remember
climbing over or around that gate, and there was a sign on it that appeared to face
almost in the wrong direction. I have a recollection of some sign being up in the tree
as well, but I can’t remember what that was.
I didn’t use the section down to The Stables
to Polyapes.

—

I used it just to get to the other path up

I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED
ROUTE. I UNDERST
D THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS
INVESTIGATION.

Signed

Date
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Mrs J0 Rutherford
Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham, Esher
A. Quick Reference
B. Resident
C. Location details the alleged public footpath
D. History of footpaths on Little Heath, Stoke D’Abernon and Oxshott
E. History of Little Heath Brick Works and area
F. Walking the alleged public footpath
G. Water Lane
H. Wildlife surveying Surrey Wildlife Trust
M. Knowle Hill House history
I. Millgate Homes path application
J. Obstructions to the alleged path history
K. Memories written by Catherine Valiant
—

—

-

—

—

-

B. Resident
My name is Joanna Rutherford and I have lived at 1 Heath Cottages, 58 Liffleheath Lane since 1993,
and have used this alleged public footpath since this time.
C. Location Details route of alleged public footpath
The alleged public footpath in question, referred to as ‘the alleged path’ in this document, is located
running between Liffleheath Lane, Littleheath Common KT1 1 2QN (TQ 130 603), to Water Lane
KT1 1 2TD (TQ 126 600) Knowle Hill, Esher, Surrey. Illustration 1 below.
—

,

—
*__
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Illustration 1. Route of path
Copyright Designs and Patent Act 1988, 5.46
The maps shown within each illustration in this document have been
made for initiating and being part of this statutory inquiry and so do
not infringe copyright. Further copies should not be made.

Illustration 1: Route of the alleged path. Map was received from Dan Williams, Countryside Access
Team, Surrey County Council, Guildford Surrey (May 2015) following the application for a DMMO
(Definitive Map Modification Order) by Mrs Pat Hutchings. The application is made under section
53(5) of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 to Surrey County Council following a DMMO made under
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section 53(3) (c)(i) that a way should be added to the definitive map and statement for Surrey as a
definitive path Ku 1 2Q to KT1 1 2TD.
Illustration 2 below: Route of the alleged path: updated map of the alleged public footpath available
from Catherine Valiant, Countryside Access Team, Surrey County Council, Guildford Surrey
(November 2018) following the application for a DMMO by Mrs Hutchings.
-

Illustration 2. Route of path

D History of footpaths on Little Heath, Stoke D’Abernon and Oxshott
Oxshott was originally just a hamlet on the east side of Stoke D’Abernon village.
‘Until the 161h century Oxshott was fairly isolated from other centres of population, surrounded by
heath and scrubland and connected to nearby villages only by footpaths. For almost the whole of a
further three centuries no major transport links crossed this parish.”
https.//en wikipedia.org/wik/Oxshott (accessed 16 August 2018). Illustration 3 below.
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E. History of Little Heath Brick Works and area
We bought our house from Mr Bonniface in 1993 and he told us of local areas, routes, and paths we
could walk. The following Ordnance Survey maps are those maps available for the public to
purchase at this time and show the alleged path, labelled path. Illustration 8 and 9 below.
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Illustration 8 Path shown on Surrey Ordnace Survey 6” map 1983 Sheet TO 16SW

Illustration 9 Path shown on Surrey 05 map continuing past Knowle Hill, towards
the Schiff Home of Recovery Ref Ordnance Survey 6” map 1989. Sheet TO 15 NW

The map in Illustration 8 above also shows a lake. This was the former Little Heath Brick Works
established in 1866 by John Early Cook and continued brick production until it’s closure in 1958. It
later become known as the Oxshott Brick Works. This former brick works clay quarry was
subsequently flooded and is now a lake, being in the region of 90-lOOft deep. This clay quarry is
known as the ‘Brick Pit’ and occasionally labelled as ‘lake’ or ‘pond’ on maps. The map in illustration
8 does not show a path going around the lake.
A wide hard surfaced path has been recently installed around the lake circa 200 1/2, making this area
now an accessible route another the lake for the public and fisherman: Cobham Court Angling Club.
This linked the alleged path at Little Heath to path No 52 and Knowle Hill as a circular route via The
Stables cul-de-sac. Four public information boards were installed around the lake by Elmbridge
Borough Council, including one illustrating the history of Little Heath and the development of the Brick
Works.
F. Walking the alleged public footpath
I began to walk the alleged path from 1993 for the following reasons:
• walking the alleged path for enjoyment of the countryside
• walking the alleged path to enjoy the wildlife and photographing the countryside
• walking to the first ninety-degree bend, where there used to be two horses stabled, which my
daughter liked to go and see. The landowner known as Terry gave us permission to feed a carrot or
apple to her horses at her stable or small paddock. The horse stables mentioned are indicated in
Illustration 10 below.
• we were given permission to collect the free manure in our wheel barrow by these stables.
• walking the alleged path for safety reasons, instead of walking along the narrow windy singletrack Water Lane which has no public footpath
• walking the alleged path to collect lifer to voluntarily keep this and other local paths clear of
rubbish for the benefit of other path users and the wildlife, accompanied by Mrs Pat Hutchings
• walking the alleged path as part of the route walking to shops at Stoke D’Abernon KT1 1 3BT or to
Downside village KT1 1 3NX
5
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G. Water Lane
The alleged path runs ‘behind’ Water Lane, linking Littleheath Lane, Liffleheath Common KT11 2QN
(TQ 130 603), to Water Lane KT1 1 2TD (TQ 126 600) Knowle Hill, Esher, Surrey.
Water Lane is mainly a narrow, windy single-track highway with house driveways being the main
option available for vehicles to pass each other. This single-track highway does not have any
small sections of
pavements for the public to walk along this road safely. There are just
pavement either side of the entrance of Warblers Green cul-de-sac KT1 1 2NY.
two

Water Lane is used as a cut through for traffic. This highway is unsuitable for the size of and number
of lorries and heavy goods vehicles that now currently use it. A traffic survey was conducted circa
2012-4 Water Lane at the junction with Knipp Hill. Illustration 10 below.
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Illustration 10. Water lane. Traffic survey site shown by red dot, Stables marked at 90 bend
tacit photo is marked for its position and an arrow relaying the view direction.

Photos showing Water Cane. A single track lane, being narrow and windy with no pavements.
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H. Wildlife surveying Surrey Wildlife Trust
A tree and plant survey undertaken by the Surrey Wildlife Trust on 41h October 1995 refers to
surveying from the alleged path. This alleged path is clearly annotated on the map and referenced in
the text paragraph 7. Illustration 11 and 12 below.
—
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Illustration 11 Surrey Wildlife Trust Survey 4th October 1995 Referencing the alleged path in paragraph No 7
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lluctrabon 2 Swrey WJfe Trust Survey 4th October 199S
Referendrg the aIeed path n prraph No, 7. Path hghhted n green on map wfth rai arrow,
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I. Knowle Hill House history
In 1980 the Schiff Home of Recovery, formally known as Knowle Hill House, was sold by the council
to the Welcome Foundation health organisation. This site was subsequently owned by Cargill who
most recently sold Knowle Hill to Millgate developers for private residential housing.
Millgate contacted neighbouring landowners (circa 2014) informing them they proposed to apply for a
DMMO for the path running across the top of the meadows, linking Water Lane, The Stables cul-de
sac and the alleged path to Footpath Number 52.
—

Millgate letter to local residents in April 2015 confirmed:
We will also ensure that the public access to the existing footpath to the North West of the site
from The Stables to Public Footpath No 52 is retained.” Millgate Homes Update April 2015.
This highlighted to local residents that the alleged path was not classified as a Definitive Path.

J. Obstructions to the alleged path history
Circa. 2014, in passing a gentleman fellow walker on the alleged path, I asked if he knew who owned
the small overgrown field section between the larger (of the two) barns and The Stables cul de sac.
He did not know but thought it was probably the lady at number 30 water lane whom I now know to
be called Mrs Pearson.
Circa mid 2015 walking the alleged path with Mrs Hutchings, we spoke with a gardener who was
working in the above-mentioned overgrown area. He said the lady owner of 24 had asked him to ask
everyone he saw walking through to not walk the alleged path anymore. When we said it was a
footpath, he said he was just doing what he was told, and it was nothing to do with him and it was
only because they wanted to develop the tennis court. He said we could keep walking through as far
as he was concerned. I do not know the name of the gardener and I did not see him again.
This has been the only occasion that anyone has ever indicated to me that I should not be walking
the alleged path.
The first time I noticed access along the alleged path being blocked was 7th December 2014, by a
large pile of freshly cut laurel shrub cuttings had been placed across the alleged path. The blockage
to the alleged path was still in place the following year. Illustration 13 below.
Note: Photographs were taken on the date when the event/item was observed and included here within the text referencing
the observation. This date may not be the same date as when the event may have originally occurred.
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Approaching from The Stables cul-de-sac, the blockage along the alleged path only occurred at this
pile of laurel cuttings. The alleged path from The Stables cul-de-sac can be seen as a wide clear
surfaced track. Illustration 14 below.

IllustratIon 14. Arr. Jicatos direction of photo taken
on path Demonstrates width of path/track and
a well trodden established route.
Photo 29th January2015.

Walking from The Stables cul-de-sac, I noticed a tree had fallen down past the second of two single
garages. Photo 5th May 2015. The width of the alleged path and track here can clearly be seen.
Illustration 15 below.
Lrr

S

Illustration 15. Map showing position of tree having fallen Photo of tree across the path 5th May2015
over path just after single garage. Garage indicated in
blue on the map. Tree indicated in green
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On 5th June 2015, Mrs Hutchings received the ‘Form of Notice for Landowners and Occupiers’
DMMO from Dan Williams, Countryside Access team, Merrow, Guildford, Surrey. She was instructed
to copy and attach a copy of this notice at each end of the alleged path and at key points along the
alleged path. Illustration 16 below.
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Illustration 16. Form of Notice for Landowners and Occupiers
placed at four sites along the path numbered 1 to 4 i.e. at each end
and at the two Junctions with other path routes. 5th June2015.

Sign 1. Sign at Little Heath by Lane

::

Sign 2. Sign at metal gate, the alleged path
continues through this gate.

Sign 3. Sign on new wooden gate, the
alleged path continues through this gate.

ILNO

I)1Uv(

TURNING

Sign 4. Sign at The Stables cul-de-sac.

Walking along the alleged path, Mrs Hutchings and myself saw that a new wooden gate with
padlocks had been erected, just before the two old disused single garages. On this new wooden
gate, hand written words in black felt felt-pen read ‘no public admittance’. 5th June 2015. This was
the first notice to appear regarding public access along the alleged path. Illustration 17 below.

Illustration 17. Site of new wooden gate shown in blue.
Gate was padlock and with black felt pen hand writing.
This was the first notice to appear regarding public access.
Photos 5th June 2015.
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Q gth June 2015, approaching via The Stables cul-de-sac, Mrs Hutchings replaced the missing
‘Form of Notice for Landowners and Occupiers’ on the tree just before the gate. A second FNLO had
also been removed by the large barn gate, this was also replaced. Mrs Hutchings sought advice from
Dan Williams, Countryside Access Team regarding the removed signs. She understood as long as
the signs had been placed there in the first instance that was all that was required, even if they had
been removed. 9th June 2015. Two replaced FNLO signs: Illustration 18 below.
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Replaced missing FNLO notice at Point 3 -Onto tree just
before new wooden gate

Illustration 18.Two missing Forms of Notice for Landowners
and Occupiers were replaced at points 2 and 3 on map.
Photos 9th June2015.

Replaced missing ENLO
notice from metal gate
at Point 2 and
repositioned onto tree
just beyond the gate.
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On 23rd June 2015 I walked along the alleged path from Little Heath finding it still blocked by laurel
cuttings, over time these had since turned brown. A rope had been tied across the alleged path.
Illustration 19 below.
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On 31st March 2016, I walked along the alleged path to see if its access was now cleared. The
blockage appeared similar and in addition, several large trenches had been dug across the alleged
path. These trenches were filled with logs and the trenches naturally filled with water.
I sought advice from Dan Williams, Surrey Countryside Access Team, as I felt the alleged path was
now completely unnavigable, making it dangerous for the public. Illustration 20 below.

iwil m

Illustration 20. Site of path and trenches dug. indicated
on map by red dot Photos 31st March 2016

Photo of path with blockage still

Photos of trenches dug across and around path
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A private property’ sign had been added onto the second gate by the largest barn.
Illustration 21 below.
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On 22nd June 2017 I noticed the wooden gate had been moved and an old metal gate placed across
the alleged path, being propped up with concrete slabs. The metal gate and concrete slabs have
since been removed circa mid 2018. Illustration 22 below.

tIou 22.
ap shot nc] poItIoI of old octal j
A and heavy concrete slal s blo, intj lleged path

Photo 22nd June 2017.
Note the single garage C is owned by Littleheath Farm
whose access has also been blocked at this time,

Position B from which photo was tel n and
single garage C indicated in blue,

K. Memories written by Catherine Valiant
Following a meeting with Catherine Valiant on
memories from our conversation:
—

51h

September 2018, Catherine typed up the following

My name is J0 Rutherford and I live at 58 Littleheath Lane. I have lived here since 1993. We
bought the house from Mr Bonn face who had been here a few years and next door was a man
who was very elderly. Both these men told me about the local paths we could walk. I tried
walking over by the lake, but it was too difficult, so this path was the convenient and locally used
path. I have walked this path down to the Cricketers Pub, to the shops at Stoke D’Abernon and
to the bakery, as well as just out for a walk.

15
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In the early years I would only walk it occasionally, then we would walk out more frequently
especially to the first ninety-degree bend where there was a horse stabled and who my
daughter like to go and see. Terry, the owner, told us we could come down to see it whenever
we liked. We would also walk further along this path to see if we could see owls at dusk.
—

Once we owned dogs, from 2003, I would walk the path much more frequently. There are two
routes I have walked along the claimed path parallel to Water Lane, or past the electricity
substation which linked across the top of Knowle Hill meadow, in turn this links to path No 52. I
probably do each route the same amount, and with the dog/s maybe 4-5 times a week. Maybe
one week I would walk the path every day, then the next week only twice. But it was very
frequent.
—

The path was open and clear, even in the section that is now overgrown; it was a very
established path. In the main it was straight and easy to follow. There was a section near the
garages which wiggled a bit around a laurel tree. A tree came down in January 2015.
We continued to use this with no questions asked until access was blocked off in December
2014. There were also signs added to a new gate (which was then removed) to say no
admittance. This is in the location where there is now an old rusty metal gate near the
substation.
—

I have a photo of the gate at the barn dated June 2015 and there is no sign on it at that point. I
don’t recall that sign being there at any point prior to 2015.
In 2016 there were ditches dug across the claimed path next to where the obstructions had
been put in place. The landowner blocked off the path, dug trenches across the path and in the
end, I just stopped using the path as I felt it had become too dangerous.
I understood that residents in The Stables used it a lot.
It was a wide surfaced path, it was only the neglected section that wasn’t a car’s width. I can
remember walking this path, also the Knowle Hill meadow path from The Stables cul-de-sac
running behind the substation and picking up the litter that had been dropped along these.

I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED ROUTE.
I UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS INVESTIGATION.

Signed
Date
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Hazel Glen
24 Water Lane
Cobham
Surrey KT11 2PB
19 September 2017

To Whom It May Concern
Background.
My husband, Finlay, and I bought Hazel Glen and its accompanying four acres of land in July 1995.
The property had been rented out for over 5 years and much of the land was in poor condition. it
was impossible, for example, to walk along the path adjoining our tennis court, leading to the
garages to the west except in deep winter. For the rest of the time, the path could barely be
discerned, lost in fallen laurels, brambles and chest high nettles. This is the path that claimants say
has been in continuous use for 20 years. I enclose a photo I took a couple of years ago showing the
height of nettles on that path which had grown back following the falling of a neighbour’s tree.(A,B)
On that occasion, walkers could not pass by the path and used, instead, my neighbour’s land. This
caused further clearance of the path in order to fence off their land. Ironically, every attempt made
by any of us to protect our homes from the threat of incursions has resulted in the path becoming
wider and more accessible.
I became aware, in the summer of 1995, that people were crossing our land from the south,
bordering the old Cargill estate. Walkers then crossed diagonally through our fields and picked up
the path by the tennis court. I assume that this behaviour had started following the sale of the house
in 1989 when the property was rented out. Perhaps the renters did not realise the significance of
the incursions. I was always very conscious of the danger of a public right of way being claimed and
made sure always to challenge these people. There was a heavy but rusty gate on the corner of the
land, as well as another, plus chain and private sign, at the entrance to the west, by the garages. f C,
D) At the far end, the Turks had their own gate, clearly marked, Private. f F) I also enclose testimony
from Mrs. Turk regarding her ownership of the land. (A,1)
1995-99
We had three break-ins from the back of our property in the first three years, and were advised by
the police to fence and gate the part of our land that ran along the path so that intruders could not
claim as the walkers did, that they did not realise it was private land. This we did in 1998/1999.
,

1999
We had the nettle bound area in front of the tennis court entirely dug over by an excavator, after all
other attempts to reduce the nettles failed. (G) We have regularly had the tennis court cleaned and,
in 2005, it was completely overhauled. I attach the bill from that time.f H) What with the gardeners’
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activities and our own usage of the tennis court, it has always been quite clear that this was land in
use and personally upkept. I enclose letters from various friends and family who have played tennis
with us, never encountering trespassers on the disputed land.. (1-21) My argument here, is that
walkers did • from time to time, cross our land, but always from the South west, diagonally to the
south-east. I assume that, as they could see us playing tennis, they avoided it at those times,
knowing it was private. Had they come from the path which they claim, they would not have been
able to see us on the land and so would have encountered us by surprise. This never happened.
2001-2002
I was still unhappy about the walkers encroaching from the south and proposed to Cargills that I
would put up a fence along our boundary. They saw themselves as liable to do this and put up
fencing in 2001. However, I was not happy with its siting and employed Sitetechnics of Guildford to
survey our land and give an accurate map of its boundaries. They did this in 2002 and I renewed the
boundary fence according to their calculations with which Cargills legally agreed.(l) Foot traffic from
the south was much reduced, but I did note, in snowy weather the footprints of owners who were
bringing their dogs through by pushing open the old, heavy, iron gate. There was still no sign at all of
activity to the west even during the winter months. It remained impenetrable for much of the year.
2002-2006
We twice had equipment in to spray our big field in order to protect the nearby horses from
ragwort. We also attacked the brambles which had choked the pathway area.
2007-2009
After Mr and Mrs Turk sold their property in 2006, I was approached by a groundsman employed by
a Mr and Mrs Taylor who had intended to build on the old Kingfisher Lodge site. For two years, he
dropped round for information about the boundaries and he installed new fences and gates along
the route, all marked private.(i,K) The land was then sold on.
2008
No. 22a was sold for development in 2008. The developers, Chartridge, in careful consultation with
us, cleared part of the disputed pathway in order to newly fence the land for their property.
2011-13
In 2011 I was advised by a neighbour that the owners of 22a who had built a training room deep in
their garden, were using the pathway via an illegal gate, cutting through land owned by No. 22. They
had cleared the path entirely to achieve this. I imagine that is was at this stage that walkers began to
use the disputed pathway, as before it was inaccessible. Once I had realised this, I made renewed
efforts to resite the iron gate at its entry, it having now been pushed aside. As part of work being
done on our house in 2012/13, I renewed both gates and clearly marked them private. (L,M,N,O)
,

We almost immediately noted that the gate to the west was being left open, despite our having
closed it. It was clear that walkers were not only using this entrance, but were determined that we
should know it. We were very unhappy about this, not least because the pathway runs alongside our
tennis court. We have young grandchildren who live close by and are keen to play. We also have
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younger ones who live with us, and like to wander up to the tennis court and beyond. Their safety
could not be guaranteed if strangers could wander past at any time, completely unseen as they are
from our house. When a laurel tree fell across the path beyond the tennis court, we left it there,
hoping to deter the trespassers.
2012-2013
We took down old and dying trees bordering the big field and planted new ones.(P,Q) We also
created a flower pathway to the field to emphasise personal, domestic usage.(G)
In 2013, after a couple of failed attempts, we had all the land turned over and we planted a wild
flower meadow.(R,S,T,U) These are ecologically and environmentally needed and are increasingly
rare. It has started to flower quite beautifully, but this year, sadly, it may not. Since we have put in
barriers, on police advice, to prevent usage of the path, people are, once more, crossing from the
south of our land and diagonally across the field. There are marked pathways where they have
beaten down the growing plants. (V,W) whilst certain “activists” make a point of crossing the land in
full sight- again, not on the disputed path.(X)
For 22 years we have made it abundantly clear in actions and in words that our land is both
personally used and quite private.
Since the application to change the land to a right of way was made, we have suffered a campaign of
belligerence, malicious damage and theft. Our gardeners are regularly abused by walkers on their
route. Our gate had its entire latch hacked off; a wire, attached to three posts at shin height was
placed across our pathway to the tennis court. Our gardener discovered it before either our animals
or our grandchildren could be caught by it; our gate and that of Mr. Black, further along the disputed
path, has been taken off its hinges and removed. These are 10’x3’ heavy wooden gates. We are
unnerved and very threatened by this level of hostility and willingness to break the law. The police
have been informed in each case. (Y)
We now have a daughter and two grand children living with us. They walk to the field each day and
their father has already had an unpleasant encounter whilst with his two year old daughter. I have
equally suffered from a walker who arrived with his dog off the lead, which knocked over my grand
daughter. We fear for our safety and for our property if these people are given the right along with
how many others?- to walk through our land. I enclose full documentation showing its legal history
—

and confirming our absolute right of ownership. fZ)
/

/

Kathryn Ross

I

4

(17

End.
Photographs
Copy of tennis court invoice. Copy of invoice from Sitetechnic, dated 2002 Copy of Police
notification. Letter from co-owner of the disputed pathway, Diane Turk. Copy of legal document and
map from 1983. 21 letters in support.
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Mrs Black
Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham
My name is Mrs Black and I live at 20 Water Lane with my family. We moved here in
2014; prior to us, the previous owners were Mr and Mrs Pigeon.
Our land backs onto the claimed path, and includes that portion of the path that runs
adjacent to the land. We also own a portion of land on the opposite side, which has
a shed on it.
When we moved in, we installed a field gate across the path to the rear of the
property. We had spoken to our solicitor and understood that a few people had a
right of access to the substation and to walk into the woods, but the route was not
public. For this reason, we were advised that we were entitled to put in the gate, but
should leave it unlocked so that permitted people could continue to use the path. The
gate that we put in had a sign indicating that the path was not public, and that the
land was private.
The gate was installed shortly after moving in, however, it didn’t take long for it to be
stolen, along with the gate that the Ross’ had put up at the boundary of their land.
We haven’t replaced the gate, but the gate posts still exist, and we have left the
‘private land’ sign there as well. Once the gate had been stolen, we fenced our land
in from the claimed path as we felt this was more secure.
I have seen a handful of local people using the claimed path with dogs. I have never
seen people walk onto the Ross’ land; they generally seem to turn right and go up
past the electricity substation. Even before we fenced the land, I was not aware of
huge numbers of people using the route.
I have never challenged anyone using the claimed path. I assumed that the handful
of people I saw going up and into the woods had permission.
I believe that this is a private track, and not a public right of way.

I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED
ROUTE. I UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS
INVESTIGATION

Signed

Date

*
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Mr Perry
Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham

My name is Mr Perry and I live at Littleheath Farm which is accessed from Water Lane along
a track over which there is now a claim for a public footpath.
We bought this property in 2012, at which time it was a development site and had not been
inhabited for two years. We moved in in 2013 after the property had been redeveloped
We own part of the track over which the claimed footpath runs. Our ownership starts at a
wooden gate across the track at the boundary of the common. T here has historically been
gates and barriers at the entrance to the land at the start of the track, but we installed a new
five bar gate here during the development in 2012-2013 which crosses the full width of the
track and is operated with a push button. We did not remove the post from the old gate
system which still remains. On the fence to the left of the gate is a sign saying Private Drive
No Access, and on the gate is a sign informing people of the CCTV that is in place. This has
been the situation since we moved in in 2013.
The claimed path continues along the track, which at this point is in our ownership, until it
reaches the entrance gates to mine and my neighbour's properties. At this point the track
turns sharply right and has a 5 bar metal gate across it. This gate was present when we
moved in and has been in place for over 35 year. It has a metal 'Private' sign on it which has
also always been present. At this point the track leaves my ownership and continues onto
neighbouring land.
Apart from my family and my neighbours that share the access drive the only other person
that I have given the right to use this route is Carol Cowlard who stables her horse on my
land which abuts the track to the south. The fencing along the track at this point is new and
was erected by me in 2013 as part of the redevelopment of the site. There is another gate,
further along the track as it passes behind the large black barn and the sign there reads
Private Property Keep Out, on the other side (to be seen if you were walking west to east).
From this third gate onwards the track continues behind the gardens of the properties on
Water Lane and eventually gets overgrown such that you can no longer get through. I have a
private right of access along the whole of the track to gain access to the garages near the
electricity sub station, one of which is in my ownership. At the moment I cannot use my right
of access because of the overgrown nature of the track, however I am not greatly concerned
by that.
I have occasionally seen people walking along the track since 2013 and I have at all times
challenged them and told them that the route is not public. As far as I am concerned this is
not a public right of way of any kind.
TATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED ROUTE. I
N ENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS INVESTIGATION.

Date..

?.. ,j.���t ....2...0 \q..·�··············································································
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Mrs Bailey
Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham

I have lived at 51 Littleheath Lane for 30 years and access the property daily from
Littleheath Lane along the track and up to the house. Part of the track forms part of
what is being claimed as a public footpath.
I have walked all the way through to Water Lane on the claimed path once, out of
curiosity, a long time ago. However when I realised it came out into what appeared to
be someone’s garden I stopped.
The electronic gate belongs to the Perrys and has been there for about 4 or 5 years.
Before they moved in I can’t recall if there was a gate there or not. However, I
suspect there probably was one, as there are old gate posts and the people that lived
there before the Perrys were quite private people.
There has always been a gate at the sharp bend, where our track continues, and that
has always had a Private sign on it.
I have occasionally seen people walking all the way up to our house, having got lost
or thinking they can get onto the footpath at the back of the property. I usually let
them out the back gate onto the footpath telling them that it is not the proper way. I
have occasionally seen people walking on the track before they get to the sharp
bend. I have never asked them what they are doing – assuming that they must be
going to see the Perrys or to the stables, which are still working.
When the stables were fully functional there must have been about a dozen horses
there, and it was quite busy. The lady that owned it, Di Turk, was also very keen on
her privacy and she would tell people to leave if they didn’t have a reason to be
there. She left about 10 years ago.
The surface of the track to the house was improved about 20 years ago and was
improved again by the Perrys. But the surface used to be very poor; for the first 10
years that we were here it was very rough underfoot.
Even when we first arrived you couldn’t have driven a car all the way through to the
end of the claimed route where The Stables road is now.
I cannot believe that there can be more than 3 or 4 people that have been using the
track on a regular basis.
I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED
ROUTE. I UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS
INVESTIGATION.

Signed............................................................................................................................

Date...............................................................................................................................
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Mrs Turk

Alleged Public Footpath from LiWeheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham
My name is Mrs Turk and I currently live in Cobham. I have lived here for 15 years,
since about 2004. Prior to this I lived at 32 Water Lane. I lived there for 29 years,
moving in around 1975.
Roughly 5 years after my husband and I moved in to 32 Water Lane the opportunity
to purchase some land to the rear of our property presented itself and, together with
some of our neighbours, we purchased it. This would have been in approximately
1980. My husband and I bought 12 acres of fields, so that we could run a stables.
Our neighbour, Mr Rodgers, who lived at the House in the Woods bought 12 acres of
woodland and the couple that lived then at Hazel Glen The Doggetts, bought about
3 acres so that they could extend their garden at the rear. There was also a building
plot next to the Doggeils’ house which was purchased by the parents of one of the
Doggetts, as part of the package of land sold.
—

We subsequently sold a few acres of our land to Mr Beresford who also lived in
Water Lane and a couple that lived in Oxshofl and kept horses at our stables. But we
kept the remainder of the land and ran a stables from it. I had my own horses there,
as did my children and we rented space to other people so that they could look after
their horses there. Visitors to our stables access the land via the access track leading
off Liftieheath Lane. Mr Rodgers gave us permission to use this track.
When we moved from Water Lane I stopped running the stables, but I believe the
developers let the horse owners keep their horses there, at least for a time.
I accessed the stables from the rear of my garden on Water Lane, and would do this
several times a day. The horses needed to be fed and let out in the morning and then
put away at night. I would also go up during the day, and my children and their nanny
would also go over, from the rear of my house. It was treated as part of my back
garden to the extent that I would on occasion go there in my dressing gown. I never
considered the access path to be public. Both us and the Doggetts bought the land
with the intention of it just being part of our back garden, not a public right of way.
—

When we bought the land for our stables we also had to buy the strip of land which is
the access track and two dilapidated garages to the west. We gave permission to Mr
Rogers to walk his dog along the track, but that was the only person we allowed
along there. If we saw other people we always challenged them. I do remember one
man who was quite rude to me when I told him to leave. But he was the only person I
remember seeing.
After a while we seemed to have a problem with people thinking they could get
through along the track, through our land. Things kept happening like gates being
removed (the gates near the garages). We never actually saw people to challenge
them, but the gates were removed a few times. So, together with the Doggetts we
decided to allow the track to become overgrown, to make it harder for people to walk
along what was our private land. I am not sure it ever became totally impassable, but
it would have been very hard to get through and would have been clear that it was
not for the public.
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Mrs Turk

There were gates at both ends of the track, either side of my land. Both gates had
the word Private on them, so it was clear that the route was not public. They may not
have been always shut, as people did go up and down the path to get to the stables
and they may have left the gate open.
I feel very strongly that this is not a public right of way. We bought the land as a
private garden, with access along a track for the owners of the land and their visitors
but not for the public to walk along. I don’t remember seeing anyone using it with any
frequency and if we did see people we stopped them. On the occasions when it
became clear that people were trying to use the route when we weren’t around by
removing gates we took steps to try to prevent that use by allowing the plants to grow
up and be impenetrable. This is not a public right of way and should not be recorded
as one.

I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE
CLAIMED ROUTE. I UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF
THIS INVESTIGATION

SignedEE...(\

Date

ET
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Rydal Oaks
Cobham Road
Stoke d’Abernon
Surrey KT11 3QL
1st

July 2017

To Whom It May Concern
My family and I lived at Kingfisher Lodge, 32 Water Lane for 29 years, leaving in 2006. During that
time, we, Mr and Mrs Doggett (the owners of no 24 Water Lane) and Mr and Mrs. Roger from
Littleheath farm, joined together to buy private land from the Pearson family as it had become
available following the deaths of the previous owners. We bought several acres but also, in order to
link the lands to our own, the Doggetts at No 24 and we each paid £500 for the strip ot land forming
a pathway from the owners’ house to the Cottage in the Woods where their workmen had lived. The
pathway was sold with two garages which the family had owned and used many years before. We
each guaranteed in writing that the pathway could be used by us, the Doggetts and the Rogers. This
was in 1983.
We and the Doggetts promptly put up gates at the end of our lands which clearly stated private. I
used my lands for keeping horses and I worked there each day as did various employees. Everyone
was under instructions to make clear to trespassers that this was private land and I enforced this
rule several times myself when neighbours wandered onto my land via the pathway. I was always
quite clear that they had no permission to walk this way and stated categorically that the land was
private.
At the most westerly part of the path owned by the Doggetts, the pathway was left to become
overgrown, quite deliberately, in order to discourage walkers who might mistake it for the right of
way south of this path. I cannot believe that people have regularly walked this way as it was quite
impassable in the summer months. In any case, the Doggetts had built a tennis court which led to
the path and walkers would have been unable to pass unnoticed. Rodney Doggett was a lawyer and
very clear about legal rights and infringements. He would not have tolerated any trespass on his
land.
I am quite happy to expand on this statement if required to give oral evidence to the Council.
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Wilson in fee simple
aforesaid unto Mr. Turk and Mr.
tt and
grants unto Mr. and Mrs. Dogge
MR. TURK as Beneficial Owner hereby
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sors in title indemnifying
fee simple SUBJECT TO Mr. Wilson or his succes
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12.

IT IS HEREDY CERTIFIED that the transaction hereby
effected does not
form part of a larger transaction or of a series of
transactions in
respect of whIch the amount or value or the aggrecate
amount or value
of the consideration exceeds Twenty Five Thousand Pounds
I N

N I T N £ S S

whereof the parties hereto have hereunto set

their hands and seals the day and year first before
written
SIGNED SEALED AND DELIVERED)

4s

ALISTAIRININGDOCGETT

the presence of:-

Signature of Witness

-

à-ht
k

Occupation
SIGNED SEALED AND DELIVERED)
by the said ANGELA CAROLINE)
DOGGETT in the presence of:)

Signature of Witness
Prn,ed Name of Wiett
Addrsss O

6

I
N-’

d_L-’

_

Occupstlàn
SIGNED SEALED AND DELIVERED)
by the said MICHAEL JC
)
TURK in the presence of:—

.

I

1 .5

Signature of W,nes

Printed rro of Witness

3O.>-&
V

Occupation
SIGNED SEALED AND DELIVERED)
)
by the said GRAHAM ROGER
WILSON n the p_e_ence of.

Sgn&ure of Witness

)

,.

Printed Name of Witnets

Addrss
-

Zro
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Mrs Koep
Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham
My name is Mrs Koep and I live at 3 Coppice Avenue. Our garden backs onto the track over
which I understand there is a claim for a public footpath.
We have been in this property for 4 years. We rented for the first year and have owned it for
the last 3. I do not believe that the track as it abuts our garden is in our ownership. I consider
the boundary of the garden and the track to be the boundary of our land. That being the case
I have no understanding or knowledge that it is even within our remit or right to stop people
from using the track.
I have only seen people walking on it about 3 times, it is a very unusual occurrence. We have
recently had our garden landscaped and during that time I was in the garden pretty much
every day and I don’t recall seeing anyone walking it at all during that time. There is no access
from our land onto the track, although the fence is only low and it is possible to step over it.
Because of this I would have concerns about it being a public right of way. The fact that I have
been happy for the fence to be low shows how few times I have seen people walking the
track.
I have personally been walking in the area, but I have never walked along the track or gone
through gates that say private on them. I wouldn’t think that you could walk through a gate
which said private on it.
I don’t think the track is presently used much at all. It would have been a negative for us
buying the property if it had been a footpath.

I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED ROUTE. I
UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE AS PART OF THIS INVESTIGATION.

Signed............................................................................................................................

Date...............................................................................................................................
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Mr Lawrence

Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham
We are Mr & Mrs Lawrence and we live at 2 The Stables. We have lived here for 11 years.
We have walked the start of the claimed path, from our road as far as the split in the path just
before the electricity substaion. We turn at this point and follow the path past he substation
and then turning to run souti down to another footpath that runs east/west at Plyapes Scout
camp site.
We have done this walk 2 or 3 times a year more or less the whole time that we have lived
here. Mr Lawrence has used it perhaps a little more frequently than this. We have never
walked on though, through the metal gate and onwards. This has always appeared to be
barricaded to us.
We have seen other people using the same route as we use a few times, usually people with
/
dogs.
We would not want the route to be recorded as a pu1ic footpathwe would like access to the
route to be maintained as it is currently.
(1t//t

I AGREE THAT THE ABOVE STATEMENT CORRECTLY REFELCTS MY UNDERSTANDING OF THE CLAIMED ROUTE. I
UNDERSTAND THAT ITS CONTENT WILL BE PUBLICLY AVAiLABLE AS PART OF THIS INVESTIGATION.

Signed

Date

1..
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ELMBRIDGE LOCAL COMMITTEE
DATE:

16 NOVEMBER 2020

LEAD OFFICER:

CATHERINE VALIANT, COUNTRYSIDE ACCESS
OFFICER

SUBJECT:

ALLEGED PUBLIC FOOTPATH BETWEEN
LITTLEHEATH LANE AND WATER LANE,
COBHAM, ESHER

AREA AFFECTED:

COBHAM, ESHER

ADDENDUM TO COMMITTEE REPORT

Additional information was submitted following the deferment of the March
2020 Committee. This is attached here as an addendum and will be
considered by the Officer during her statement to committee on 16 November.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Letter from Mr Ross dated 28 May 2020
Letter from Mr Richard Turk dated 8 March 2020
Additional Statement from Mrs Patrina Hutchings dated October 2020
Additional Statement from Mrs Joanna Rutherford dated October
2020
User Evidence Form Mrs Heather Collinson
User Evidence Form Mr Newby Groves
Witness Statement from Newby Groves
User Evidence Form Mr John Groves
Witness Statement from Mr John Groves
Email from Mrs Alice Pearson
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Mrs Patrina Hutchings of 48 Littleheath Lane, Cobham adds to her previous statement
dated 12th January 2019 as follows
Comments on the Reports of Catherine Valiant
1.
I note that the report of Catherine Valiant dated 17th March 2019 should be dated
th
17 March 2020 (“the March Report”) following as it does her report of 5th December 2019
(“the December Report”) which had recommended registering the path
2.
In the December Report at 3.2 and 3.3 the conclusion was that the evidence
submitted in support of the application is considered sufficient to reasonably allege that
public footpath rights subsist over the claimed route, whereas at 3.2 in the March report
there is a recommendation that the evidence suggests that signs present along the claimed
footpath were in existence during the relevant 20 year period and that these satisfy the
requirements of s.31 of the Highways Act, and are sufficient evidence of a lack of intention
to dedicate to negate the claim of long user by the public.
3.
It must be said that the evidence of users is that the signs on which this
recommendation was made were introduced after 2015 after the issue as to whether this
was a public path was challenged. I emphasise for the purpose of 5.2 of the March Report
that no locked gates or signs saying such as ’no public right of way’ were ever along this
route before 2015. There was placed at the gate at point D in about 2013/14 a crude sign
based on a number plate which merely said “private” and was placed there following stable
thefts and wasn’t in connection with walkers. Source Mr Lawson and Mrs Christine Bailey
and see also the statement of Joanna Rutherford.
4.
At 13.9 in the March Report the author correctly identifies that to a casual user that
sign might be ambiguous as the sign did it does not make it clear as to whether it is referring
to the track or the land adjacent.
Going through the March Report I make the following points on what went into the report
relating to the route starting at Point B
5
At 4.3 and 5.23 and references in other paragraphs, the objectors’ evidence relating
to the time of placing of the electronic gate is incorrect. It was not placed until after 2015.
At 4.4 the gate at point D was always tied back although in about 2013/14 we found that
closed. See the statement of Joanna Rutherford as to finding it closed. The temporary
closure wasn’t connected with walkers. At 4.5 the sign on the gate at point E ‘private keep
out’ was new in 2016. Again that was a gate that had previously been left open with no sign.
At 5.8, a gate was erected at point J in June 2015 with a sign showing ‘private land no right
of way’. It was present for a brief period. It had not been there when I walked the route
with Dan Williams from the Council in March 2015..
6.

At 5.9, 5.12. and 5.16 the dates of any signage occurred after 2015.
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7.
At 5.13, contrary to the report, we did not have any challenges from the gardener
prior to the blockage. If anything, we chatted with him often, for example about the small
orchard, and Joanna Rutherford enquired several times also about the presence of adders
with him confirming that there were adders and grass-snakes in the vicinity.
8.
At 5.14, contrary to the impression given, walkers have walked this route without
challenge until 2015. Prior to this the path was neither blocked, nor was there signage.
9.

At 5.21, before 2015 all the gates along the route were generally open.

Conclusion from these reports
10.
It is clear from the user evidence that the contention that the path was unusable is
wrong. Some users say that it may have become a little overgrown toward the west but it
was still usable and used.
11.
Contrary to the statement in 13.14 of the March Report it was the case that the path
usage was peaceful and uninterrupted until the December 2014 blockage.
12.
The conclusion at 14.1 of the March Report is flawed. Insufficient thought has been
given to the time the signs appeared and to their effect.
13.
The path has been present and consistently shown on maps since 1871 – and
undoubtedly earlier. The provenance of the path and its use is shown by Ordnance Survey
maps referred to at 5.64 and other maps referred to in the March Report and the evidence
provided by Joanna Rutherford. There is wide reference to a “path” on maps showing the
claimed path.
14.
As shown at 5.52 of the March Report, Elmbridge Borough Council support this
application
Comments on the landowners
Graham and Twinkle Rogers.
15.
Mr and Mrs Rogers had a welcoming attitude to walkers, dogs and were chatty with
any member of my family. They placed no signs and made no challenge. Graham offered me
the front field closest to Littleheath Lane for grazing my horses but I declined as I knew the
land had been made up from dumped waste from building projects including chunks of iron,
hardcore etc, therefore unsuitable for livestock.
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Far from being a private individual valuing his privacy, he hosted two open house illegal
raves on his property, the first being early in the new year 1995, followed closely by a
second a few months later. Hundreds of revellers and many vehicles were parked on
Littleheath Farm and around the entire area and many walked from local railway stations. I
feel this refutes the image objectors try to project as a quiet reclusive person desperate to
protect his privacy.
Comments on the Perry’s statements
16.
Land at Littleheath Farm was developed to the current new build between end 2012
and 2013. Initially they placed solar lights along the track from Littleheath Common, down
the Lane to the farm. The new electronic gate was not inserted at point B until after 2015.
There had been no gate there previously. I passed Mrs Perry on a number of occasions while
walking my dogs and exchanged pleasantries. I was never challenged while walking this
path. With Joanna Rutherford, when chatting with Mrs Perry on one occasion we mentioned
to her the garage which now belonged to her near the Stables cul-de sac and had a large
square oak table which was suffering because rain was coming in and it was such a shame.
Comments on Christine Baily
17.
There are a number of references to Christine Bailey. She lived with her family at the
Cottage in the Woods, further up the track from Liitleheath Farm. It is noted that she was
‘unable to recall ‘whether there was a gate at point B despite having lived there thirty years
previously. It was of course put there after 2015.
Comments on the statement of Diane Turk
18
I frequently visited the livery yard, then run by Diane Turk, to see my neighbour
Marian Ridgeway. I would often chat with Diane Turk, Christine Bailey, and Carol Cowlard
while walking my dogs along this path and on other occasions. All were always friendly and I
was never challenged walking this path. In her statement of 3rd July 2019 Diane Turk says
there were gates at either end of her land which had private signs. This is wrong. A sign only
appeared on the gate at E after the challenge in 2015 long after she had parted with the
land. There was no gate at point F. It is noteworthy also that in her statement dated 3rd July
2019 she only ‘feels’ strongly that this is not a public right of way. She also refers to gates
being removed ‘a few times’ but this only related to one event during 2017 referred to in a
letter from Kathryn Ross to neighbours.
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Comments on the statements of Kathryn Ross
19.
The suggestion that the path was impassable at any time is wrong and shown by
frequency of the use of the path. The path was also, as photographs show, quite wide.
Here are family photos taken on 31st August 2014, the first looking towards point H with
the path clear and visibly going into the distance and the second showing how wide it is,
taken between point E and F, looking towards F.

Blockage created on 7th Dec 2014
at point H
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Effect of Millgate
20
From 2014 Millgate bought Knowle Hill Park from Cargill and were in contact with
neighbouring landowners relating to path from the Stable cul-de-sac to Polyapes route. I
believe this is what kickstarted the subsequent sequence of events, beginning with the
foliage blockage and followed by new gates and signs, and subsequent challenges.
Statements of Joanna Rutherford
21
I have read the statement and additional statement of Joanna Rutherford and agree
the content particularly as to where it refers to my participation.
The Solicitor’s letter
21
A Solicitor’s letter from James Smith dated 4th December 2019 was sent to
Countryside Access one day before the Elmbridge Local Committee was due to meet on 5th
December 2019.. Before the intervention of these solicitors Surrey County Council
recommended that the path be registered as a public right of way. The Solicitors picked up
on a small number of ambiguities and have failed to follow up on their unsatisfactory
contentions with any further evidence. Perhaps of most concern is a threat they finished
with - “should an order be made on the basis set out in the officer’s report the Council will
be acting both unlawfully and unreasonably and my clients will on appeal reserve the right
to seek their full legal costs from the Council.” Surely, whatever the flaws in the
investigation either way, the council do act in good faith. The Committee is there to make
the decision Such threats should not be made and seem to me to be prejudicial if not
unlawful.
22.
I ask the Committee to follow the original recommendation that the right of way be
registered.
I make this statement to the best of my knowledge and belief
………………………………………………………..
Patrina Hutchings
October 2020
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Joanna Rutherford of 1 Heath Cottages, 58 Littleheath Lane adds to her previous undated
statement as follows
1.
I was very clear in my first statement and now reiterate that the claimed path was clear
prior to 7th December 2014, freely used and known to be walked by a good number of local
people. I was never challenged and there was no reason for me to think that I was not walking a
well-established path used over a very long period of time, from well over a century ago, as of
right.
2.
In my first statement I cited the background as shown on maps. The route is clearly
shown on Ordinance Survey maps and many maps to date have accompanied this route at the
back of Water Lane with the designation of “path”. That in itself indicates considerable use by
the public. The analysis by Catherine Valiant shows that use was not inconsiderable from well
before the time that I started to use the path.
3.
I share the impression of Pat Hutchings as to the easy-going outlook of the Graham
Rogers who owned Littleheath Farm. In 1994 I walked down this track with neighbour Mr Alan
Ridgeway, following hundreds of revellers to see what was happening at the rave (the first of
two such raves) which was near the field now owned by Mrs Ross.
4.
Subsequently Diane Turk who was happy for us to freely collect manure and I used to
give a little wave if I saw her in the distance at the livery yard, while I walked along this path. I
would frequently walk to the first small stable with my daughter to ‘pat the noses’ of the horses.
Mrs Cowlard often saw me there.
5.
In February 2012 a pond just outside the development zone of the proposed most
recent Littleheath Farm development, was filled in illegally by the owners/developers working
on this site. Being immediately adjacent to a known Great Crested Newt location, this was a
criminal offence and dealt with by SARG (Surrey Amphibian and Reptile Group), police, council
etc. They reinstated the pond approximately a week later, having been given a two-week notice.
I wouldn’t have noted this habitat destruction, if I hadn’t been already regularly walking the
path and I can confirm that there was no gate at this time on the track up to Littleheath Farm.
6.
On one occasion I walking with a neighbour (who lived on Water Lane) with her
dalmation, when approaching the 90 degree bend with the barn behind us, a land agent was
chatting to Mrs Perry and as we walked past the agent turned to us and back to Mrs Perry
smiling and reminded her there was path here and Mrs Perry nodded in concurrence as we
walked past.
7.
I believe that it was in or about 2013/14 that I was walking with Pat Hutchings up to
point D. We waited for Christine Bailey walking down towards us from Little House in the
Woods. An old looking barred metal gate was closed across this point, with an old tatty number
plate sign ‘private’ attached randomly with wire or string. This was the first time I had seen a
gate here being closed, so we asked Christine about it. She said this was only due to some wire
lighting cable thefts at the stables and simply to deter vans from turning up to the livery yard.
She said just walk around the post as they were doing, and this gate wasn’t anything to do with
walking the path. The gate was already being left open again within a few weeks. The gate had a
post but no fence attached on the field side so walkers could easily walk around. This was the
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only sign that appeared prior to the blockage with foliage and we were told specifically this was
not related to us in any way, so we continued walking the path as before unchallenged.
8.
Contrary to the recent council path report, we did not have any challenges from a
gardener prior to the blockage 2015. If anything, we chatted with one of them frequently, for
example about the small orchard and trees there - he seemed unaware that on one occasion he
had cut down a lovely old damson tree. There were also apple trees and a large quince tree
there too. I also enquired several times about the presence of adders for example. He confirmed
there were adders and grass-snakes in the vicinity. This area is wider and appears more grassed
than other areas neighbouring the path, as it was formally worked as a small orchard, vegetable
plot/allotment/small plant nursery.
9.
The path was first blocked on 7th December 2014. Initially we thought the gardener had
placed the foliage there for convenience and it would be cleared soon after. But, in the new
year the pile of cut foliage grew and a rope across was added much later in June 2015
10.
An approach to the Council was openly discussed with other walkers, local residents and
for example dog walkers from The Stable cul-de-sac etc; whereby landowners would certainly
have become aware either this would or was already taking place. This resulted in a site visit by
Dan Williams on 19th March 2015 and he walked the path Pat Hutchings and I. He advised us to
continue walking the path and the DMMO process was begun.
11.
DMMO signs were placed along the footpath on 5th June 2015
We noted a new gate placed at point I, this had scribbled on it in black felt the words ‘no public
admittance’. This was the first signage that appeared here. On 23rd June 2015 a new gate and
sign appeared at point J with a sign that read ‘Private land no public right of way’. The sign was
subsequently removed by a person unknown.
12.
The reference to Mrs Rutherford supplying photographs of the DMMO notices then put
up is correct. However, the sentence continues saying Mrs Rutherford also erected these
notices which is incorrect. The notices were erected and placed by Pat Hutchings and I
photographed them.
13.
After this I was challenged by a gardener and there appeared to be a couple of random
ditches now dug across the path on the south side of the dumped foliage blocking the path, with
more tree stems having been added to the pile. It was at that point that I felt the route was now
being made too dangerous for the public/myself to continue walking.
14.
I ask the Committee to follow the original recommendation that the right of way be
registered.
I make this statement to the best of my knowledge and belief
………………………………………………………..
Joanna Rutherford
October 2020
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Alice Pearson
Catherine Valiant
Re. Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham, Esher (CP588)
24 October 2020 20:50:38
High

Dear Catherine,

RE. Alleged Public Footpath from Littleheath Lane to Water Lane, Cobham, Esher (CP588)
As an addendum to my original witness statement I'd be grateful if the irregularities in
the most recent report, that I list below, could be included.  
With thanks,
Alice

Alice Pearson-Thorne
30 Water Lane
Cobham
Surrey KT11 2PB

IRREGULARITY IN MRS DIANE TURK'S WITNESS STATEMENT
Mrs Diane Turk states that 'I do remember one man who was quite rude to me
when I told him to leave. But he was the only person I remember seeing'. Alice
Pearson-Thorne and Cathy Beeby can bear witness to the fact that Mrs Marian
Pearson and her family of 30 Water Lane (including daughters Alice and Cathy),
regularly used the full length of the footpath from Water Lane to Littleheath Lane
unchallenged. The Pearson family regularly saw Mrs Diane Turk and her family
on the footpath in question as the Pearson and Turk families were neighbours at
Nos 30 and 32 Water Lane respectively and both families had rear access on to
the footpath.

IRREGULARITY IN JAMES SMITH (PLANNING LAW SERVICES LTD) LETTER
Mr James Smith of James Smith (Planning Law Services Ltd) uses the evidence
that Mrs Cathy Beeby states in her witness statement that she was turned away
by the landowner's (Ross family) gardener, as evidence of 'dedication'. However,
Mrs Beeby was turned away by the landowner's gardener after 2015 when the
landowner blocked the path with foliage, therefore the statement is irrelevant as
evidence of 'dedication'. The landowner's gardener had been pleasant if
encountered up to 2015 but was instructed by the landowner to turn people away
in an aggressive manner after the path was blocked in 2015.
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SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
LOCAL COMMITTEE (ELMBRIDGE)
DATE:
SUBJECT:
DIVISION:

16 November 2020
Walton Road/ Langton Road junction petition
West Molesey

PETITION DETAILS:
A petition with 93 signatures has been received relating to the junction of Walton Road
and Langton Road. The lead petitioner is V Davies. The petition reads as follows:
We the undersigned petition Surrey County Council to Review and revise the
junction between Walton Road and Langton Road, West Molesey.
The junction of Langton Road onto Walton Road is a hazardous one. Walton Road is a
very busy fast road, with many cars, lorries and buses.
This junction needs urgent attention before one of the many accidents which have
occurred here, the most recent one being only yesterday, leads to a serious injury or
death.
Anyone pulling out of Langton Road is doing so without the ability to see the oncoming
traffic because their line of sight is obscured by parked cars.
We as local residents feel the review and implementation of safety measures is urgently
required.
Some of the suggestions for solutions are:
1. A speed camera before you approach Langton Road (which would be the left), outside
or near the existing shops
2. A sign to remind drivers on Walton Road, there is a concealed junction
3. A red line to prevent cars and particularly vans parking on or near the corner of a
junction, namely Langton Road
4. A new pedestrian crossing sited outside the existing shops
5. Re positioning the existing short term parking bays
We the undersigned hope you receive this petition with a view to assist us in helping to
make Molesey a safer place for all that live and travel there.

RESPONSE:
Road safety
The council currently receives funding to be used specifically to reduce road casualties. In
partnership with Surrey Police road collisions are monitored across the county. There are
thousands of road traffic collisions every year that result in an injury, the vast majority of
which are caused by human error. We focus our road safety resources on those sites
where there are patterns of casualties, because we can then be reasonably confident of
identifying whether an engineering intervention might help reduce the frequency of
casualties at a particular site. We then prioritise investment in those sites with the highest
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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frequency of casualties, where we believe an engineering intervention would be beneficial.
Given the number of existing sites where there are patterns of casualties, when
considering investment in road safety we are obliged to prioritise those sites with the
greatest frequency of casualties, ahead of those sites with a lesser frequency of
casualties.
Surrey Police shares data on collisions where an injury has been recorded. The police
record likely factors that may have contributed to a collision resulting in injury. Collision
data may be viewed on the publicly-accessible website Crash Map.
http://www.crashmap.co.uk/
When monitoring road casualties it is standard practice to review data from the most
recent three year period. This enables patterns to be identified and sites to be compared.
Available data for the most recent three year period records the following:


2 January 2019; vehicle turning right from Langton Road collided with vehicle
travelling on Walton Road; one casualty; slight injury; recorded factor of ‘failed to
judge another person’s path or speed’

Recent incidents will not yet be included in the data.
The above data shows that the junction does not have a recent history of collisions
causing injury where a pattern can be identified. This means that specific road safety
funding could not be justified when compared with other locations.
Within Surrey safety cameras are reserved for the very worst collision hotspots where
there has been a serious history of collisions causing injury. Available funding does not
allow for cameras for all the roads for which they are requested, due to the high
installation and maintenance costs, as well as processing of offences by the police. This
also helps maintain public support for cameras being installed to reduce road casualties.
There are no current plans for safety cameras on Walton Road.
Schemes promoted by Elmbridge Local Committee
As well as schemes to specifically address problems evidenced by a history of injuries,
Surrey County Council does introduce other local highways improvement schemes. For
example, these may be to improve traffic flow, relieve congestion, provide or improve
facilities such as pedestrian crossings, or to address locations where residents have
highlighted areas of concern. These are the types of schemes promoted via the local
committee, with consideration of all schemes and available funding.
Elmbridge Local Committee prioritised Walton Road for the investigation of improvements.
This has been undertaken by the county council’s highway design team and was reported
to committee in March 2020. The study provided an overview for the section of Walton
Road between Weston Avenue and Esher Road/Bridge Road, and included assessment
of vehicle speeds as well as collisions resulting in injury. The study focussed on
pedestrian facilities but it is recognised that these measures can also have a positive
influence on driver behaviour, e.g. a pedestrian crossing can have a traffic calming effect.
Options were presented for improvement measures relating to pedestrian facilities. The
study also noted that visibility could potentially be improved by amending parking controls,
such as at the side road junctions. It was recommended to progress options to improve
pedestrian facilities across Walton Road as well as the side roads. It was also
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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recommended that parking controls be considered, which could form part of the annual
Elmbridge Parking Review.
The next step is to agree priorities for progression and then seek funding to progress and
implement measures. Unfortunately the county council does not receive direct funding to
allow significant measures to be constructed. Therefore the local committee has been
using its limited budgets to design improvements so that external funding can be sought.
This provides best value for the taxpayer investment. A recent source of funding has
been from the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) which is a contribution collected by
Elmbridge Borough Council from developers, so allows for measures to be provided
where development has contributed to issues experienced by residents.
Parking Review
The next Elmbridge Parking Review is currently due to begin in December, with
recommendations being presented to the local committee for initial approval in March
2021. Further information about parking reviews is available on our website at:
https://www.surreycc.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/parking/reviews
As part of the parking review, the Parking Strategy and Implementation Team will consider
measures at the junction, such as a reduction in the length of the parking bays and an
extension of the yellow lines. It is noted that on street parking was not recorded as a
contributory factor to the accident of 2 January 2019. Due consideration and analysis of
any more recent accident data will be given.
“Red lines” would not be an appropriate measure to introduce at specific junctions in
isolation. These would only be considered as part of an entire ‘route’ and planned at a
strategic level. There are no plans for any red routes in Surrey at the current time.
Motorists understand yellow lines, and compliance with double yellow lines is generally
high. If people are parking on the existing yellow lines illegally this would reduce visibility
for motorists exiting Langton Road. Parking enforcement is overseen by Elmbridge
Borough Council, and we have therefore asked them to monitor this location carefully.
It should be noted that – as stated in the Walton Road report mentioned above – there is
an established relationship between vehicle speeds, carriageway width and forward
visibility. In reducing on street parking, thereby increasing visibility and effective
carriageway width, vehicle speeds may increase. This will need to be considered as part
of the assessment of the location.

RECOMMENDATION
The Local Committee is asked to:
(i)

Consider measures at the junction of Langton Road within the Walton
Road scheme, to inform a future application for Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) funding

(ii)

Note that the subject(s) of an application will be proposed by the Area
Highways Manager, in consultation with the divisional members and the
Chair/Vice-Chair of Elmbridge Local Committee
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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(iii)

Note that parking measures at the junction will be considered within the
next Elmbridge Parking Review, which is currently due to begin in
December 2020

Contact Officer:
Nick Healey, Area Highways Manager

www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
LOCAL COMMITTEE (ELMBRIDGE)
DATE:
SUBJECT:
DIVISION:

16 November 2020
Summer Road/ Hampton Court Way junction petition
Esher & East Molesey; The Dittons

PETITION DETAILS:
A petition with 467 signatures has been received relating to the junction of Summer Road
and Hampton Court Way. The lead petitioners are Karen Liddell & Julie Hennig. The
petition reads as follows:

We the undersigned petition Surrey County Council to co-ordinate the future
highway access to three proposed new development sites, the Industrial
Estate, the Field Opposite and Tiffin Playing Field, on three of the four
corners at the Summer Roads/ Hampton Court Way (A309) junction, East
Molesey & Thames Ditton and to review the existing pedestrian and
vehicular dangers and junction layout failures.. Map & images available see
SRAG website https://summer-road-action-group.co.uk/.
We request that SCC assess the highway impact resulting from the combination of these
developments and not assess them separately. We are seeking a solution to improve access
to the proposed sites whilst removing the turning restrictions at the junction and reducing the
speed on the Hampton Court Way.
An already dangerous junction will become even more dangerous in light of the proposed
developments. Existing prohibited right turns are continually breached by traffic with the
potential for serious accidents and the developments will have a further significant negative
impact on the junction and surrounding roads.
Over 100 new homes proposed on the Industrial Estate and Field Opposite will increase traffic
at the junction along Hampton Court Way and through Thames Ditton’s narrow streets. Tiffin’s
proposals will also intensify traffic and bring in coaches.
Summer Road Action Group supports, among others, over 120 households that have no
choice but to use this dangerous junction for all journeys and, following advice, a roundabout
access solution has been suggested and shown with the petition background on website
above.

RESPONSE:
Surrey County Council assessment of highway impact in planning
Elmbridge Borough Council is the planning authority. SCC, as the highway authority, is a
statutory consultee to Elmbridge BC in planning matters and provides advice and
recommendations relating to the impact of planning proposals on the local highway
network. The Planning system requires each site to be assessed on its own individual
merits. Basing decisions on sites that may or may not come forward at a later date would
not be considered reasonable, except in cases where committed development (sites with
planning permission already in place, but not yet constructed or occupied) can be taken
into account. The Planning system allows for wider consideration of multiple sites through
the use of Masterplans and as part of the decision making during the Local Plan process,
but these would not be applicable in the scenario provided at these three locations.
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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Proposals – 100 new homes on industrial estate, Tiffin playing field
SCC’s Transport Development Planning Team (TDP) will assess applications received,
and consulted on, by Elmbridge Borough Council, in respect of their anticipated impacts
on the local highway network. Recommendations including suggested appropriate
mitigation measures will be made as part of the responses to Elmbridge BC, to inform its
decisions. There are no current planning applications in the vicinity of the Hampton Court
Way/Summer Road junction. TDP welcomes dialogue with elected members,
stakeholders and interested parties in formulating responses to planning applications.
Roundabout access
There are no plans to introduce a new roundabout at this location. SCC will review any
formal proposals that may be presented in future, either as part of planning applications or
via other routes.
Road safety
The council currently receives funding to be used specifically to reduce road casualties. In
partnership with Surrey Police road collisions are monitored across the county. There are
thousands of road traffic collisions every year in Surrey that result in an injury, the vast
majority of which are caused by human error. We focus our road safety resources on
those sites where there are patterns of casualties, since we can then be reasonably
confident of identifying whether an engineering intervention might help reduce the
frequency of casualties at a particular site. We then prioritise investment in those sites
with the highest frequency of casualties, where we believe an engineering intervention
would be beneficial. Given the number of existing sites where there are patterns of
casualties, when considering investment in road safety we are obliged to prioritise those
sites with the greatest frequency of casualties, ahead of those sites with a lesser
frequency of casualties.
Surrey Police shares data on collisions where an injury has been recorded. The police
record likely factors that may have contributed to a collision resulting in injury. Collision
data may be viewed on the publicly-accessible website Crash Map.
http://www.crashmap.co.uk/
When monitoring road casualties it is standard practice to review data from the most
recent three year period. This enables patterns to be identified and sites to be compared.
Available data for the most recent three year period records the following:


15 January 2019; vehicle collided with pedestrian crossing the road; one casualty;
serious injury; recorded factor of ‘failed to look properly’



16 August 2018; southbound carriageway; two vehicle collision; vehicle turning
right collided with overtaking vehicle; one casualty; serious injury; recorded factor
of ‘Careless/Reckless/In a hurry’, ‘Disobeyed double white line’



28 January 2018; southbound slip road; two vehicle collision; side impact; two
casualties; serious injury; recorded factor of ‘failed to look properly’.

www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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The above data shows that the junction does not have a recent history of collisions
causing injury where a pattern can be identified. This means that specific road safety
funding could not be justified when compared with other locations.
Schemes promoted by Elmbridge Local Committee
As well as schemes to specifically address problems evidenced by a history of injuries,
Surrey County Council does introduce other local highways improvement schemes. For
example, these may be to improve traffic flow, relieve congestion, provide or improve
facilities such as pedestrian crossings, or to address locations where residents have
highlighted areas of concern. These are the types of schemes promoted via the local
committee, with consideration of all schemes and available funding.
Elmbridge Local Committee may include the investigation of measures at the junction
within a future highway programme. It should be noted that any significant changes to the
junction are likely to be beyond any current or anticipated budgets available to the local
committee. Should a study recommend, or the future safety record suggest, that the
junction should be altered then the most likely and affordable measure would be to close
the central gap on Hampton Court Way, with an appropriate Traffic Regulation Order.
This would result in the permitted movements for Summer Road (East Molesey) being ‘left
in’ and ‘left out’ only.
The divisional members for Esher & East Molesey and The Dittons attended a site
meeting with residents and a Surrey CC highways officer in February 2019. Road safety
issues at the junction were discussed. Following site observations and discussions
potential enhanced signing options were developed by SCC. To date, there has been no
funding available to progress any measures. At the time of writing, updated costs are
being investigated with a view to install additional signing, funded by the local divisional
member(s).
Enforcement
It is appreciated that a minority of drivers do not behave responsibly or considerately.
SCC officers have raised the issues with Surrey Police as part of the road safety
partnership and the petitioners are encouraged to raise this specific concern with Surrey
Police. Surrey Police is the sole agency with powers to take enforcement action against
drivers who do not comply with the permitted traffic movements or those travelling in
excess of the posted speed limit.
Residents may be interested in the Drive Smart initiative, which has the aims of reducing
road casualties, tackling anti-social driving and making the county's roads safer and less
stressful for everyone. The below websites include information on reporting concerns,
enforcement, education and Community Speed Watch initiatives.
https://www.surreycc.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/road-safety
https://www.surrey.police.uk/ro/report/rti/report-a-road-traffic-incident/
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RECOMMENDATION
The Local Committee is asked to:
(i)

Decide whether to include a scheme on the prioritisation list for
consideration in a future highway programme;

Contact Officer:
Nick Healey, Area Highways Manager
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SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
LOCAL COMMITTEE (ELMBRIDGE)
DATE:
SUBJECT:
DIVISION:

16 November 2020
Pedestrian Crossing Outside St Lawrence School petition
East Molesey and Esher

PETITION DETAILS:
A petition with 979 signatures has been received relating to St Lawrence School, East
Molesey. The lead petitioner is Jim Davison. The petition reads as follows:
Pedestrian Crossing Outside St Lawrence School Molesey
This 4 way junction between Vine Road and Church Road / Kent Road outside St
Lawrence School in Molesey is an accident waiting to happen during school drop off and
pick up times. Traffic habitually speed here and do not adhere to the stop lines on Vine
Road entrances to the junction. Cars drive in a hurry and speed here as drivers drop off
children and speed off to get to work on time.
Pedestrian children and parents naturally approach the school via this junction and need
to cross the road in this area. There is no pedestrian crossing anywhere near the school
or this junction. Without a pedestrian crossing in the vicinity they cross at or near the
junction. As a parent taking my child to school I have lost count of the near misses I have
seen. My own child was nearly hit here by a speeding car whilst crossing the road to get to
school. It was that close!
Traffic calming measures are desperately required and a pedestrian crossing for the
school is necessary to avoid a child becoming a traffic victim. As it stands the junction
between Vine Road and Church Road / Kent Road is an accident waiting to happen.
The current Elmbridge policy is reactive instead of proactive. So basically a child will have
to be killed here before the council do anything. Please sign my petition for traffic calming
measures outside St Lawrence School and a Pedestrian Crossing near this hazardous 4
way junction.
Please sign to save a life near the school. It is not a question of if, it’s a question of when
an accident happens, unless something changes. It could be someone from your family
who suffers an accident at this location.

RESPONSE:
One of the most frequently expressed road safety concerns is that of the safety of children
outside schools. At school drop off and pick up times the roads in the immediate vicinity of
schools are especially busy and there is usually a high level of vehicle, pedestrian, and
cyclist activity. This causes slower vehicle speeds and congestion and very often leads to
frustration from residents and motorists at the apparent chaos caused by parents and
children arriving or leaving the school.
Consequently, the county council has a Road Safety Outside Schools policy which can be
viewed via this link:
https://www.surreycc.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/road-safety/outside-schools
www.surreycc.gov.uk/epsomandewell
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The purpose of the Road Safety Outside Schools policy is to set out the process that will
be used by Surrey County Council for investigating and responding to concerns about
road safety outside schools. The aim is to reduce the risk of collisions, and to make the
road feel safer in order to improve the attractiveness of walking and cycling to and from
schools. The county council would like to encourage safe walking and cycling to school,
as this is better for the health of children, and reduces congestion and pollution. The
perceived danger to children on busy roads on the school journey, especially in the vicinity
of a school, can prove to be a barrier to more walking and cycling. This then results in
more car journeys and more congestion.
It is not the case that there has to been accidents before “something is done”. For
example, a Road Safety Outside Schools assessment on the roads in the vicinity of
Hinchley Wood School resulted in a £250,000 CIL funded scheme to create improved
pedestrian crossing and cycling facilities.
The roads in the vicinity of St Lawrence School have previously been investigated
following the process within the Road Safety Outside Schools policy in response to a
previous petition, and the results were reported to the Elmbridge Local Committee on 3
October 2016, which can be seen via this link:
https://mycouncil.surreycc.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=156&MId=5168&Ver=4
(item 39).
Within the 2016 report officers advised that due to the congestion, speeds were already
very low at school drop off and pick up times, so it was not recommended that traffic
calming would be very worthwhile. It was also advised that there was not one clear desire
line for pedestrians crossing Church Road. Therefore, the provision of a zebra crossing
would not be likely to cater for all the pedestrian movements at the site for those
approaching from different directions. It was noted that with the slow vehicle speeds the
difficulty in crossing the road was not that great compared to most other school sites in
Surrey. It was noted that the cars parked immediately outside the pedestrian entrance
caused an obstruction and impeded visibility. Therefore, the Local Committee resolved
that




St Lawrence C of E Junior School already undertakes a range of road safety
education and training activities. The school will be supported by the county
council’s Sustainable School Travel Team to maintain these and to update their
School Travel Plan.
It is proposed that the “School Keep Clear” markings will be amended to deter
parking across the pedestrian entrance to the school. This will be implemented
following consultation with local residents.

The recommended amendments to the “School Keep Clear” markings were subsequently
implemented in 2018.
Since the last assessment in 2016, the school has been redeveloped. There is also
greater encouragement from central government for local authorities to support more
walking and cycling through the creation of “Active Neighbourhoods” using point closures
and modal filters (whereby vehicles cannot pass but pedestrians and cyclists can), and
school streets (whereby roads are closed to motor traffic during school journey times).
With the latter, the government have not yet given local authorities outside London the
power to enforce school street closures, but have promised to do so.
www.surreycc.gov.uk/epsomandewell
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Therefore, officers propose that another site assessment will be undertaken to consider
the latest situation outside the school, and that as part of this consideration will be given to
the feasibility of point closures and school street measures. The site visit will be scheduled
in the coming months (subject to COVID-19 restrictions). An assessment will also be
made of the status of the school’s travel plan. The aim will be to assist the school to
ensure that their travel plan is up to date and ideally registered on the national online
school travel plan portal Modeshift STARS. The results of the Road Safety Outside
Schools assessment (including any recommendations for highway measures) will be
reported to a future meeting of the local committee.

RECOMMENDATION
The Local Committee is asked to note that:
(i)

Officers will undertake an assessment of the road safety concerns on
the roads in the vicinity of the school with reference to the county
council’s Road Safety Outside School’s policy and will report the findings
(including any recommendations for highway measures) to a future
meeting of the local committee.

(ii)

This process also includes an assessment of the status of the school’s
travel plan. If required assistance will be provided to the school to
ensure their travel plan is up to date and ideally registered on the
national online school travel plan portal Modeshift STARS.

Contact Officer:
Duncan Knox, Road Safety & Active Travel Team Manager
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ITEM 7

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
LOCAL COMMITTEE (ELMBRIDGE)
DATE:

16TH NOVEMBER 2020

LEAD OFFICER:

NICK HEALEY, AREA HIGHWAY MANAGER (NE)

SUBJECT:

C19 ACTIVE TRAVEL SCHEME – A244 ESHER ROAD

DIVISION(S):

HERSHAM
EAST MOLESEY & ESHER

SUMMARY OF ISSUE:
As part of the Government’s COVID-19 related Active Travel programme, a scheme
has been proposed for the A244 Esher Road, between the Barley Mow and Princess
Alice roundabouts. The scheme has prompted a divided response from the
community. Many people have expressed their support for the scheme. A petition
with over 2,624 signatures (as of 8:33pm on 22nd October 2020) has been arranged
on www.change.org calling for an alternative scheme to be implemented instead.
The implementation of the scheme was paused at the end of August, to enable the
new road layout to be tested before a decision is taken on the next steps.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Local Committee (Elmbridge) is asked to:
(i) Approve the construction of the three pedestrian crossings that were originally
intended as part of the Esher Road Active Travel scheme;
(ii) Approve that following the construction of the three pedestrian crossings, and after
a period of bedding in, officers should undertake public consultation with the local
community, and that the results of this consultation should be reported back to
Committee for a final decision on whether to make this scheme permanent;
(iii) Authorise the Area Highway Manager in consultation with the Chairman, Vice
Chairman, and relevant Divisional Member(s) to undertake all necessary
procedures to implement the three pedestrian crossings and undertake public
consultation for this scheme at the appropriate time.
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:
Observations during the trial period by both local members and Surrey County Council
Highways Service officers suggest that the scheme has no significant adverse impact
in terms of congestion compared to the previous layout of the A244 Esher Road. The
primary objective of this scheme was to provide three new pedestrian crossing
facilities. However these have not yet been constructed. This means that the local
community has not yet been able to utilise the main intended benefit of the scheme.
There is no compelling reason to abandon the scheme at this stage. The alternative
scheme suggested in the petition is unfeasible and has significant disadvantages
compared to the proposed scheme. If the pedestrian crossings were to be
implemented, as per the recommendations, the local community would be able to
experience the scheme in full, and then provide feedback to enable Committee to
decide whether to make the scheme permanent.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND:
1.1

The Active Travel scheme that is proposed for the A244 Esher Road is being
implemented using funding provided by the Government. The Government’s
initial brief for this nationwide programme specifically asked Highway Authorities
to implement schemes that take space away from motorists and reallocate this
space for pedestrians and cyclists. However, we were very much aware that
any reduction in traffic capacity that results in increased congestion would cause
concerns for local residents.

1.2

The feasibility study for this scheme was originally promoted by the Local
Committee in response to a petition following a fatal incident involving a
pedestrian, who was trying to cross the road. This petition was arranged on
www.change.org
and
had
2,895
supporters.
(See
https://www.change.org/p/katie-dando-pedestrian-crossing-needed-on-thehersham-bypass-a244-esher-road for details.) The Local Committee had
intended to bid for CIL funding from Elmbridge Borough Council in the 2020 CIL
bidding round to construct a scheme in the current Financial Year 2020-21. This
bidding round was unfortunately deferred due to COVID-19.

1.3

The Government’s Active Travel programme provided an opportunity to deliver
this scheme ahead of Elmbridge Borough Council’s next CIL bidding round,
which at the time was not expected until 2021 at the earliest. (Elmbridge
Borough Council have since announced an interim CIL bidding round for Autumn
2020.) This means that the scheme is being delivered at least a year before it
was anticipated to have been delivered. The timescales imposed by the
Government for the Active Travel programme funding meant that we were not
able to undertake the kind of consultation that we would normally do for such a
scheme. Instead we have endeavoured to inform the local community through
local networks.

1.4

The scheme in Esher Road may appear as if the main beneficiaries are cyclists
but its main objectives are to provide three new pedestrian crossings to improve
safety significantly, and to encourage drivers to abide by the speed limit. A
secondary objective of this scheme is to improve the cycle lanes, by making
them wider and also providing separation between the cycle lanes and traffic.

2. ANALYSIS:
2.1
2.1.1

Petition details
A petition has been arranged on www.change.org, calling for an alternative
scheme to be implemented. (See https://www.change.org/p/john-o-reillyobjection-to-active-travel-scheme-changing-a-dual-carriageway-to-partsingle-lane for details.) The lead petitioner is Caroline Williams. The petition
is addressed to a number of “decision makers”: Cllr John O’Reilly, Nick Healey
(SCC Area Highway Manager), Cllr Roy Green, Cllr Mary Sheldon, Cllr Ruth
Mitchell, Cllr Peter Szanto, Cllr Richard Williams and Joanna Killian (SCC Chief
Executive).
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2.1.2

At 8:33pm on 22nd October 2020 the petition had 2,624 signatures. At this time
the petition stated:

An ActiveTravel scheme has been introduced as part of Central
Governments Covid-19 to get more people to walk or cycle. Surrey County
Council have brought in changes to the A244 betweem Hersham and
Esher which is a dual carriageway and is heavily congested at peak times
of day and when events are being held at Sandown Racecourse. These
backlogs impact on the surrounding area, recently there was a major fire
on part of the approach into Esher which resulted in both lanes and beyond
being backed up.
The council have proposed taking part of the dual carriageway down to
one lane for motor vehciles to accommodate a carriageway dedicated to
pedestrians and cyclists. At present there is an exsisting cycle lane and
pathway both sides of the dual carriageway which sadly have not been
maintained by SCC.
Residents are in agreement that a crossing is needed where a person was
killed crossing the road and that this should be a light controlled crossing
and that average speed camera's would benfit the road. As local
councillors are putting forward a claim that this will reduce the speed of
vehciles which is not what the scheme was intended for. The build up of
vehciles at peak times will create more pollution.
To date the councillor responsible for signing off the scheme is no listening
to local residents concerns regarding the impact on the area, we have
been told this is a trial and will be reviewed. However, the work has started
on some of the permanent fixtures.
As a community we feel that this is being implemented during the Covid-19
crisis as there is central government funding and this should have been
delayed until at least September when the schools go back, and there is
already a steady build up of commuter traffic as more people are returning
to work.

2.1.3

At 4:57pm on 2nd November the petition had 2,629 signatures. Sometime
between 22nd October and 2nd November the petition had been modified to
state:

Active Travel Scheme's are being introduced as part of Central
Governments Covid-19 to get more people to walk or cycle. Surrey CC were
successful in being granted funds for various schemes within the county,
many were not implement due to communities protests.
However, the SC Councillors for Hersham& Esher have brought in changes
to the A244 between Hersham and Esher despite initial public concerns.
The road is a major artery linking a large part of the borough of Elmbridge
and is very busy at most times of day, even more so at peak times, and when
events are being held at Sandown or when there are issues with the A3/M25.
Any backlogs that may/will occur will impact on the surrounding area,
recently there was a major fire on part of the approach into Esher which
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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resulted in both lanes and beyond being backed up, and all roads leading to
the Hersham By-pass were gridlocked.
The council have proposed taking part of the dual carriageway down to one
lane for motor vehicles to widen the existing cycle path. This however, this
has not been maintained by SCC.
Residents are in agreement that a crossing is needed especially where there
was a tragic fatality in 2018. This should be a light controlled crossing so
that the pedestrian is able "control" the traffic. A feasibility study was started
in 2019 to look into the funding of such a crossing this was scrapped in July
this year as a result of funding for the ATS under this scheme 3 safe haven
points are going to be put along the road which offers the pedestrian no
safety to cross the proposed one lane of traffic travelling closer together. The
community have also asked for average speed camera's to be fitted to help
keep speed down on this road.
SC councillors are putting forward a claim that this scheme will reduce the
speed of vehicles which is not what the scheme was intended for it is not a
road safety scheme. The build up of vehicles at peak times will create more
pollution, which the ATS are supposed to be reducing pollution.
To date the councillor responsible for signing off the scheme is no listening
to local residents concerns regarding the impact on the area, we have been
told this is a trial and will be reviewed. However, the work has started on
some of the permanent fixtures.
As a community we feel that this is being implemented during the Covid-19
crisis as there is central government funding and this should have been
delayed until at least September when the schools go back, and there is
already a steady build up of commuter traffic as more people are returning
to work.

2.1.4

The proposed scheme would permanently remove a lane in each direction to
provide space to create three new pedestrian refuge islands in the vicinity of
the bus stops. Pedestrian refuge islands were selected as this would enable
implementation of three different crossings near each of the three bus stops
for an affordable cost.

2.1.5

Traffic signal-controlled crossings or Zebra Crossings were examined but are
not considered feasible for this scheme. Zebra Crossings would be dangerous
within the 40mph limit. Zebra Crossings rely on drivers and pedestrians being
able to anticipate each other’s intentions, which is not possible at higher
speeds. For this reason national guidelines only allow for new Zebra Crossings
to be introduced where the 85th percentile speed (measured in free-flow traffic
conditions) is less than 35mph. In any case these too would need refuges to
be constructed in the centre of the road to provide pedestrians with a safe
space to wait. To be able to construct the pedestrian refuge islands for any
kind of crossing we would need to remove a traffic lane to provide sufficient
space since the existing central reservation is very narrow. Additionally, traffic
signals would have been substantially more expensive; the typical cost of a
two-stage traffic signal-controlled crossing is approximately £250,000.
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2.1.6

The petition calls for average speed cameras to be introduced in Esher Road.
Within Surrey, as with other local authorities around the country, speed
cameras are implemented and operated through a partnership between the
police and local highway authority. The local highway authority (Surrey County
Council) are responsible for implementing and maintaining the infrastructure
(cameras, power and signing) on the highway, and the police use the cameras
to provide the enforcement deterrent. Speed cameras (including average
speed cameras) are only introduced at collision hotspots where there has been
a serious history of collisions including some resulting in either death or serious
injury, and where speeds have been measured and found to be excessive.
Another important principle is that cameras are used as a last resort after other
highway improvements have been considered first and ruled out as being
infeasible. These principles ensure that the police are able to manage the
volume of offences and that their enforcement resources are reserved for the
worst collision hotspots. It is also seen as being important in order to maintain
public support for speed cameras as a road safety tool rather than being seen
incorrectly as a “tax on the motorist”.

2.1.7

At the present time the costs of operating cameras are recovered from part of
the fees that drivers pay for attending speed awareness courses. If a driver
elects to pay the fine instead, or if the driver attends court and pays a fine, then
this money goes to the national Treasury via the courts. If there is any surplus
money following the recovery of costs then this is held by the police for
reinvestment in road safety and this has been used to implement new cameras
following the principles described above. After the end of the previous
hypothecation regime (whereby the costs of enforcement was recovered from
fines), the government published their guidance note Circular 1/2007 Use of
speed and red-light cameras for traffic enforcement: guidance on deployment,
visibility and signing: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/use-ofspeed-and-red-light-cameras-for-traffic-enforcement-guidance-ondeployment-visibility-and-signing.
This provides suggested criteria for
introducing new cameras. However it does not include specific criteria for the
introduction of average speed cameras. None-the-less we refer to the
guidance when considering the potential for new average speed camera sites.

2.1.8

In the case of Esher Road, with the casualty history as it is, it is unlikely that
the criteria for introducing new speed camera enforcement would be met,
even if there were to be sufficient operating surplus to be able to afford a
system. Also the reduction to a single lane tends to encourage drivers to
reduce their speeds, for a significantly lower cost than the cost of an average
speed camera system.

2.1.9

One of the main concerns of the petitioners – as expressed in a meeting with
the lead petitioner, local members, and the Area Highway Manager on 20th
August 2020 – was that the reduction of Esher Road to a single lane in each
direction would cause significant congestion. The capacity of any Highway
network depends on the capacity of both the link roads and junctions. The
capacity of junctions is normally the constraining factor – which is why nearly
all queuing that drivers experience originates from a junction – road works and
incidents aside. As a link road the A244 Esher Road has more capacity than
is required for the level of traffic. It should be emphasized that from a capacity
point of view, there is no need for this road to be a dual carriageway.

2.1.10 A junction’s capacity depends on various factors. A key one is the amount of
space for cars to be stored at the entrance to a junction, and how quickly this
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store can be released onto the junction. The speed with which cars can be
released onto a junction depends on the number of lanes; the amount of space
for cars depends on the length of those lanes. It is not the case that increasing
the number of lanes or the length of lanes indefinitely will result in an indefinite
proportional increase in the capacity of a junction. Other factors come into
play, for example how much time is available for traffic to enter from each arm
of a junction, how that time is distributed and so on.
2.1.11 The capacities of the Barley Mow and Princess Alice roundabouts are the
limiting factors on the capacity of the A244 Esher Road. The scheme does not
include any modifications to these roundabouts themselves. The number of
lanes on the approaches are unchanged. The length of the lanes on the
approaches to the roundabouts are long enough to ensure that traffic can
discharge onto the roundabout at the same rate that it would if there was no
change.
2.1.12 In response to the petitioners’ concerns, it was agreed to pause the
implementation of the scheme, to enable the new road layout to be evaluated
from a traffic point of view. This evaluation phase commenced on 30th August
2020. A full timeline of the implementation and monitoring of the scheme in
included in Annex A. It was recognised at the time that it would be quite
possible that traffic would not return to pre-lockdown levels for some
considerable time. At the time it was not anticipated that there would be a
second spike of COVID-19 cases, nor the imposition of new restrictions in
response. According to the Department for Transport’s statistics1, at a national
level, traffic levels dipped to less than 30% during lockdown, and increased to
a weekday plateau around 90% at the beginning of September 2020.
2.1.13 This report describes observations made by local members and Highways
Service officers between 24th August and 13th October 2020.
2.2

Monitoring and observations

2.2.1

Local members commenced regular monitoring of the A244 Esher Road, and
also surrounding roads where relevant, on 24th August 2020. The outputs from
members’ monitoring include recorded observations, real journey time
measurements (roundabout to roundabout) and google maps (MRH Texaco
petrol station to Princess Alice Hospice car park both ways) measurements.
Members’ and officers’ recorded observations are summarised in the timeline
presented in Annex A. Journey time data is presented in Annex B.

2.2.2

Congestion was only observed for brief periods in certain locations on some
days during peak times. No congestion that was observed in Esher Road is
unusual for Surrey in peak times. All the Highways Service officers involved
in the monitoring were Surrey residents, and so all were able to compare their
observations with their experience of the network near their homes and their
own commute to work. In this context a number of the officers were genuinely
intrigued as to why Esher Road was attracting so much time and attention.

2.2.3

The only significant queuing along Esher Road occurred when Esher Town
Centre itself was heavily congested in the morning peak time. On some
occasions, at peak afternoon times between around 4:00pm to 4:30pm, the

1

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/transport-use-during-the-coronavirus-covid-19pandemic
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weight of traffic approaching the Barley Mow roundabout from all sides,
coupled with the controlled pedestrian crossing intermittently halting flow from
Esher Road, has led to some queuing on the west-bound approach to the
roundabout. On occasions one lane of the two-lane section has become filled
and this resulted in slow moving traffic back up Esher Road. Extending the
length of the two-lane section on this approach should alleviate this situation.
2.2.4

The Active Travel scheme is not causing any significant congestion in and of
itself. Very occasionally during the morning peak the queue originating in
Esher extends along Esher Road all the way to the Barley Mow roundabout for
a brief period. On these occasions it is arguable that the Active Travel scheme
has exacerbated congestion that originates in Esher and observations
recorded suggests that this happened for brief periods 6 times in 7 weeks.
Further, on the mornings when the queue into Esher from Hersham was at its
longest, there was disruption to the network caused by faulty traffic signals or
road works. Moreover, the retiming of the traffic signals at Esher Green on
October 2nd resulted in improved traffic flows in Lammas Lane and the
consequent effect along Esher Road. Network disruption in the area has the
potential to cause queuing along Esher Road as has always been the case.
This is commonplace across the county.

2.2.5

Concerns by some residents have been raised that the occasional queueing
at peak times around 16:00hrs on West End Lane is a direct result of the Active
Travel scheme. This is not the case. Any traffic emerging from West End Lane
to join the A244 Esher Road is opposed by traffic coming down Lammas Lane
from Esher. To put this another way, traffic emerging from West End Lane is
obliged to give way to traffic entering the Princess Alice roundabout from
Lammas Lane. During busy times, the stream of traffic coming down Lammas
Lane is near continuous, which means there are very few safe opportunities
for drivers to exit West End Lane, resulting in a queue forming in West End
Lane itself.

2.2.6

It is highly likely that there has been an increase in traffic through West End
during the testing phase due to changing travel patterns to and from local
schools during the COVID 19 pandemic. Schools are discouraging car sharing
to maintain the integrity of bubbles on school sites. Additionally, public
transport has become less likely to be used and more parents are working from
home.

2.2.7

This term Cobham Free School transferred to its new site on Portsmouth Road.
Previously Cobham Free School was based in West Molesey. Annex C shows
the distribution of students attending Cobham Free School – including a
significant number that would naturally travel south from the start of this term
via Esher Road and West End Lane in the mornings, making the reverse
journey in the evenings.

2.2.8

It is highly likely that increased traffic and traffic congestion in West End is
related to changes in school traffic. Traffic counts taken during term time have
been compared with traffic counts when the private schools in the area, and
also Cobham Free School, were on half term. This comparison suggests that
these schools account for well over 100 vehicles travelling through West End
during peak times. In the morning peak, queues form at Hawkshill Way as
traffic heads south to join Portsmouth Road – not because Portsmouth Road
is necessarily congested, but because there are few safe opportunities to turn
right onto Portsmouth Road from either West End Lane or Hawkshill Way. The
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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reverse situation develops in the evening peak (with all vehicles returning
either via Hawkshill Way or West End Lane junctions with the Portsmouth
Road). Queues form as traffic heads north to join Esher Road – not because
Esher Road is congested, but because there are few safe opportunities to enter
the Princess Alice roundabout from West End Lane.
2.2.9

The officers monitoring the scheme have suggested a number of minor
amendments, including:

- Signs and road markings amendments.
- Extending the two-lane approach to the Barley Mow roundabout.
- Improving the merge from two lanes to one at the exit from the Barley Mow
roundabout towards Esher.
These would be incorporated in the scheme if Committee were to approve the
construction of the pedestrian crossings.
2.2.10 A Speed Survey Technician from Surrey Safer Partnership Team visited
Esher Road on 23rd October 2020 and between the hour of 09:30am –
10.30am to capture speeds via a handheld radar. The results of this survey
are compared in Table 1 below.
2.2.11 Only westbound speeds were measured in 2019 – in two locations to
facilitate a decision on the best location for a Vehicle Activated Sign (VAS).
The speed survey results from 2016, 2017 and 2019 are based on 24-hour, 7
day surveys. The 85th percentile speed is the speed at or below which 85%
of vehicles are travelling. This means that in 2019, 15% of drivers were
exceeding 52mph at one eastbound location and 15% of drivers were
exceeding 45mph at the other eastbound. In both 2019 and 2016, over half
of all drivers were exceeding the speed limit.
2.2.12 A comparison of the results from 23rd October to the historical results clearly
demonstrates that the scheme has resulted in lower traffic speeds, with most
drivers now respecting the speed limit.
Table 1 – Traffic speeds before and after the scheme
Eastbound
Westbound
Date
2016
ATC survey

2017
ATC survey

2019
SDR survey

23rd October
2020
Handheld radar
survey

Mean

85th
percentile

Mean

85th
percentile

42mph

47mph

41mph

46mph

39mph

45mph

39mph

45mph

N/A

N/A

47mph

52mph

40mph

45mph

38mph

41mph

36mph

39mph
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2.3

Feedback received so far

2.3.1

Surrey County Council launched a website specifically for local communities
to be able to provide feedback on proposed Active Travel schemes. The
website is linked from this page: https://www.surreycc.gov.uk/roads-andtransport/roadworks-and-maintenance/maintenance/roads/department-fortransport-capital-funding/roads-and-pavements. The comments that have
been submitted are published on this website, and it is clear that respondent’s
opinion on the scheme is divided.

2.3.2

What is not published on the website are the dates when the comments were
submitted. This data is available to officers and is summarised in Table 2
below, and shown in graphical form in Annex D. A total of 1,752 comments
were submitted (as of 0008hrs on 23rd October 2020). A further 481 reactions
were submitted, as people agreed with comments that were already submitted,
resulting in a total of 2,233 responses via this route altogether.

2.3.3

Committee should note that the Active Travel website is a passive consultation
tool from Surrey County Council’s point of view. This means that it is up to
residents or visitors to the area to find the website and submit their responses.
A regular consultation on a scheme of this nature would be proactive. That is,
Surrey County Council would proactively communicate with the community –
typically via a letter drop – and invite residents and other stakeholders to
submit their comments.

Table 2 – Active Travel website responses according to the date received
Date received
Number received Positive Negative
30-07-2020 to 02-08-20
Before implementation started

28 (1%)

36%

64%

03-08-20 to 05-08-20
First 3 days of very disruptive
traffic management

1,482 (66%)

9%

90%

06-08-20 to 29-08-20
Remaining days with some
disruptive traffic management in
place

549 (25%)

17%

82%

30-08-20 to 19-10-20
Responses during testing phase

174 (8%)

35%

64%

2,233 (100%)

13%

86%

Overall
3. OPTIONS:
3.1

Committee has three options:
1) Continue with the scheme as per the recommendations including the minor
modifications suggested by officers monitoring the scheme. This would involve
implementing the three pedestrian crossings, and then consulting the local
community before deciding whether to make the scheme permanent.
2) Abandon the scheme.
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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3) Ask officers to explore the feasibility of an alternative or modified scheme.
3.2 On the basis of the evidence described above, the officer recommendation is to
implement the three pedestrian crossings, and then consult the local community
before deciding whether to make the scheme permanent.
4. CONSULTATIONS:
4.1

The Active Travel website has been available since 30th July 2020 for the local
community to submit their responses to the scheme.

4.2

The Divisional Members and one of the Ward Members have been involved
throughout.

4.3

There has been substantial dialogue between members and the local
community via social media.

4.4.

Members and the Area Highway Manager have met with the lead petitioners.

4.5

To date there has been no proactive consultation, the like of which would
normally be undertaken on behalf of Committee for a scheme of this nature.

4.6

Graham Cannon of Surrey Police’s Road Safety & Traffic Management Team
made a number of comments:

The scheme has certainly brought speeds down, which is good from a road
safety point of view.
There were no hold ups at the time of the Police’s site visit. [This was offpeak.]
There doesn’t appear to be an obvious desire line for pedestrians. The
provision of three pedestrian crossings in different locations to coincide with
the bus stops corresponds with the likely pattern of pedestrian movement.
The pedestrian crossings were not constructed at the time of the visit, and
so it is not possible to comment directly on their operation. However,
pedestrians are currently crossing the single running lane and cycle lane,
with the adjusted traffic flows and speed. The Police would consider it safe
to proceed with the three pedestrian crossings.
The merge from two lanes to a single lane from the Barley Mow roundabout
heading towards Esher needs to be reviewed – including the layout and
approach signing. A significant number of drivers that are exiting the
roundabout are overrunning the hatching on the nearside before moving into
the running lane gradually over the following section of road past the VW
Garage. This is causing conflicts with drivers already in lane 2. The design
of this merge is causing confusion and uncertainty for drivers.

www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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5. FINANCIAL AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS:
5.1

This scheme is fully funded from the Government’s Active Travel grant to
Surrey County Council.

6. EQUALITIES AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS:
6.1

If Committee were to approve the implementation of the pedestrian crossings,
it would improve accessibility for less able pedestrians.

7. LOCALISM:
7.1

The Local Committee is encouraged to take into account local priorities when
making its decisions.

8. OTHER IMPLICATIONS:
Area assessed:
Crime and Disorder

Sustainability (including Climate
Change and Carbon Emissions)

Corporate Parenting/Looked After
Children
Safeguarding responsibilities for
vulnerable children and adults
Public Health

Direct Implications:
By reducing the A244 Esher Road
to a single lane, the level of
speeding has reduced.
The scheme would make it easier
for pedestrians to cross the road –
both for journeys entirely on foot
and also to access the bus stops.
No significant implications arising
from this report.
No significant implications arising
from this report.
Active travel choices can make a
significant difference to an
individual’s health and wellbeing.

9. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
9.1

The testing phase for the A244 Esher Road Active Travel scheme has
demonstrated that the scheme does not cause congestion in and of itself. The
scheme does have the potential to briefly exacerbate morning peak congestion
originating in Esher Town Centre but only impacts journey times when there is
significant network disruption – for example road works. It has also had a
positive impact on limiting speeding.

9.2

The local community has not been able to experience the primary intended
benefit of the scheme – being the implementation of three new pedestrian
crossings. The implementation of these was deferred so that the new road
layout could be tested from a traffic point of view.

9.3

It is recommended to construct the three pedestrian crossings, engage in
public consultation following a bedding in period, and then report the results of
this public consultation back to Committee for a final decision on whether to
make the scheme permanent.
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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10. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT:
10.1 If Committee were to approve the recommendations, officers would make
arrangements for the three new pedestrian crossings to be implemented.
Contact Officer: Nick Healey
Consulted: See above.
Annexes: Four
Sources/background papers: None
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Annex A

Timeline of the implementation and monitoring
phase of the A244 Esher Road Active Travel Scheme

Date

Event

Comment

30-Jul

SCC website open for
comments on scheme.

02-Aug

Weekend.

28 comments now received on SCC website: 36% positive, 64% negative.

03-Aug

Construction starts on site.

The traffic management that was deployed included reducing the approaches to
both the Princess Alice and Barley Mow roundabouts to a single lane including the
Queensway approach. This resulted in significant congestion.

05-Aug

Traffic management reduced.

The traffic management was reduced to provide two-lane approaches to the Princess
Alice and Barley Mow roundabouts from Esher Road. This alleviated some of the
congestion observed on 3rd and 4th August, but the Queensway approach remained
constricted to a single lane throughout the works.
1,482 comments received since 3rd August: 9% positive, 90% negative.

06-Aug

Site meeting with Cllrs,
officers, contractor.

It was decided where possible to avoid any disruptive traffic management during
peak times wherever possible, but single lane Queensway approach needs to remain
for safety reasons.

17-Aug

Decision taken to pause
scheme for trial period.

In response to the community's concerns, it was decided to pause the scheme on
completion of the road markings, so that the new road layout could be tested (and if
necessary amended) before construction of the pedestrian crossings.

18-Aug

Incident involving cyclist.

A cyclist entered the traffic management, clipped a cone and fell off. Incident
recorded by contractor who assisted the injured party.

20-Aug

Meeting with Cllrs and
leading opponents of
scheme.

A constructive discussion with the opponents' concerns about the scheme.

24-Aug

Regular Cllr observations
commence.

Cllrs John O'Reilly, Peter Szanto and Mary Sheldon commence regular monitoring of
traffic in Esher Road during the morning and evening peak periods.
No congestion observed in am peak.

26-Aug

AM - traffic light, no congestion observed, 2 cyclists observed.
PM - traffic heavier, no congestion observed.
Note: the main aim of the Cllr observations was to monitor traffic congestion. The
numbers of cyclists and pedestrians observed should not be taken as the total
numbers using Esher Road on any given day, simply the numbers that Cllrs
happened to observe during a single car journey of about 2 minutes from one end of
Esher Road to the other.

28-Aug

AM - no congestion observed.
PM - no congestion observed, 2 cyclists.

29-Aug

Weekend.
Road markings completed
overnight.

AM - very light traffic, no congestion observed.
549 comments received since the 6th August: 17% positive, 82% negative.
All traffic management cones removed, including those at Queensway.

30-Aug

Weekend.
First day of trial.

PM - light traffic, no congestion observed.

31-Aug

Bank Holiday.

AM - no congestion observed.
PM - moderate Bank Holiday traffic, no congestion observed, 5 cyclists and 3
pedestrians.

01-Sep

Incident involving two cars
near VW garage. No Police
involvement. Therefore
impossible to know whether
the new road layout was a
factor in this incident.

AM - heavier traffic, no congestion observed, 6 cyclists and 4 pedestrians.
PM - heavier traffic, no congestion observed, 5 cyclists and 5 pedestrians.

02-Sep

Signs adjusted on entrance to
Esher Road from Barley Mow
roundabout.

AM - heavier traffic, no congestion observed, 1 cyclist and 4 pedestrians.
PM - heavier traffic, no congestion observed, 4 cyclists and 8 pedestrians.

03-Sep

Schools starting to go back
for new term.
Fault at Pelican Crossing at
Barley Mow roundabout.

AM - significantly heavier traffic, no congestion observed, 1 cyclist and 5
pedestrians.PM - no congestion observed, 2 cyclists and 2 pedestrians.
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Event

04-Sep

Comment
AM - significantly heavier traffic, congestion from Esher observed in Lammas Lane,
no congestion observed in Esher Road.
PM - heavy traffic, no congestion observed, 3 cyclists and 3 pedestrians observed.

05-Sep

Weekend.

AM - no congestion observed.
PM - no congestion observed.

06-Sep

Weekend.

AM - no congestion observed.
PM - no congestion observed.

07-Sep

New term starts for most
schools.

AM - congestion in Esher caused extended queuing along Lammas Lane and Esher
Road from approx. 0820hrs to approx. 0830hrs. Queue briefly extended to Barley
Mow roundabout. Slow moving tractor caused queue of slow moving traffic towards
the Barley Mow roundabout at approx.0855hrs.
PM - no congestion observed, 1 cyclist and 1 pedestrian observed.

08-Sep

AM - congestion in Esher caused queuing along Lammas Lane. No significant
congestion observed in Esher Road. 3 cyclists and 4 pedestrians observed.
PM - no congestion observed, 4 cyclist and 2 pedestrians.

09-Sep

AM - congestion in Esher caused queuing along Lammas Lane. No significant
congestion observed in Esher Road. 3 cyclists and 9 pedestrians observed. 60
vehicles emerged from Riverside Road between 0805hrs and 0845hrs, with the
longest wait time of 8 seconds and the longest queue being 3 cars.
PM - no significant congestion observed, 6 cyclist and 8 pedestrians.

10-Sep

SCC's Traffic Signals Team
engaged to investigate
options to mitigate congestion
in Esher.

11-Sep

Having observed that significant queuing / congestion in Esher Road only occurs
when the congestion in Esher tails back along Lammas Lane, SCC's Traffic Signals
Team were asked to start investigating whether the Esher Town Centre SCOOT
region could be amended to mitigate the congestion in Esher.
AM - heavy traffic and congestion in Esher caused Lammas Lane to stop/crawl. This
led to long tailbacks on Esher Road which did extend back to the Barley Mow
roundabout. Worst from around 0815hrs to 0845hrs but did vary during this time.
Cleared quickly after 0845hrs. 9 pedestrians.
PM - Slow at the Barley Mow roundabout for 15 mins from 1630hrs; all vehicles
moving albeit at 20 mph - 3 police cards travelled through at speed towards the
Barley Mow roundabout and headed off into other directions. Traffic cleared by
1645. 5 cyclist and 4 pedestrians observed. 2 horse-drawn traps observed.
AM - lighter traffic, no congestion observed. 9 cyclists and 12 pedestrians.
PM - No congestion observed. 3 cyclists and 2 pedestrians.

12-Sep

Weekend.

AM - No congestion observed.
PM - No congestion observed. 4 cyclists and 2 pedestrians.

13-Sep

Weekend.

AM - No congestion observed.
PM - No congestion observed.

14-Sep

Decision taken to extend two
lane approach to the Princess
Alice roundabout.
Cobham Free School opens
its permanent site in
Portsmouth Road.

The rationale for the extension of the two lane approach to the Princess Alice
roundabout was to provide additional storage capacity for vehicles waiting to proceed
up Lammas Lane and into Esher, and also to reduce the likelihood of vehicles
heading for West End being obstructed by the queue to enter Lammas Lane.
AM - No significant congestion observed. Between 0800hrs and 0830hrs, 558 cars
counted entering the Princess Alice roundabout from Esher Road - 76% of cars
going went up Lammas Lane and 24% turned right into West End. 2 cyclists and 8
pedestrians.
PM - Slow moving tractor heading towards the Barley Mow roundabout at 1600hrs,
which resulted in a slow-moving line of traffic behind it. Cleared quickly. No
significant congestion observed.
Note: Cobham Free School were previously based in Molesey. The switch to
Portsmouth Road means a significant increase in car trips travelling through West
End. This is a significant factor in the congestion observed in West End.

15-Sep

Traffic signals in Esher
amended to try to mitigate
congestion.

AM - Congestion observed in Esher between 0750hrs and 0810hrs. Significant right
turn movement from Esher Road into West End Lane: 40% between 7:50hrs and
08:10hrs, 20% between 08:10hrs and 8:27hrs. A number of cyclists observed
throughout the morning's observations, mostly going up to Esher and several turning
right into West End Lane, including several children. At 0836hrs traffic slow from
Hersham, with queue reaching first entrance to Riverside Road (Hersham side).
Traffic cleared by 0840hrs.
PM - no congestion observed.
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Comment

16-Sep

AM - 25 cyclists counted from Esher Road into Lammas Lane Between 0800hrs and
0830hrs. Right turn from Esher Road into West End Lane: 49% between 0800hrs
and 0830hrs. From 0810hrs traffic started slowed to 7-10 mph up Lammas Lane and
continued to move slowly until temporarily stopped at 0825hrs. Traffic cleared by
0833hrs.
PM - no congestion observed.

17-Sep

AM - Congestion caused by Lammas Lane backing up between 0810hrs and
0835hrs. For a few brief periods, the slow-moving traffic backed up to the Barley
Mow roundabout, resulting in a maximum increase in journey time of up to 3 minutes.
Observations suggest that even on a busy morning the new road layout itself did not
cause cars to take any longer to get to their destinations. 23 cyclists observed in
Esher Road heading towards Esher between 0750hrs and 0815hrs. In the same
period 36% of cars turn right from Esher Road into West End Lane.
PM - no congestion observed.

18-Sep

AM - minor congestion this morning, caused by Lammas Lane backing up between
0810hrs to 0830hrs, resulting in a maximum increase in journey time of 25 seconds.
8 cyclists and 4 pedestrians.
PM - traffic noticeably heavier than previous days. No congestion towards Esher.
Towards Hersham traffic slowed due to the pedestrian lights being used multiple
times and the Barley Mow roundabout being very busy. The maximum increase in
journey time was 2 minutes 25 seconds. The mean increase in journey time over
nine timed trips was 68 seconds. The length of the queue towards Hersham was
longer than it would have been previously, but observations suggest that the scheme
hasn't increased journey times. 5 cyclists and 2 pedestrians.

19-Sep

Weekend.
Two lane approach to the
Princess Alice roundabout
extended overnight.

AM - no congestion observed. 6 cyclists and 26 pedestrians.

20-Sep

Weekend.

AM - no congestion observed.
PM - no congestion observed.

21-Sep

AM - traffic relatively light. Minor congestion caused by Lammas Lane backing up.
This caused traffic to back up along Esher Road. The extended two-lane section
approaching the Princess Alice roundabout became full for around 10 minutes. Cars
turning right at the roundabout weren't significantly impeded by Lammas Lane
congestion and the righthand lane remained relatively clear. Traffic did not back up to
anywhere near the Barley Mow roundabout. Maximum increase in journey time 60
seconds. Mean increase in journey time 22 seconds.
PM - no congestion observed.

22-Sep

AM - minor congestion this morning caused by Lammas Lane backing up.
PM - no significant congestion in Esher Road. Significant queue approaching the
Princess Alice roundabout from West End. Traffic emerging from West End
obstructed by traffic coming down Lammas Lane, not obstructed by the scheme in
Esher Road.

23-Sep

Thames Water works in
Esher High Street 2-way
signals controlling traffic.

AM - congestion in Esher caused queuing along Lammas Lane and along Esher
Road towards the Barley Mow roundabout although did not quite get all the way to
the roundabout. The queue on the approach to the Barley Mow roundabout
extended approx 150m to 200m at times but moved slowly through to the
roundabout.
PM - no congestion observed in Esher Road.

24-Sep

Thames Water works in
Esher High Street 2-way
signals controlling traffic.

AM - no congestion observed.
PM - modest congestion on approach to Barley Mow roundabout.

25-Sep

Thames Water works in
Esher High Street 2-way
signals controlling traffic.
Traffic signals fault develops
in Esher.

AM - at 0817hrs the queue started building in Lammas Lane. By 0821hrs traffic was
backed up to half-way down to Riverside Road. The queue extended to the Barley
Mow roundabout and beyond to Queensway between 0825hrs and 0829hrs.
Congestion started to clear at 0850hrs and was all cleared by 0900hrs.
PM - congestion observed in West End, but this is not considered due to scheme in
Esher Road. Agreed that further observations are required.

26-Sep

Weekend.
Thames Water works in
Esher High Street 2-way
signals controlling traffic.
Traffic signals fault in Esher.
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27-Sep

Weekend.
Thames Water works in
Esher High Street 2-way
signals controlling traffic.
Traffic signals fault in Esher.

Congestion observed in Esher as a result of the roadworks.

28-Sep

Thames Water works in
Esher High Street 2-way
signals controlling traffic.
Traffic signals fault in Esher.

AM - traffic noticeably heavier than previous days. The Barley Mow direction
remained free flowing all the time. The Princess Alice direction experienced slowmoving traffic caused by Lammas Lane becoming moving slowly / blocked from
0805hrs until 0840hrs. The Thames Water works in Esher High Street caused long
tailbacks on Portsmouth Road from Cobham to Esher. Drivers' Sat Navs were
directing drivers to detour through West End and up Lammas Lane to avoid the
tailbacks on the Portsmouth Road. This increased congestion in Lammas Lane and
at the Princess Alice Roundabout. Even so the Esher Road queue did not reach the
Barley Mow Roundabout. The maximum increase in journey time from the Barley
Mow roundabout to the Princess Alice roundabout was 3 minutes 50 seconds. The
mean increase in journey time was 103 seconds.
PM - no congestion observed on Esher Road. Congestion observed in West End
that likely aggravated by Thames Water works on Portsmouth Road.

29-Sep

Thames Water works in
Esher High Street 2-way
signals controlling traffic.
These works were completed
and the traffic management
removed during this
afternoon.
Traffic signals fault in Esher.

AM - traffic much heavier. Longest delays observed so far. Lammas Lane blocked
from 0810hrs to 0850hrs - slow traffic and occasionally stationary. The Thames
Water works in Esher High Street were a contributary factor. The queue did extend
to the Barley Mow roundabout. The maximum increase in journey time towards
Esher was 5 minutes 30 seconds. The mean increase during the busiest period was
3 minutes 30 seconds.

30-Sep

Traffic signals fault in Esher
cleared after the morning
peak today.

AM - The Esher Green / Esher High Street junction became blocked at 0803hrs
causing stationery / slow moving cars to back up down Lammas Lane. This caused
build-up of traffic on Esher Road. By 0822hrs the queue / slow moving traffic had
built up back to the Barley Mow Roundabout resulting in extended travel times on
Esher Road. Esher Green started to clear at 0835hrs. It took another 10 – 15
minutes for this to work its way all the way back to the slow-moving traffic queues on
Esher Road. A number of observations were made in the centre of Esher that were
fed back to SCC's Traffic Signals Team - including traffic movements and signal
timings.
PM - no congestion observed.

01-Oct

Traffic signals in Esher
operating correctly today.

AM - Congestion building in Esher at 0756hrs. Esher Green became heavily
congested from 0800hrs with the queue starting to extend down Lammas Lane.
Traffic signals giving Esher Green approx. double the time compared to yesterday.
This kept cars moving in batches to relieve pressure on Lammas Lane. Only minor
queuing observed in Esher Road.

02-Oct

Esher traffic signal control
adjusted today to optimise
traffic flow.

AM - Lighter traffic. Traffic signals giving Esher Green more time than yesterday,
and varying timings according to traffic flows. No significant congestion observed in
Esher Road. Many cars observed to be leaving Claremont Fan School at
Portsmouth Road exit and going down Hawkshill Way / West End Lane to join Esher
Road. Also became aware that in response to C19 schools are discouraging car
sharing.
Note: The traffic heading to and from schools is a major factor in the congestion
observed in West End.

03-Oct

Weekend.

No congestion observed.

04-Oct

Weekend.

No congestion observed.

05-Oct

SCC officer monitoring
commenced.

No significant congestion observed.

06-Oct

SCC officer monitoring.
Incident at the VW garage
this afternoon.

AM - Heavier traffic - Esher Green appeared to be running at full capacity, and was
coping well. No significant congestion observed in Esher Road. Over 50% of traffic
from Esher Road turned right towards West End between 0805hrs and 0837hrs.
PM - Incident at the VW garage seemed to cause slowing on approach to the Barley
Mow roundabout - congestion observed but the queue never reached the Princess
Alice roundabout. Substantial congestion observed in West End, which is unrelated
to the scheme in Esher Road.
Note: Surrey Police confirmed that the incident was nothing to do with the scheme in
Esher Road, but was the continuation of an incident that started elsewhere.

07-Oct

SCC officer monitoring.
Patching gang on Portsmouth
Road in the off-peak.

AM - Lighter traffic. No significant congestion observed in Esher Road. Queue of
traffic observed in Hawkshill trying to exit onto Portsmouth Road - this queue
extended most of the way down the hill to the Prince of Wales.
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08-Oct

SCC officer monitoring.
Milbourne Lane / Copsem
Lane severely congested for
unknown reason.

AM - Congestion in Milbourne Lane backed up into Esher, and at times prevented
traffic exiting Esher Green onto the High Street. The queue extended along Lammas
Lane, but didn't cause significant congestion in Esher Road.
PM - no significant congestion observed in Esher Road. The length of the queue in
West End Lane exiting onto the Princess Alice roundabout was observed to be
directly related to the volume of traffic coming down Lammas Lane, and not related
to the scheme in Esher Road.

09-Oct

Last day of SCC officer
monitoring.

No significant congestion observed.

10-Oct

Weekend.

No congestion observed.

11-Oct

Weekend.

No congestion observed.

12-Oct

13-Oct

19-Oct

AM - Congestion observed in Esher, which prevented vehicles exiting Esher Green
onto the High Street. This resulted in a queue extending down Lammas Lane and
onto Esher Road, but the queuing in Esher Road was not significant. 12 cyclists.
PM - heavy traffic, but no significant congestion observed on Esher Road.
Congestion observed in West End. Esher Road remained clear throughout,
confirming that congestion in West End not related to this scheme.
Note: Similar observations made on 14 and 15 Oct between 1600hrs and 1630 hrs.
Queues did build on West End Lane approach to roundabout. Esher Road was
flowing freely throughout.
Last day of monitoring for the
purposes of this Committee
report. Cllr monitoring did
continue beyond this date,
but is not formally reported.

AM - Delivery lorry parking in lane 4 at Esher Green / High Street junction from
before 0800hrs to 0820 hrs. This significantly reduced the capacity of the junction.
The junction coped, but queues did build down Lammas Lane and onto Esher Road
between 0810hrs and 0840hrs. This resulted in a modest queue along Esher Road.
174 comments received since 30th August: 35% positive, 64% negative.
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Officer Photographs

Figure 1: Tuesday 6th October 2020
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Figure 2: Wednesday 7 October 2020
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Figure 3: Thursday 8th October
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Figure 4: Friday 09 October 2020
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Annex B

A244 Esher Road Active Travel Scheme: Journey time data

Morning peak time data:
Weekday (morning peak) journey times from the Princess Alice roundabout/ Hospice to the
Barley Mow roundabout
16th September to 13th October (15 weekdays altogether)
00:04:00
00:03:00
00:02:00

07:30
07:33
07:36
07:39
07:42
07:45
07:48
07:51
07:54
07:57
08:00
08:03
08:06
08:09
08:12
08:15
08:18
08:21
08:24
08:27
08:30
08:33
08:36
08:39
08:42
08:45
08:48
08:51
08:54
08:57
09:00
09:03
09:06
09:09
09:12
09:15
09:18
09:21
09:24
09:27
09:30

00:01:00

Weekday (morning peak) journey times from the Barley Mow roundabout to the Princess
Alice roundabout/ Hospice
16th September to 13th October (16 weekdays altogether)
00:10:00
00:09:00
00:08:00
00:07:00
00:06:00
00:05:00
00:04:00
00:03:00
00:02:00

07:30
07:33
07:36
07:39
07:42
07:45
07:48
07:51
07:54
07:57
08:00
08:03
08:06
08:09
08:12
08:15
08:18
08:21
08:24
08:27
08:30
08:33
08:36
08:39
08:42
08:45
08:48
08:51
08:54
08:57
09:00
09:03
09:06
09:09
09:12
09:15
09:18
09:21
09:24
09:27
09:30

00:01:00

Notes:
-

-

Data is comprised of physical road journey timings from roundabout to roundabout and GoogleMaps data
from Princess Alice Hospice car park to MRH Texaco garage or return. The GoogleMaps data include extra
distances and time required navigate the roundabouts, enter destinations, and are rounded to whole
minutes.
The maximum morning peak journey time from the Princess Alice Hospice to the Texaco Petrol Station at the
Barley Mow roundabout was just less than 4 minutes. The vast majority of measured journey times in this
direction were 3 minutes or less.

-

Most journey times from the Texaco Petrol station at the Barley Mow roundabout to the Princess Alice
Hospice were 3 minutes or less. On 7 days a maximum journey time greater than 5 minutes was recorded.
On 3 days a maximum journey time greater than 7 minutes was recorded.

-

The longest journey times were all observed within a narrow time range, between 0815hrs and 0845hrs.

-

As the monitoring summarised in Annex A show, the greatest congestion in Esher Road was observed when
there were network disruptions elsewhere – for example utility works or traffic signal faults.
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Evening peak time data:
Weekday (afternoon peak) journey times from the Princess Alice roundabout /Hospcie to
the Barley Mow roundabout
16th September to 13th October (10 weekdays altogether)
00:05:00
00:04:00
00:03:00
00:02:00

15:30
15:33
15:36
15:39
15:42
15:45
15:48
15:51
15:54
15:57
16:00
16:03
16:06
16:09
16:12
16:15
16:18
16:21
16:24
16:27
16:30
16:33
16:36
16:39
16:42
16:45
16:48
16:51
16:54
16:57
17:00
17:03
17:06
17:09
17:12
17:15
17:18
17:21
17:24
17:27
17:30

00:01:00

Weekday (afternoon peak) journey times from the Barley Mow roundabout to the Princess
Alice roundabout / Hospice
16th September to 13th October (10 weekdays altogether)
00:03:00
00:02:00

15:30
15:33
15:36
15:39
15:42
15:45
15:48
15:51
15:54
15:57
16:00
16:03
16:06
16:09
16:12
16:15
16:18
16:21
16:24
16:27
16:30
16:33
16:36
16:39
16:42
16:45
16:48
16:51
16:54
16:57
17:00
17:03
17:06
17:09
17:12
17:15
17:18
17:21
17:24
17:27
17:30

00:01:00

Notes:
-

-

No significant congestion was observed in the evening peak, and this is reflected in the journey time data for
this direction. The maximum recorded journey time in either direction was 5 minutes. The vast majority of
recorded journey times were 3 minutes or less.
Data is comprised of physical road journey timings from roundabout to roundabout and GoogleMaps data
from Princess Alice Hospice car park to MRH Texaco garage or return. The GoogleMaps data include extra
distances and time required navigate the roundabouts, enter destinations, and are rounded to whole
minutes.
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All traffic management removed; trial period starts.

Annex D

Traffic management reduced.

2020-07-30…
2020-08-01
2020-08-03…
2020-08-05
2020-08-07
2020-08-09
2020-08-11
2020-08-13
2020-08-15
2020-08-17
2020-08-19
2020-08-21
2020-08-23
2020-08-25
2020-08-27
2020-08-29
2020-08-31
2020-09-02
2020-09-06
2020-09-09
2020-09-11
2020-09-13
2020-09-16
2020-09-18
2020-09-20
2020-09-26
2020-09-28
2020-09-30
2020-10-02
2020-10-04
2020-10-06
2020-10-10
2020-10-12
2020-10-17

0

Construction starts on site with disruptive traffic management.

SCC website opens for comments on scheme.

ITEM 7

A244 Esher Road Active Travel Scheme:
Active Travel website responses

Number of positive, negative and neutral response submitted on different dates:
1200

1000

800

600
negative

neutral

400
positive

200
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ITEM 7

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
LOCAL COMMITTEE (ELMBRIDGE)
DATE:
SUBJECT:
DIVISION:

16 November 2020
Queens Road loading bay petition
Weybridge

PETITION DETAILS:
A petition with 49 signatures has been received relating to the loading bay in
Queens Road. The lead petitioner is Lisa Harris. The petition reads as follows:
We the undersigned petition Surrey County Council to Relocating Loading
Bay on Queen Road.
The following accidents that have accrued:


Tesco staff are at risk carrying goods back and forth to the loading area and
across south road and have been injured



Trollies have fallen off the Lorries onto the pavements and into the shops
causing damage



Trollies have fallen on the Road causing car accidents



Trollies cause constant obstruction with pedestrians & Lorries park on
pavement at times



Trollies have fallen and left debris on the pavements i.e. Broken Glass
Bottles, Spillages of Dairy products and left for days



Lorries block the South Road visibly blocking oncoming traffic turning in and
out



Lorries can be sitting there for 1 hour before anyone unloads

The list is endless, urgent action is needed to prevent a serious accident from
happening. We have found it unbelievable this loading bay was even created as
it’s a liability to the public and dangerous for all.
A possible relocation could be south road, as it is closer access for Tesco Staff or
directly outside the Tesco store by moving the refuge.
I have countless images of how dangerous the loading bay for lorries are
Please help me get this loading bay moved and keep Queens Road safe.

www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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RESPONSE:
Road safety
The council currently receives funding to be used specifically to reduce road
casualties. In partnership with Surrey Police road collisions are monitored across
the county. There are thousands of road traffic collisions every year that result in
an injury, the vast majority of which are caused by human error. We focus our road
safety resources on those sites where there are patterns of casualties, because
we can then be reasonably confident of identifying whether an engineering
intervention might help reduce the frequency of casualties at a particular site. We
then prioritise investment in those sites with the highest frequency of casualties,
where we believe an engineering intervention would be beneficial. Given the
number of existing sites where there are patterns of casualties, when considering
investment in road safety we are obliged to prioritise those sites with the greatest
frequency of casualties, ahead of those sites with a lesser frequency of casualties.
Surrey Police shares data on collisions where an injury has been recorded. The
police record likely factors that may have contributed to a collision resulting in
injury. Collision data may be viewed on the publicly-accessible website Crash
Map.
http://www.crashmap.co.uk/
When monitoring road casualties it is standard practice to review data from the
most recent three year period. This enables patterns to be identified and sites to
be compared. For the area of Queens Road in the vicinity of the junction with
South Road, available data for the most recent three year period records no
collisions resulting in personal injury. This means that specific road safety funding
could not be justified when compared with other locations.

Parking Review
We took action to prohibit loading/unloading directly outside of Tesco as part of the
Weybridge parking review following concerns about visibility for motorists exiting
South Road. At the same time we also introduced the new loading bay outside 95
and 97 Queens Road. This recommendation was approved by the local committee
at its meeting of 27 June 2016. The problems reported at the time are exemplified
in the attached photograph. When the proposals were advertised, no comment
was forthcoming from Tesco, and indeed the only response to the advertisement
was one of support for the change. Since the changes were implemented in the
summer of 2017, we’ve received no complaints from South Road residents about
visibility when joining Queens Road.
A representative from Tesco contacted us shortly after the changes were made to
discuss the matter. We explained why the changes had been made, and he was
satisfied with the outcome. We have received no complaints from Tesco in the
three or so years since these changes were made.
Many of the comments and concerns mentioned in the petition relate to the activity
of loading and unloading in general, and would be a risk irrespective of the location
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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of the loading bay. Therefore, many issues will remain a risk as the activity must
be accommodated somewhere. We note the observation that delivery drivers are
sitting in the bay waiting to load and unload. This should not be happening as
anyone using the bay should be loading and unloading continuously so we have
asked the parking enforcement officers at the borough council to monitor this.
Unfortunately, South Road is not an appropriate place for large vehicles to load
and unload because it is far too narrow. Large vehicles are unable to turn around
in South Road, so they would have to reverse in or out which would not only be
challenging for drivers to do but also dangerous, and it would cause considerable
disruption to traffic on Queens Road. Not to mention problems for other traffic
entering or leaving South Road. In addition, even if a lorry could enter South Road
to unload, if it were an appropriate distance into the road, there would be little
difference in the distance that the goods would need to be moved compared with
the current situation.
There are a limited number of options for moving the loading bay.
One option would be to move the loading bay and disabled bay further north/west
along Queens Road, replacing some of the existing general use free two-hour
parking. This would improve sightlines for motorists exiting South Road, although,
as mentioned above, this has not been reported as a problem by users of the
junction since the bay was created in its current location. However, all of the other
problems mentioned in the petition would remain and some general use parking
space - which is already at a premium in the area - would be lost. Furthermore, the
bay would be further away from the Tesco store meaning the drivers would have to
wheel their goods further.
Another option would be to remove the loading bay completely and allow loading
and unloading where it took place previously and reintroduce the problems that
were removed by the current layout. Drivers needed to park immediately adjacent
to the South Road junction so as not to create a pinch point at the pedestrian
crossing island / force vehicles around the wrong side of said island further south /
east along the road. We do not believe this would be a preferable situation.
A third option would be to relocate the bay to the other side of the junction with
South Road but far enough away from the junction to maintain good sightlines for
drivers exiting South Road, but this would mean that the bay would have to be too
close to the pedestrian crossing island for the safe and free flow of traffic. This is
therefore also not a preferable situation.
Investigation of measures
The above options, along with other potential options, could be investigated in the
context of a feasibility study. For example this could include assessment of the
options for relocating or removing the loading bay and/or the disabled bay. It could
also assess options for alterations to the existing crossing facilities, including the
impact on available parking. It should be noted that relocating the loading bay to
the Tesco side of South Road is likely to require removal of the refuge island so an
alternative location would need to be provided if a crossing facility is to be
retained. A feasibility study could assess the potential locations and may include
for pedestrian surveys to determine desire lines and movements, including from
the communities served via the junction with Princes Road.

www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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Should viable solutions be identified, it may be possible to progress parking control
elements via the Elmbridge Parking Review, including consultation and statutory
advertisement. Additional funding would be required to progress other measures.

RECOMMENDATION
The Local Committee is asked to:
(i)

Decide whether to include a scheme on the prioritisation list for
consideration in a future highway programme

Contact Officer:
Nick Healey, Area Highways Manager

www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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ITEM 7

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
LOCAL COMMITTEE (ELMBRIDGE)
DATE:
SUBJECT:
DIVISION:

16 November 2020
A244 Leatherhead Road, High Street, Warren Lane,
Oxshott
Oxshott, Hinchley Wood and Claygate

PETITION DETAILS:
A petition with 973 signatures has been received relating to the A244 in Oxshott. The lead
petitioner is Ian Dilks representing the Federation of Oxshott Residents’ Associations
(FEDORA). The petition reads as follows:
We the undersigned petition Surrey County Council to support the following measures to
limit the impact on local residents of traffic traveling through Oxshott on the A244 and
improve road safety by:
1) Installing average speed control cameras in both directions at the entrance and exit to
the village at appropriate places AND liaising with the Police to ensure enforcement
2) Engineering a solution to the speed and conduct of traffic in the High Street, for
example by incorporating a raised platform/ramp to the Pelican Crossing outside the
Oxshott Village Stores/ Post Office; ghost islands and improved road markings
3) Improving road and pedestrian safety to the south of the village by the creation of
continuous pavement(s) into the village centre to minimise pedestrian road crossing;
improvements to retained island refuges; and replacement of the island refuge adjacent to
the entrance to Danes Hill School with a pedestrian crossing.
4) Improved road signage to support measures taken including repeater speed limit signs.
We also request the Local Committee to ask Surrey to work with the other relevant
authorities to implement measures to reduce the impact on local residents of excessive
volumes of HGV traffic passing through Oxshott on the A244. Specifically, we request a
weight limit of 7.5T to apply between the hours of 8pm and 6am.
Further supporting details are provided as follows:
The A244 bisecting Oxshott has become a regular traffic route between the A3 and the
A243/M25 to the serious detriment of the safety, health and well-being of residents of
Oxshott. Speed data provided by Surrey Police show that speeds are excessive for a builtup area (average 36mph at the 85th percentile and up to 70mph) with a school population
across 3 schools of over 1000 children. Daily vehicle numbers can be up to c17,500.
Continuous pavements through the village are lacking and the few island refuges are
unsafe and frequently damaged by traffic. A recent major problem is large volumes of
HGV traffic at night for which this road was never designed, creating excessive noise,
pollution and damage. A significant factor in the increased HGV use is the Low Emission
Zone now in operation on the A243 starting at Malden Rushett but which excludes the A3
until New Malden and which therefore diverts polluting HGV traffic onto the A244, a
problem exacerbated by poor signage.

www.surreycc.gov.uk/epsomandewell
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RESPONSE:
Surrey County Council officers and members have been in dialogue with FEDORA
representatives for a number of years to address the issues raised in this petition relating
to the A244, which includes Leatherhead Road, High Street, Warren Lane and Copsem
Lane. The issues described in this petition concern Leatherhead Road, High Street, and
Warren Lane. There are long standing concerns within the Oxshott community about the
speed and volume of traffic, the volume of HGV traffic, congestion, poor pedestrian
facilities, and the implications of all these for road safety. From Surrey County Council’s
point of view as Highway Authority, it is essential to weigh up the concerns and desires of
the community on one hand, versus the function of the A244 as a principal route within the
county’s network hierarchy.
Regarding road safety, the council currently receives funding to be used specifically to
reduce road casualties. In partnership with Surrey Police road collisions are monitored
across the county. There are thousands of road traffic collisions every year that result in
an injury. We focus our road safety resources on those sites where there are patterns of
casualties, since we can then be reasonably confident of identifying whether an
engineering intervention might help reduce the frequency of casualties at a particular site.
We then prioritise investment in those sites with the highest frequency of casualties,
where we believe an engineering intervention would be beneficial. Given the number of
existing sites where there are patterns of casualties, when considering investment in road
safety, we are obliged to prioritise those sites with the greatest frequency of casualties,
ahead of those sites with a lesser frequency of casualties.
Surrey Police shares data on collisions where an injury has been recorded. The police
record likely factors that may have contributed to a collision resulting in injury. Collision
data may be viewed on the publicly-accessible website www.crashmap.co.uk.
When monitoring road casualties it is standard practice to review data from the most
recent three year period. This enables patterns to be identified and sites to be compared.
For the A244 between Oxshott Station to the north and the borough boundary to the
south, available data for the most recent three-year period records the following:


3 July 2019; near junction with Charlwood Drive; two vehicle collision; rear end shunt;
one casualty, slight injury; recorded factor of ‘failed to look properly’.



8 October 2018; outside Oxshott Mead; three vehicle collision; rear end shunt at
temporary traffic signals; two casualties, serious injury; recorded factors of
‘Careless/Reckless/In a hurry, Failed to judge other persons path or speed, Following
too close, Sudden braking’.



6 June 2018; near junction with Birds Hill Rise; two vehicle collision; rear end shunt;
one casualty, slight injury; recorded factor of ‘failed to look properly’.



31 December 2017; outside ‘Laurels’; two vehicle collision; southbound vehicle
crossed into path of northbound vehicle; four casualties; serious injury; recorded factor
of ‘Careless/Reckless/In a hurry’.



28 October 2017; outside The Bear; three vehicle collision; rear end shunt; one
casualty, slight injury; recorded factor of ‘Failed to judge other persons path or speed’.

www.surreycc.gov.uk/epsomandewell
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The above data shows that the A244 through Oxshott does not have a recent history of
collisions causing injury where a pattern can be identified. This means that specific road
safety funding could not be justified when compared with other locations.
As well as schemes to specifically address problems evidenced by a history of injuries,
Surrey County Council does introduce other local highways improvement schemes. For
example, these may be to improve traffic flow, relieve congestion, provide or improve
facilities such as pedestrian crossings, or to address locations where residents have
highlighted areas of concern. These are the types of schemes promoted via the Local and
Joint Committees, with consideration of all schemes and available funding.
In response to the petition’s specific requests:
1) Installing average speed control cameras in both directions at the entrance and
exit to the village at appropriate places AND liaising with the Police to ensure
enforcement
Excessive speeding can increase the risk of collisions and can make the consequences
worse. It can also deter more walking scooting and cycling and make places less pleasant
to live. Therefore, Surrey County Council work closely with Surrey Police to develop local
speed management plans whereby locations are investigated if there are concerns over
speeding. This is done through the deployment of speed detection radar boxes that are
mounted on street furniture for a week without anyone really knowing that they are there
or what they are doing. Data from the speed survey equipment, data on personal injury
collisions, and the characteristics of the site are used to determine the extent and nature
of the problem, and if necessary, what might be possible in terms of enforcement or
engineering to address the problems.
Within Surrey safety cameras (including average speed cameras) are reserved for the
very worst collision hotspots where there has been a serious history of collisions causing
injury and where speeds have been measured and endemic speeding has been
confirmed. This ensures that enforcement resources are prioritised at the very worst
collision hotspots. It also helps to maintain public support for speed cameras as a road
safety intervention rather than being seen incorrectly as a “tax on the motorist”. As the
level of collisions and speeding on the A244 through Oxshott is not that great compared to
many other roads across Surrey there are no current plans to introduce average speed
cameras or permanent spot speed cameras on this stretch.
A number of speed management measures have been implemented previously including
amendments and enhancements to the speed limit gateways, and implementation of
vehicle activated signs (electronic signs that illuminate to drivers to remind them of the
speed limit if they have been travelling too fast). A hard standing was also installed to
allow the safe positioning of a police safety camera enforcement van at the side of the
road. It is anticipated that the police safety camera van will continue to visit from time to
time to provide enforcement.
2) Engineering a solution to the speed and conduct of traffic in the High Street, for
example by incorporating a raised platform/ramp to the Pelican Crossing outside
the Oxshott Village Stores/ Post Office; ghost islands and improved road markings
This suggestion has already been noted on Committee’s prioritisation list of possible
future schemes.

www.surreycc.gov.uk/epsomandewell
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3) Improving road and pedestrian safety to the south of the village by the creation
of continuous pavement(s) into the village centre to minimise pedestrian road
crossing; improvements to retained island refuges; and replacement of the island
refuge adjacent to the entrance to Danes Hill School with a pedestrian crossing.
A number of improvements to pedestrian facilities have been provided to the south of the
village in recent years. These include:
 Two new pedestrian crossings outside Danes Hill School.
 A new footway link on the west side of the road immediately to the south of Danes Hill
School entrance.
 Widening and improving the profile of the footway immediately adjacent to The Bear.
There is now a continuous footway on the western side of the A244, from the village
boundary to Danes Hill School. Further works are in progress including:
 Negotiation with the developer of Willow Croft to improve the adjacent footway.
 Feasibility study work and discussions with landowners to potentially continue the
western footway from Danes Hill to connect to the existing footway at Broom Hall.
Should viable solutions be identified for these latter two improvements, funding may be
sought to implement such as from the Community Infrastructure Levy or third-party
sources.
4) Improved road signage to support measures taken including repeater speed limit
signs.
Surrey County Council is directed by the legislation of the Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions, and the guidance of the Traffic Signs Manual. Surrey, as highway
authority, has to comply with national regulations (the Road Traffic Regulation Act)
covering the signing of speed limits. In this instance the 30mph limit is indicated to drivers
by the system of street lighting in the road, as described in Sections 124 and 125 of the
Highway Code. Although permanent conventional speed limit repeater signing is not
allowed, it has been possible to provide electronic vehicle activated signs that will
illuminate to remind of the speed limit if drivers are approaching too fast. There is also
signage on the approach to the mobile speed camera enforcement site to highlight that
regular enforcement takes place and to remind drivers of the speed limit.
We also request the Local Committee to ask Surrey to work with the other relevant
authorities to implement measures to reduce the impact on local residents of
excessive volumes of HGV traffic passing through Oxshott on the A244.
Specifically, we request a weight limit of 7.5T to apply between the hours of 8pm
and 6am.
Unfortunately this suggestion is not feasible for a number of reasons:
 The A244 is a principal route within the county’s road network; Surrey County Council
would not wish to obstruct any kind of traffic from using a principal route, as it may
result in traffic diverting onto less suitable alternatives.
 Surrey Police have indicated that they would not support a new weight restriction.
 If HGV drivers were to abide by a new weight restriction, it could well result in drivers
diverting through Cobham. This means that the concerns of the Oxshott community
would simply be transferred to the Cobham community, with no net benefit achieved.

www.surreycc.gov.uk/epsomandewell
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RECOMMENDATION
The Local Committee is asked to:
(i)

Consider in due course whether or not to prioritise funding for a speed
management scheme in Oxshott village centre;

(ii)

Support the ongoing work to provide pedestrian improvements to the
south of the village centre.

Contact Officer:
Nick Healey, Area Highways Manager

www.surreycc.gov.uk/epsomandewell
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ITEM 8

Minutes of the meeting of the
Elmbridge LOCAL COMMITTEE
held at 4.00 pm on 15 June 2020
at REMOTE.
These minutes are subject to confirmation by the Committee at its next
meeting.
Surrey County Council Members:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Dr Peter Szanto (Chairman)
Rachael I. Lake (Vice-Chairman)
Mr Mike Bennison
Mr Nick Darby
Mrs Mary Lewis
Mr Tim Oliver
Mr John O'Reilly
Mr Ernest Mallett MBE
Mr Tony Samuels
Borough / District Members:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Cllr David J Archer
Cllr Steve Bax
Cllr Barry Fairbank
Cllr Roy Green
Cllr Peter Harman
Cllr Mary Marshall
Cllr Christine Richardson
Cllr Mrs Mary Sheldon
Cllr Graham Woolgar

* In attendance
______________________________________________________________
1/20

APPOINTMENT OF CHAIRMAN AND VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE LOCAL
COMMITTEE FOR 2020/21 [FOR INFORMATION] [Item 1]
Noted the appointment of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman for the 2020/21
municipal year.

2/20

APPOINTMENT OF BOROUGH COUNCIL SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS
[EXECUTIVE FUNCTION - FOR DECISION] [Item 2]
Resolved:
To co-opt the substitutes for Borough Council members for the municipal year
2020/21 as listed in the report.
Reasons: Standing Order 40(f) requires the Committee, at its first meeting in
the municipal year, to agree whether it wishes Borough Council members to
be permitted to have substitutes
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3/20

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND SUBSTITUTIONS [Item 3]
Apologies for absence were received from Ernest Mallet and Borough
Councillors David Archer and Roy Green

4/20

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST [Item 4]
There were no declarations of interest.

5/20

CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS [Item 5]
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the virtual meeting of the Committee,
which he was pleased to report was the first Local/Joint Committee to meet in
this way. He thanked all the Borough and County officers and local
volunteers for their efforts in supporting the community, especially the
vulnerable during this time.

6/20

WRITTEN PUBLIC QUESTIONS AND STATEMENTS [Item 6]
Five questions were received. The questions and responses are set out in
the supplementary agenda for the meeting. The following additional
questions were asked:
Question 1: Mr O’Kane referred to an e-mail he had sent to all members
which included a number of additional questions and which he read out at the
meeting. The following points were included:
Prior to the Local Committee meeting of 5th December 2019 the 2019/20
Parking Review did not include these roads. There was no compelling
evidence of congestion, disruption, poor access, resident complaints,
excessive parking on the pavement, pinch points, road accidents involving
pedestrians or vehicles. In fact these roads did not have any aspect of the
profile of the other roads in the plan. Do you agree or did you see any
evidence of such issues prior to the 5th December meeting or in fact since?
The situation for these roads changed after a petition was presented by a
resident and was supported by today’s sponsor. That petition was the only
new factor. So the question now is - in the future after the Council has
assessed need, obtained evidence and decided not to include a particular
road then will the Council change it’s plan because a resident organises a
petition? Such a change would of course be very powerful for residents in a
number of situations. I can see many wishing to follow suit or at least ask why
their petition previously presented was ignored?
A total of 5 written questions have been sent to your Committee raising a
number of specific issues. Those questions have all received a response from
Adrian Harris. Have you been convinced by his answers and the post decision
logic being applied? He also raised a number of issues relating to the replies
given in relation to other questions asked.
The Parking Engineer was not able to respond to all the individual pointes
raised, but undertook to respond in writing after the meeting. He stated that
the proposal is for a parking scheme which will be subject to advertisement for
comment before a final decision is made.
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A member said she had received correspondence indicating that the petition
previously received had not been valid. Officers responded that there was no
reason to indicate that the petition had not met the relevant criteria.
[The meeting was adjourned for approximately 30 minutes due to sound
issues with the webcast]
7/20

WEY ROAD AND ROUND OAK ROAD PARKING PROPOSALS [FOR
DECISION - EXECUTIVE FUNCTION] [Item 11]
Declarations of Interest: None.
Officers attending: Adrian Harris, Parking Engineer
Petitions, Public Questions/Statements: 5 questions received, see minute
6/20 above
Member discussion –key points
The Parking Engineer indicated that the proposal is for a controlled parking
zone including, permit bays, paid for parking bays and time limited bays. The
options are to agree the proposals for statutory consultation advertisement,
amend the proposals or cancel them.
Some members raised concerns that the proposal will displace parking to
other areas when there seems to be very little issue with the current situation.
The local county councillor indicated that he understood the strength of
feeling both for and against the proposals, but this did arise from a petition
signed by a number of local residents. He had discussed a potential scheme
with the parking team and had undertaken a site visit. He had also consulted
the local Borough members. The discussion is not on whether this scheme
should be implemented, but whether it should be advertised for comment to
gauge the level of support in the area. If the scheme were to go ahead he
would like to see a substantial majority of people in favour of the scheme and
their views on whether it should be implemented Monday-Friday or MondaySaturday. Monday-Saturday would be in line with other restrictions in nearby
roads.
The local Borough member, Ashley Tilling, was invited to speak on the matter.
He indicated that he could see a good reason not to implement a scheme in
this area as there are a number of roads in this area, closer to the High
Street, which do not have restrictions and the roads in question have
adequate off street parking available to residents. He felt that no further
changes should be made until the effects of the implementation of agreed
schemes in other roads could be assessed.
There was no suggestion that the Committee was trying to impose something
which residents don’t want. Advertising the proposals would give residents the
opportunity to give a view on whether they were in favour of the proposals
and if so which days they would prefer. One member was concerned at the
removal of all day parking opportunities in favour of short stay for shoppers.
The Parking Engineer indicated that this was the request in the original
petition, there would still be some all-day parking but this would be
chargeable.
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It was not possible to give a firm idea of what a clear majority in favour would
be as it depends on the number of responses and the associated comments,
but somewhere close to 70% would probably be an indication of the support
required.
Resolved that:
i.

The county council’s intention to introduce the proposal shown in
Annex 1 is formally advertised, and subject to statutory consultation.

ii.

If objections are received the Parking Strategy and Implementation
Team Manager is authorised to try and resolve them;

iii.

If any objections cannot be resolved, the Parking Strategy and
Implementation Team Manager, in consultation with the
Chairman/Vice Chairman of this committee and the county councillor
for the division, decides whether or not they should be acceded to and
therefore whether the order should be made, with or without
modifications.

Reasons: To better manage parking demand in Wey Road and Round Oak
Road, so as to improve access for short term parking for visitors to the
Weybridge area, whilst maintaining parking as needed by residents and their
visitors.
8/20

PETITIONS [Item 7]
There were no petitions.

9/20

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING [Item 8]
Confirmed as a correct record.

10/20 DECISIONS TAKEN UNDER DELEGATED POWERS [FOR
INFORMATION] [Item 9]
Noted the decisions taken under delegated officer powers following the late
cancellation of the previous meeting as a result of the Covid outbreak.
The Area Highways Manager updated the Committee on the active travel
opportunities which are being developed in Elmbridge. Officers are
considering schemes across Surrey. Funding from central Government will
be allocated in two tranches, the first being up to £1.7m and the second
£6.8m. Bids may submitted up to that value, following the announcement of
funding there will be two weeks to start work and a further six weeks to
complete the work. The first project has been implemented in Farnham and
this is being evaluated. In Elmbridge four projects are being considered in
Weybridge, East Molesey, Walton and Hersham. Three are to provide
additional space for social distancing in shopping areas and the other is to
promote active travel. Conversations are in progress with County members
and this will be extended to Borough members, but it is not possible to include
the public at this stage. Whether these progress is dependent on the amount
of funding allocated.
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Committee members were keen that the Committee’s Cycling and Walking
Task Group should meet in order to take forward investment in this area of
work. It was agreed that meetings would take place shortly as this work feeds
into a number of key work areas.
11/20 MEMBER QUESTION TIME [Item 10]
There were no member questions.
12/20 BROOKLANDS BUSINESS PARK ACCESSIBILITY PROJECT - CYCLE
TRACK ORDER [FOR DECISION] [Item 12]
Declarations of Interest: None.
Officers attending: Tim Vickers, Transport Planner
Petitions, Public Questions/Statements: None
Member discussion –key points
It was noted that part of the route being considered is within Runnymede and
part within Elmbridge. As a result the Cabinet is being asked to make the
decision after taking into account the comments of the relevant Local and
Joint Committees.
Members were in support of the proposals and felt that the route would be
well used and could contribute to a reduction in congestion in the area. It was
suggested that more work needs to be done to educated cyclists on the use
of routes shared with pedestrians. It was noted that as part of the project
there is a way finding signage package across the whole of the route.
Resolved to:
Recommend that the Cabinet Member should authorise the making of a Cycle
Track Order to extend the cycle track along part of the formal
pedestrian/cyclist route being created between Weybridge Railway Station
(Heath South car park) and the Brooklands Community Park..
Note: if there are any objections, it is recommended that these are resolved if
possible by the Area Highway Manager in consultation with the Cabinet
Member, and if necessary any unresolved objections are submitted by the
Area Highway Manager to the Secretary of State for determining whether the
Order can be confirmed or a Local Inquiry is required.
Reasons: The recommendations have been provided in order for a Cycle
Track Order to be made to extend the cycle track along part of the formal
pedestrian/cyclist route being created between Weybridge Railway Station
(Heath South car park) and the Brooklands Community Park. This will best
guarantee that both pedestrians and cyclists can use the route in the future
and has been considered as a better option than providing rights to cyclists
through a permissive agreement. Construction works are in delivery to provide
a high quality facility in this location for pedestrians and cyclists.
13/20 REPRESENTATION ON TASK GROUPS AND EXTERNAL BODIES [FOR
DECISION] [Item 13]
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Declarations of Interest: None.
Officers attending: Nicola Morris, Partnership Committee Officer
Petitions, Public Questions/Statements: None
Member discussion –key points
There was a request for meetings of the Task Groups at iv-vi below to take
place in the near future.
Resolved that:
The committee approves the membership of the task groups and
appointments to outside bodies, as set out below for the 2020/21 municipal
year:
(i)

The Elmbridge Community and Safety Partnership – Dr Peter Szanto

(ii)

Elmbridge Old Person’s Advisory Body – Mr Ernest Mallett

(iii)

Parking Task Group – SCC members: Dr Peter Szanto; Rachael I Lake;
Elmbridge BC members: Cllr Steve Bax, Cllr Roy Green and Cllr Peter
Harman.

(iv)

Cycling and Walking Task Group – SCC members: Mr John O’Reilly,
Rachael I Lake, Ernest Mallett; Elmbridge BC members: Cllr Mary
Marshall, Cllr Janet Turner and Cllr Ashley Tilling

(v)

Esher Transport Study Member Task Group – SCC members: Mr Tim
Oliver, Dr Peter Szanto; Elmbridge BC members: Cllr David Archer

(vi)

Brooklands Transport Study Member Steering Group – SCC members:
Mr Tim Oliver, Mr John O’Reilly; Elmbridge BC members: Cllr Peter
Harman

Reasons: The report proposes local committee task group membership for the
forthcoming year to enable the provision of informed advice and
recommendations to the committee. The appointment of councillors of the
Local Committee to external bodies enables the committee’s representation
on and input to such bodies.
14/20 LOCAL COMMITTEE DECISION TRACKER [FOR DECISION] [Item 14]
The Committee noted the completed actions and agreed to remove these
from the tracker.
15/20 FORWARD PLAN [FOR INFORMATION] [Item 15]
Noted the Committee’s Forward Plan.
16/20 DATE OF NEXT MEETING [FOR INFORMATION] [Item 16]
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Monday 16 November 2020 at 4.00pm

Meeting ended at: 5.42 pm
______________________________________________________________
Chairman
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ITEM 10

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
LOCAL COMMITTEE (ELMBRIDGE)
DATE:

16 NOVEMBER 2020

LEAD
OFFICER:

Tim Vickers, Transport Planner

SUBJECT:

Brooklands Business Park Accessibility Project:
Improvements for safer cycling between Heath Road /
Brookland Lane junction and Weybridge town centre

DIVISION:

Weybridge Riverside

SUMMARY OF ISSUE:
The Brooklands Business Park Accessibility Project is a major transport project
which plans to establish a formal and safer route for cycling between Brooklands and
Weybridge town centre. Provision of the route between Brooklands and Brooklands
Lane on Heath Road, north of Weybridge Railway Station, is now substantially
completed.
Further improvements are now planned to complete the safer route for cycling north
of Brooklands Lane through to Weybridge town centre through the following:


Constructing a road table on Heath Road around the junction with Brooklands
Lane, and extending double yellow lines on the south side of Brooklands Lane by
7.5m and on both sides of Waverley Road by 12m. These changes are shown on
the plan in Annex A. They are planned to provide a safer location for on-road
cyclists to join/leave the completed shared cyclist/pedestrian path along Heath
Road via a new entrance on Brooklands Lane, and connect with an on-road
signed ‘quiet roads’ route along Waverley Road and Melrose Road, which would
join Weybridge town centre via the town paths adjacent to Churchfields
Recreation Ground. This route is shown in Annex B.



Improve sections of the town paths adjacent to Churchfields Recreation Ground
and make a Cycle Track Order to formalise these sections for use by cyclists.
These town paths currently have Public Footpath (FP) status however are well
used by cyclists as well as pedestrians. Specifically, the Cycle Track Order would
cover the western arm of FP 21, and the full length of FP 22, as shown in Annex
B. Only part of the footpaths’ width will be converted to cycle track leaving the
remainder as public footpath on the Definitive Map.

www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Local Committee (Elmbridge) is asked:
1. To approve the advertisement of a notice under Section 90 of the Highways Act
1980 for the construction of a road table on Heath Road around the junction with
Brooklands Lane, as detailed in the drawing shown in Annex A.
2. To agree that the County Council’s intentions to introduce double yellow line
extensions on Brooklands Lane as shown in Annex A should be formally
advertised and subject to statutory consultation. Also to agree that if objections
are received, the Area Highways Manager and Project Sponsor are authorised to
try and resolve them. If any objections cannot be resolved, the Area Highways
Manager and Project Sponsor, in consultation with the Chairman/Vice Chairman
of this committee and the Divisional Member, decides whether or not they should
be acceded to and therefore whether the order should be made, with or without
modifications.
3. To agree that the County Council’s intentions to introduce double yellow line
extensions on Waverley Road as shown in Annex A should be formally
advertised and subject to statutory consultation. Also to agree that if objections
are received, the Area Highways Manager and Project Sponsor are authorised to
try and resolve them. If any objections cannot be resolved, the Area Highways
Manager and Project Sponsor, in consultation with the Chairman/Vice Chairman
of this committee and the Divisional Member, decides whether or not they should
be acceded to and therefore whether the order should be made, with or without
modifications.
4. To authorise the making of the Cycle Track Order. Also to authorise the Project
Sponsor, in consultation with the Chairman/Vice Chairman and Divisional
Member to resolve any objections to the Cycle Track Order if possible.
Objections should be considered as resolved if they are contradicted by the
reasoning provided in section 2 of this Report. Also, if necessary, to authorise the
Project Sponsor to submit any unresolved objections to the Secretary of State for
determining whether the Order can be confirmed, or whether a Local Inquiry is
required.
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:


To provide a safer route for cyclists from the completed shared cyclist/pedestrian
facility along Heath Road into Weybridge town centre, to complete the route
between Brooklands and Weybridge town centre. Completing this key missing
link in the route would help to meet the project’s strategic aims to encourage
sustainable, safe and healthy forms of travel. The proposed road table will also
provide an improved environment for pedestrians.



The Cycle Track Order specifically would formalise the town paths adjacent to
Chuchfields Recreation Ground as cycle route options. Count data evidences
that these paths are already very well used by cyclists, particularly younger users
attending Heathside School and Brooklands College. Accident data shows that
the route using these paths offers a safer cycling route to Weybridge town
centre. There are plans to undertake improvements to these paths.



Full details of the reasoning are provided in Section 2.
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND:
1.1

The Brooklands Business Park Accessibility Project is a major transport project
which plans to establish a formal and safer route for cyclists between
Brooklands and Weybridge town centre. A route between the Brooklands
Business Park and Weybridge Railway Station has been substantially
completed and earlier in 2020 a facility for cyclists and pedestrians was
constructed north of the Station along Heath Road as far as Brooklands Lane.
Further improvements are now planned along the key missing link between
Brooklands Lane and Weybridge town centre.

1.2

The improvements planned are to provide a safer cycling route and include
construction of a road table on Heath Road around the junction with
Brooklands Lane (see Annex A); extending double yellow lines on the south
side of Brooklands Lane by 7.5m and on both sides of Waverley Road by 12m
(see Annex A); and improvements to sections of the town paths by
Churchfields Recreation Ground and the making of a Cycle Track Order to
formalise these sections for use by cyclists. Specifically, the Cycle Track Order
would cover the western arm of Public Footpath 21, and the full length of
Public Footpath 22 (see Annex B) and only part of the footpaths’ width would
be converted to cycle track leaving the remainder as public footpath on the
Definitive Map.

1.3

This item is seeking 4 separate recommendations. Collectively they would
enable to Project Team to continue with the scheme as planned.

1.4

The recommendations would allow the necessary advertisements and orders
to be made and for the statutory consultation processes related to the double
yellow line extensions and Cycle Track Order to be carried out.

1.5

Under the Cycle Tracks Act 1984, the County Council has the power to convert
public footpaths into cycle tracks. For information, the process for making
Cycle Tracks Orders is summarised as follows (as summarised from the Cycle
Track Regulations 1984):







Carry out initial consultation (with one or more organisations representing
persons who use the footpath, local authority within whose area the footpath
is situated, statutory undertakers, chief of police).
Highway Authority makes the Order. On making the Order further
consultation is carried out. A public notice of the Order is advertised on site,
on a public noticeboard, in a local newspaper, and notices are sent to
consultees.
There is a period of time (not less than 28 days) for objections to be raised to
the Order.
Unopposed Orders are confirmed by the Highway Authority. The Order would
come into operation on the first publication of the notice confirming the date it
takes effect.
Opposed Orders are submitted to the Secretary of State for Transport for
determining whether the Order can be confirmed or a Local Inquiry is
required.
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2. ANALYSIS:
2.1

The plans are needed to complete the missing safer cycling link between
Brooklands and Weybridge town centre. The remaining route between the
Brooklands Business Park / Heritage area and Brooklands Lane on Heath
Road is now substantially completed.

2.2

Specifically, the changes are planned to provide a safer location for on-road
cyclists to join / leave the completed facility Heath Road facility at Brooklands
Lane via a new entrance on Brooklands Lane, and connect with a ‘quiet roads’
signed route along Waverley Road and Melrose Road, which would join
Weybridge town centre via the town paths by Churchfields Recreation Ground.
The road table will slow vehicle speeds and improve the environment and
safety for all users in this busy location. The design has been safety audited
and includes the removal of guard railing to open up space on the footways.

2.3

The double yellow line extension on Brooklands Lane is needed in order to
provide an unobstructed entrance with unrestricted visibility to the new shared
path along Heath Road from Brooklands Lane. At present it is difficult for
cyclists travelling from Weybridge town centre to turn right and join the facility
on the western side of Heath Road, however, the road table and entrance on
Brooklands Lane would support this but extended double yellow lines as
shown in Annex A are required. Double yellow line extensions are also needed
on Waverley Road to improve visibility into and mitigate conflict with oncoming
vehicles as cyclists enter Waverley Road from the junction with Heath Road. It
is recognised that there is relatively high demand for on street parking in this
area, however the double yellow line extensions are required to provide a safer
route in a location well used by cyclists, as evidenced by count data.

2.4

The town paths by Churchfields Recreation Ground would complete the route
to Weybridge town centre, with two different path arms catering for different
destinations in Weybridge (see Annex B). A Cycle Track Order to formalise
sections of the paths for use by cyclists is therefore planned, alongside
improvements to the paths. Specifically, the Cycle Track Order would cover the
western arm FP21, and the full length of FP22, as shown in Annex B. The full
extent of improvements to the paths would depend on the outcome of the
Cycle Track Order but are set to include resurfacing, siding out
vegetation/material that has encroached the path widths, widening the hard
surfacing, tree works, fencing including removal of a 90 degree bend on FP21,
installation of lighting on the western arm of FP21, constructing a path to
directly join FP21 with Weybridge Library car park, and ensuring some calming
measures are retained.

2.5

Reasons for converting the paths to cycle track:


A lot of cyclists already use these paths. Some counts were recently
undertaken which showed 80 cyclists used these paths on a Thursday
between 07:30 – 13:30, over 10% of all users. On a Wednesday between
13:00 – 19:00 124 cyclists used these paths, 15% of all users. Over half of
cyclists were considered under 18 and it is presumed most of these were
travelling to Heathside School or Brooklands College. It is also important to
acknowledge that these counts are also representative of a time where travel
patterns are very different due to Covid-19: for example, very few people are
cycling to Weybridge Station evidenced by relatively empty racks which were
previously crowded.
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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Observational data collected shows that generally cyclists use these paths
sensibly and ride to the conditions and width available: they ride slowly and
many users were seen to dismount at the junction of FP21 and FP22
particularly at busy times.



The paths are on unregistered land and as such there is no enforcement.
Cyclists will continue to use these routes and on balance it is considered
more beneficial to make improvements, formalise, and appropriately sign
these paths rather than take no action. If there was any desire to stop cycling,
it would be a Surrey Police power to enforce and it is unlikely that they would
give any priority to this, when there is no significant evidence or history of
safety or anti-social behavioural problems, and young people are relying on
cycling on these paths to get to school or college, without having to use busy
main roads.



If the Order is made, it provides the opportunity for Surrey County Council
and Elmbridge Borough Council to introduce appropriate signage and other
measures to better provide for cyclists. The signage could highlight the need
to share the paths with consideration for other users.



The project funding is only available until March 2021 to make any
improvements.



A cycle route would not be signed along the eastern arm of Footpath 21 as
this is very narrow and Churchfields Avenue provides a nearby and parallel
alternative.



The alternative route for cyclists which would continue north along Heath
Road from Brooklands Lane is less direct for most locations in Weybridge,
has high volumes of motor traffic and space to provide specific provision for
cyclists is very restricted, particularly due to high levels of parking along
Heath Road. Accident data shows routing cyclists along Heath Road is less
safe: over the last 5 years there have been more accidents along this route,
including one resulting in injury to a cyclist, and data collected shows that
many cyclists including Heathside pupils avoid this and use the town paths.

2.6

A Weybridge Society committee member has indicated a willingness to
establish a local town paths partnership. The remit of this partnership could be
to help facilitate any changes to FP21 and FP22 including recommending
calming measures and signage, and to develop local user guidelines and
communications to influence, review and develop the paths and behaviours.
Regarding calming measures, it is important to acknowledge a need for the
paths to be accessible for all non-motorised users and mobility scooters. The
Project Team are currently working with the Weybridge Society Committee
Member and will continue to do so during the remaining life of the project.

2.7

Overall, this scheme is important to support a key objective of the Brooklands
Business Park Accessibility Project to increase cycling in the area. The
scheme would support The Community Vision for Surrey in 2030 through
making journeys easier and safer, and by promoting healthier lifestyles through
active travel. This is particularly important given the scheme is on a well-used
route to Heathside School and Brooklands College.

www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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3. OPTIONS:
3.1

The preferred option has been described in this report. The 4
recommendations have been set out to achieve this preferred option. If these
recommendations are agreed by the Local Committee, public
advertisements/consultation would still be carried out and if there was strong
opposition to an aspect(s) of this option that could not be resolved,
modifications to this option would be looked at.

3.2

The only other option for a route from Brooklands Lane to Weybridge town
centre would be a route continuing north along Heath Road, however this has
high volumes of motor traffic that, as defined in the Department for Transport’s
Cycle Infrastructure Design Guidance (LTN1/20), makes it unsuitable as an onroad route. Space to provide specific provision for cyclists along this route
within the highway is very restricted, particularly due to high levels of on-road
parking along Heath Road. Accident data shows routing cyclists along Heath
Road is less safe: over the last 5 years there have been more accidents along
this route, including one resulting in injury to a cyclist. Cycle infrastructure
provision along this route would likely require a major intervention: parking
restrictions over a long distance and extensive traffic calming to reduce
speeds, however this would not directly address the issue of high traffic
volumes and would not be deliverable within this funded project if supported.

3.3

The preferred option plans to convert sections of FP21 and FP22 to cycle
track. It is important to note that these sections are currently well used by
cyclists and there is no prohibition of cycling enforced and this is very unlikely
to come forwards as the paths are unregistered on Land Registry. Therefore,
an alternative option would be to leave the status of these paths unchanged,
however on balance it is considered more beneficial to make improvements as
far as is feasible, formalise, and appropriately sign these paths rather than take
no action. If there was any desire to stop cycling, if it were deemed unlawful, it
would be a Surrey Police function to enforce and it is unlikely that they would
give priority to this, when there is no significant evidence or history of safety or
anti-social behavioural problems, and young people are relying on cycling on
these paths to get to school or college, without having to use busy main roads.

4. CONSULTATIONS:
4.1

A notice would be publicly advertised for the construction of the road table.

4.2

Formal public advertisements and statutory consultation would be carried out
for the extensions to double yellow lines.

4.3

Regarding the plans to make a Cycle Track Order to convert sections of
FP21 and FP22 to cycle track, the Project Sponsor has raised this directly
with the Weybridge Park Residents’ Association and the Weybridge Charity
which have boundaries with the paths. Further public consultation would be
carried out as part of the process to make a Cycle Track Order set out in the
Cycle Track Regulations 1984. The consultation process is summarised in
section 1.5 of this report.

4.4

Officers are currently working with a committee member of the Weybridge
Society who is keen to develop a local town paths partnership to help
facilitate any changes to this network, and collectively develop local user
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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guidelines, and communications to influence, review and develop paths and
behaviours.
5. FINANCIAL AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS:
5.1

The work to achieve this will be funded through the Brooklands Business Park
Accessibility Project. There is budget allocated within this major transport
scheme, for which funding has already been awarded funding following
approval of a Business Case that demonstrated high value for money. The
project is being funded mainly by the Enterprise M3 Local Enterprise
Partnership with Elmbridge Borough Council providing local contribution
funding.

6. EQUALITIES AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS:
6.1

An Equalities Impacts Assessment has previously been undertaken for the
Brooklands Business Park Accessibility project, in which this section of
planned cycle route is one part of. Overall this assessment concluded that the
creation of the route would be beneficial to people with protected
characteristics. The establishment of the route was assessed to improve
safety, accessibility, increase independence particularly for those who do not
drive, and promote health benefits through active travel. Potential conflict
between pedestrians and cyclists due to the shared nature of the routes across
FP21 and FP22 was identified however feasible options to mitigate risk will be
looked at including calming measures, signing and wider communications.

7. LOCALISM:
7.1

The decision will impact people who travel through the route which is shown in
Annex B. This route is well used across a wide range including local residents
and students of Heathside School and Brooklands College.

8. OTHER IMPLICATIONS:
8.1

Sustainability implications:
The scheme would support an objective of the Brooklands Business Park
Accessibility Project to increase cycling in the area. Incentivising people to
cycle instead of travelling by motor vehicle would have carbon reduction
benefits.

8.2

Public Health implications:
The scheme would support an objective of the Brooklands Business Park
Accessibility Project to increase cycling in the area. This would have public
health benefits through promoting active travel.

9. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
9.1

Please see Recommendations listed towards the top of this report.
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10. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT:
10.1 The next steps are subject to the Recommendations of this report being
agreed by the Local Committee. If agreed:


The public advertisements and statutory consultation as described in section 4 of
this report would be carried out.



As set out in the recommendations, if there are objections raised to these
proposals, these would be resolved where possible.



Where double yellow lines extensions have been proposed, if any objections
cannot be resolved, the Area Highways Manager and Project Sponsor, in
consultation with the Chairman/Vice Chairman of this committee and the
Divisional Member, will decide whether or not they should be acceded to and
therefore whether the order should be made, with or without modifications.



If objections to the Cycle Track Order cannot be resolved, in consultation with the
Chairman/Vice Chairman and Divisional Member, these will be raised to the
Secretary of State for determining whether the Order can be confirmed or a Local
Inquiry is required.

10.2 Updates will be provided on the www.surreycc.gov.uk/brooklandsaccessibility

Contact Officer:
Tim Vickers, Transport Planner, tim.vickers@surreycc.gov.uk, 03456 009 009 (Major
Transport Schemes Team phone number).
Consulted:
Public advertisements will be made and statutory consultation will be carried out as
identified in section 4 of this report.
Annexes:
Annex A: Heath Road / Brooklands Lane / Waverley Road – Proposed road table
and double yellow line extensions
Annex B: Proposed cycle route between Brooklands Lane and Weybridge town
centre and location of Cycle Track Order
Sources/background papers:
 None.
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Brooklands Business Park Accessibility Project: Improvements for safer
cycling between Heath Road / Brooklands Lane junction and Weybridge
town centre
Annex B: Proposed cycle route between Brooklands Lane and Weybridge town centre and
location of Cycle Track Order

1) Proposed cycle route between Brooklands Lane and Weybridge town centre
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2) Location of Cycle Track Order
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SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
LOCAL COMMITTEE (ELMBRIDGE)
DATE:

16TH NOVEMBER 2020

LEAD OFFICER:

NICK HEALEY, AREA HIGHWAY MANAGER (NE)

SUBJECT:

HIGHWAYS UPDATE

DIVISION:

ALL

SUMMARY OF ISSUE:
To ensure timely development of the Local Committee’s programmes of work for next
Financial Year 2021-22, it is necessary to for Committee to decide high level
allocations of its Highways budgets for 2021-22.
It is anticipated that capacity will be available from April 2021 for Committee to
commission new feasibility studies, which would feed into future programmes
Integrated Transport Schemes (ITS).
RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Local Committee (Elmbridge) is asked to:
(i) Approve the proposed allocate of the 2021-22 Highways budgets as set out in
table 3 (paragraphs 2.1.6 and 2.1.7 refer);
(ii) Approve the commissioning of nine new feasibility studies in April 2021, as set
out in table 4, to be funded from the parking surplus (paragraphs 2.2.1 to 2.2.3
and Annex A refer);
(iii) Authorise the Area Highway Manager in consultation with the Chairman, Vice
Chairman, and relevant Divisional Member(s) to undertake all necessary
procedures to deliver the agreed programmes.
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:
Each Financial Year the Local Committee is allocated budgets for Highway
maintenance and improvement schemes – these budgets must be spent within their
respective Financial Years. It takes a number of months to work with Committee as a
whole and individual members to prioritise individual schemes, and then to make
arrangements for schemes to be delivered as part of a countywide programme of work.
Therefore it is necessary for Committee to decide high level allocations of its budgets
well ahead of the start of the following Financial Year, to enable programmes of work
to be developed in good time.
Committee has established a funding model whereby feasibility studies for road
improvement schemes are funded from the parking surplus, and then those schemes
that Committee approves are submitted to Elmbridge Borough Council for CIL funding.
It is anticipated that there will be capacity to commission new feasibility studies from
April 2021. Therefore Committee is asked to approve the next round of prioritised
schemes for feasibility studies.
Committee is asked to provide the necessary authorisation to deliver its programmes
of work in consultation with the Chairman, Vice Chairman and relevant Divisional
Member without the need to revert to the Committee as a whole.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND:
1.1

Surrey County Council’s Local Transport Plan (LTP) aims to improve the
highway network for all users. In general terms it aims to reduce congestion,
improve accessibility, reduce the frequency and severity of road casualties,
improve the environment, and maintain the network so that it is safe for public
use.

1.2

The Local Committee in Elmbridge has been delegated Highways budgets to be
able to contribute to the objectives set out in Surrey County Council’s LTP,
according to local priorities.

2. ANALYSIS:
2.1

Local Committee finance

2.1.1
•
•
•
•
•

The Local Committee in Elmbridge has been delegated Highway budgets in
the current Financial Year 2020-21 as follows:
Committee revenue: £0
Member revenue:
£67,500 (£7,500 per Division)
Committee capital:
£100,000
Member capital:
£211,000
(£23,000 per Division, which must be
spent on capital maintenance schemes)
Total:
£378,500

2.1.2

The funds delegated to the Local Committee are in addition to funds allocated
at a County level to cover various Highways maintenance and improvement
activities, including inspection and repair of safety defects, resurfacing,
structures, vegetation maintenance, and drainage.

2.1.3

In accordance with Committee’s authorisation in March 2020, the 2020-21
budgets have been allocated as shown in Table 1 below.

Allocation

Table 1 Allocation of budgets for 2020-21
Amount

Local Structural Repair (LSR – large scale £311,000 capital
patching) of carriageways and / or (approx. £34,500 per
Division)
footways
Member Highways allocations (revenue)
•
Contributions to Street Smart:

£20,000 revenue
(£2,222.22 per Division)

•

Revenue for Members to allocate:

£47,500 revenue
(£5,277.77 per Division)

Total
2.1.4

£378,500

In addition to the regular Highways capital and revenue budgets detailed above
Committee is able to make allocations from the parking surplus. The surplus
must be spent according to section 55 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984
(https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1984/27/section/55). Expenditure can
cover all types of highway improvement and maintenance.
www.surreycc.gov.uk/elmbridge
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2.1.5

In December 2016 Committee approved a £370,000 allocation from the
parking surplus to develop its Cycling Strategy, and a range of Integrated
Transport Schemes (ITS) for potential future CIL bids. In March 2019, in the
context of the A244 Esher Road petition, Committee agreed that the Area
Highways Manager, in consultation with the Chairman and Vice-Chairman,
should review whether any further funding for ITS development is available
from the parking surplus. A further £150,000 was allocated, bringing the total
allocation for ITS development from the parking surplus to £520,000.
Allocations, expenditure and commitments against this £520,000 allocation are
summarised in Table 2 below.

Table 2 Parking surplus funded ITS programmes – financial summary
Allocation
Committed Expenditure Uncommitted (and therefore
available for new projects)
£75,000 for cycling related
schemes and projects

£70,200

£45,600

£4,800

£50,000 for pedestrian
crossing schemes

£45,200

35,200

£4,800

£50,000 for Road Safety
Outside Schools schemes

£30,300

£30,300

£19,700

£20,000 for other ITS
schemes

£56,500

£25,600

-£36,500

£150,000 for potential major
schemes

£150,000

£42,200

-

£175,000 additional funding
for ITS development

£15,000

-

£160,000

Total

£367,200

£178,900

£152,800

2.1.6

•
•
•
•
2.1.7

It is anticipated that the Highways budgets available to the Local Committee
next Financial Year 2021-22 will be in line with the council’s Medium Term
Financial Strategy, as follows:
Committee revenue: £0
Member revenue:
£67,500
(£7,500 per Division)
Committee capital:
£200,000
Total:
£267,500
It is recommended to allocate these budgets as set out in Table 3 below.
Committee’s ITS programme is not affected by the amended budgets, as this
is funded from the Parking Surplus and CIL.
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Table 3 Proposed allocation of 2021-22 budgets
Allocation
Amount
Local Structural Repair (LSR – large scale £200,000 capital
patching) of carriageways and / or (approx. £22,000 per
Division)
footways
Member Highways allocations (revenue)
•
Contributions to Street Smart:

£20,000 revenue
(£2,222.22 per Division)

•

Revenue for Members to allocate:

£47,500 revenue
(£5,277.77 per Division)

Total

£267,500

2.1.8

Officers will update Committee with progress in the delivery of its works
programmes on a regular basis.

2.2

New feasibility studies for road improvement schemes

2.2.1

It is anticipated that capacity will be available to commence new feasibility
studies from April 2021. If feasible schemes are identified through these
studies, and subject to Committee’s approval, CIL applications would be made
for implementation as part of future years’ programmes of works. The
feasibility studies themselves would be funded using the monies that
Committee has already allocated from parking surplus for this purpose (see
above). This funding model has resulted in a number of road improvement
schemes being implemented in Elmbridge over the past few years, with further
schemes already in the pipeline.

2.2.2

Committee’s prioritisation list of possible road improvement schemes is shown
in Annex A. Table 4 below lists those schemes that are available to start new
feasibility studies, with officer comments and recommendations against each
one. It is recommended to commission eight new feasibility studies, to
commence next Financial Year 2021-22.

Scheme

Table 4 Schemes available to start new feasibility studies
Division
Comment

Blundel Lane pedestrian
/ cycle accessibility
improvements

Cobham,
Oxshott,
Claygate and
Hinchley Wood

This scheme is in response to long standing
community concerns that the section of
Blundell Lane that crosses the railway bridge
is inaccessible for pedestrians, and hostile for
equestrians and cyclists.
Local members have reviewed traffic survey
evidence and do not favour a traffic
management based solution. Instead local
members favour the investigation of a new
pedestrian / cycle / equestrian bridge. It
would cost in the region of £100,000 to
investigate the feasibility of such a scheme,
with no guarantee that funding would ever be
available for implementation.
Recommended to keep this scheme on
hold until there is more certainty over
potential funding for implementation.
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New cycle route
connecting Weybridge
and Hersham (possibly
along Queens Road and
St George's Avenue).

Weybridge and Suggest by Ian Donaldson.
There is no continuous cycle route linking
Hersham

Church Road and Kent
Road, East Molesey,
especially at the junction
with Vine Road and Kent
Road

East Molesey
and Esher

Suggested by petition. There have been
casualties at the junction of Vine Road and
Kent Road.
There has been a previous Road Safety
Outside Schools (RSOS) audit before the
reconstruction / expansion of the school.
Recommended to commission a feasibility
study, to investigate any measures
recommended by a new RSOS Audit.

Portsmouth Road, Long
Ditton/Surbiton. Cycle
route improvements

The Dittons

The cycle facilities connecting from Kingston
Town Centre to the county boundary have
been much improved in recent years. The
cycle facilities running through the Dittons are
poor: the existing cycle lanes are not
continuous and are routinely obstructed by
parked vehicles.
Recommended to commission a feasibility
study as part of a Boroughwide strategic
cycle network.

Portsmouth Road, just
west of Ditton Reach new pedestrian crossing

The Dittons

Suggested in discussion with Cllr Nick Darby.
A new pedestrian crossing was installed near
Ditton Reach approx. 18months ago.
Committee agreed to assess this new
crossing after one year of operation, but
unfortunately this has been delayed due to
lockdown and the unusual traffic conditions.
Recommended to keep this scheme on
hold until the new pedestrian crossing has
been assessed.

Monument Hill, between
its junctions with Baker
Street and Oatlands
Drive, Queens Road,
and Hangar Hill
Casualty reduction and
improved pedestrian
facilities

Weybridge

Suggested by Tim Oliver.
There may be a proposal to move
the War Memorial – any scheme
would need to coordinate with this.
Recommended to keep this
scheme on hold until the
proposals to move the War
Memorial become clearer.

Ditton Hill Road junction
with St Mary's Road and
Church Road - casualty
reduction

The Dittons

Low casualty frequency.
Recommend to defer this scheme
as low priority.

Oxshott Village Centre speed management
scheme

Oxshott,
Hinchley Wood
and Claygate

FEDORA have called for a new 20mph Zone
for the A244 High Street section between
Birds Hill Rise and Danes Hill, or if 20mph is
not possible then at the very least measures
to encourage lower speeds through the
centre of the village.
Recommended to commission a feasibility
study, and include Blundell Lane and
Steels Lane within the scope.

Weybridge to Hersham.
Recommended to commission a feasibility
study as part of a Boroughwide strategic
cycle network.
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Oxshott - overnight
weight restriction

Oxshott,
Hinchley Wood
and Claygate

FEDORA have called for measures to reduce
HGV traffic on the A244 through Oxshott.
The A244 is a principal route – Surrey County
Council would not wish to obstruct traffic
given the importance of this road in the
network hierarchy. Furthermore the Police
would not support a new weight restriction.
Recommended to defer this scheme.

Mill Road / More Lane by East Molesey
the railway bridge and Esher
pedestrian improvements

Suggested by residents, with support from
Cllr Peter Szanto.
There is a problem with visibility between
pedestrians and vehicles approaching under
the bridge.
Recommended to commission a feasibility
study.

Queens Road - new
pedestrian crossing
outside Manby Lodge
School

Weybridge

Suggested by school community, with
support from Tim Oliver.
Recommended to keep this scheme on
hold pending a new RSOS Audit to assess
the need for a new crossing.

Church Street on bend
near Bridge Road - new
pedestrian crossing
(refuge island?)

Weybridge

Suggested by Tim Oliver.
Recommended to commission
feasibility study.

Steels Lane and Blundel
Lane speed
management
Suggested by petition

Oxshott,
Hinchley Wood
and Claygate

This scheme was suggested by a petition,
and then put on hold pending the outcome of
the traffic surveys relating to the Blundel
Lane pedestrian / cycle accessibility
improvements scheme. Local members do
not favour a traffic management solution for
this latter scheme, which means that it will
not provide any benefit for this scheme.
Recommended to include in feasibility
study for Oxshott Village Centre speed
management scheme.

Crossing of Hampton
Court Way near
allotments north of
Embercourt Rd

East Molesey
and Esher/
The Dittons

Suggested by Peter Szanto. There is a
pedestrian route between Hampton Court
Way and Broadfields along the northern edge
of the the allotment site that is accessible
from Broadfields. However there is no
pedestrian crossing for pedestrians to cross
Hampton Court Way, and no footway on the
west side of Hampton Court Way at this
point.
Recommended to commission a feasibility
study.

Hersham Road, outside
Westward School
Westward School have
offerred 25%
contribution.

Walton South
and Oatlands

This scheme was suggested by a petition. In
response Committee agreed to consider
commissioning a feasibility study if Westward
School were prepared to contribute towards
the costs of a scheme. Westward School
have offered to contribute 25% of the costs.
Recommended to commission a feasibility
study.

Queens Road, new cycle
link between Seven Hills
Road and Ashley Road

Hersham

This suggestion arose out of discussion
between Walton Charities and John O'Reilly.
The problem in view is that the narrow
footway on the north side of this section
Queens Road is the only pedestrian route,
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and it is used by a fair number of school
children each day. Walton Charities has
indicated that they may be able to make land
available for improvements on the north side
of the road. Both Walton Charities and
Elmbridge Borough Council own land on the
south side of the road that could be used for
improvements.
Recommended to commission a feasibility
study, to be conducted in consultation
with Walton Charities and Elmbridge
Borough Council.

2.2.3

If Committee were to approve the recommended new feasibility studies as
listed above, officers would consult the relevant Divisional Members in the
course of these studies, and would keep Committee as a whole up to date with
progress.

3. OPTIONS:
3.1

None at this stage. Officers will revert to the Chairman, Vice Chairman and
Divisional Member, or indeed the Committee as appropriate, whenever
preferred options need to be identified.

4. CONSULTATIONS:
4.1

None at this stage. Officers will consult the Chairman, Vice Chairman and
Divisional Members as appropriate in the delivery of the programmes detailed
above.

5. FINANCIAL AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS:
5.1

The financial implications of this paper are detailed in section 2 above.

6. EQUALITIES AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS:
6.1

It is an objective of Surrey Highways to take account of the needs of all users
of the public highway.

7. LOCALISM:
7.1

The Local Committee prioritises its expenditure according to local priorities.

8. OTHER IMPLICATIONS:
Area assessed:
Crime and Disorder

Sustainability (including Climate
Change and Carbon Emissions)

Direct Implications:
A well-managed highway network
can contribute to reduction in crime
and disorder as well as improve
peoples’ perception of crime.
A number of schemes being
promoted by the Local Committee
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Corporate Parenting/Looked After
Children
Safeguarding responsibilities for
vulnerable children and adults
Public Health

are intended to promote
sustainable transport.
No significant implications arising
from this report.
No significant implications arising
from this report.
A number of schemes being
promoted by the Local Committee
are intended to promote active
travel.

9. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
9.1

Recommendations are made to facilitate the development and delivery of next
Financial Year’s programmes.

10. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT:
10.1 The Area Team Manager will work with Divisional Members, the Chairman and
Vice-Chairman to deliver this Financial Year’s Divisional Programmes, and to
develop next Financial Year’s programme of investment.
Contact Officer: Nick Healey
Consulted: N / A
Annexes: One
Sources/background papers: None
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ELMBRIDGE LTP SCHEMES RANKING - 2020
15%

Improve streetscene inc. reducing tipping

15%
0.00

Various
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0

1

1

0

4.00

Walton South and Oatlands; Walton

0

0

0

0

0

Cobham

-3

0

2

0

Cobham, Oxshott, Claygate and Hinchley
Wood
East Molesey and Esher

1

2

1

2

1

1

Awaiting ranking

County Division

Esher Transport Study
Major scheme with a number of different elements, including:
- Junction capacity improvements at Copsem Lane junction with Milbourne
Lane, Esher Town Centre, Cafe Rouge and the Scilly Isles
- Pedestrian crossing facilities in Esher Town Centre and at Copsem Lane
junction with Milbourne Lane.
- Traffic signal technology upgrade.
- Review of format of Esher High Street.
- Casualty reduction at Esher Green.
Esher Road pedestrian crossing (near Mole Bridge) - suggested by Stuart
Selleck
On hold pending bridge replacement.
Weybridge Station Accessibility - feasibility complete.
Discussions ongoing re Heath Road (common land issues, etc)
Improvements to be made as part of LEP funded scheme.
A245 Byfleet Road Pedestrian / Cycle improvements - part of cycling
strategy
Seven Hills Road Cycle Route - part of cycling strategy
West Molesey traffic order - tidy up and clarify existing restriction for HGVs

East Molesey and Esher

Yellow

These are schemes that are already being progressed through feasibility / detailed design / implementation

East Molesey and Esher

White

These are schemes that are either on hold for some reason, or that will be taken into account as part of another ongoing scheme.

Weybridge

Green

These are schemes available for recommendation to be added to the programme of schemes.

Walton Road between Esher Road and Avern Road
Casualty reduction / 20mph / pedestrian improvements.
Woodstock Lane South - suggestions for new footway, speed management,
safety improvements, etc
A309 off-carriageway cycle route between Woodstock Lane and the Scilly
Isles - suggested by Janet Turner - part of cycling strategy
Weybridge High Street - review pedestrian crossings to alleviate congestion

West Molesey, East Molesey and Esher

Grotto Road junction with Thames Street, Weybridge - pedestrian
improvements
Grotto Road - between Oatlands Drive and Marlborough Drive
Hurst Park School - Road Safety Outside Schools assessment
Need to wait until everything has bedded in and then use this scheme to
pick up any loose ends
New cycle route connecting Weybridge and Hersham (possibly along
Queens Road and St George's Avenue) - suggested by Ian Donaldson
Church Road and Kent Road, East Molesey, especially at the junction with
Vine Road and Kent Road
Casualties at the junction, pedestrian crossing opportunities for children en
route to school.
Awaiting outcome of new RSOS Audit.
Lammas Lane - improvements to pedestrian facilities on the approaches to
the roundabout and measures to encourage lower approach speeds.

Weybridge

Oxshott - further pedestrian improvements to the south of Danes Hill
- Widen footway south of The Bear
- New footway between Danes Hill and village centre on west side of road.

Oxshott, Hinchley Wood and Claygate

Ember Lane S-bends
Portsmouth Road, Long Ditton/Surbiton. Cycle route improvements
Portsmouth Road, just west of Ditton Reach - new pedestrian crossing
Suggested in discussion with Cllr Nick Darby
Monument Hill, between its junctions with Baker Street and Oatlands Drive,
Queens Road, and Hangar Hill
Casualty reduction and improved pedestrian facilities
Need to coordinate with proposal to move the War Memorial
Ditton Hill Road junction with St Mary's Road and Church Road - casualty
reduction
Oxshott Village Centre - speed management scheme to consider a new
20mph Zone for the A244 section between Birds Hill Rise and Danes Hill - at
the very least measures to encourage lower speeds through the centre of
the village
Oxshott - overnight weight restriction

The Dittons
The Dittons
The Dittons
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Encourage cycling
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0
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0
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5

0
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0
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0
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3

0

5

0

2

6.00

90.00

2

2

2

Supports local economy

70.00

Reduce fear of crime

15%
0.00

Improve street lighting

0.00

Support safe routes to school

0

Reduce vehicle speeds

0

Reduce slight casualties

0

Reduce child KSI

0

0

15%
10.00 150.00

5

Aligns with planned maintenance

0.00

reduce HGV impact

0

Reduce traffic noise

0

Reduce vehicle CO2 emissions

0

Encourage walking

0

Promote public transport

0

Improve mobility for impaired

Various

Reduce KSI

6

Economy
Econ. Wgtd.
Score Adj.

Parking management

5

20%

Technological congestion management

4

Wgtd.
Adj.

Support travel plan

3

Environment
15%
Env.
Score

Safety Wgtd.
Score Adj.

Boroughwide new crossings - mobility improvements across Borough, e.g.
Dropped kerbs and ramps (scheme scoring for a typical site)
Bridge strike sites - warning and route sign improvements.
Sites identified (scheme scoring for a typical site):
Hersham Road, Walton on Thames (some treatment undertaken)
Molesey Road, Hersham
Portsmouth Road, Esher (east of Scilly Isles)
Station Road, Esher
Mill Road/More Lane, Esher
Hare Lane, Claygate
Lower Green Road, Esher
Weston Green Road/Embercourt Road, Thames Ditton
Walton High Street - new (or replacement) Zebra Crossing between the
Heart and Boots
Blundel Lane, Stoke D'Abernon - Junction Improvement
On hold pending outcome of speed limit assessment.
Blundel Lane pedestrian / cycle accessibility improvements
Would cost approx £100k for the feasibility study.
Hampton Court junction(s) to the south of the bridge (casualty reduction,
congestion, etc)
On hold pending Jolly Boatman development.

Scheme / Title

2

35%

FINAL
SCORE

Cost

Benefit/ Cost

County Division

For KSI and accident statistics, the number of accidents over the preceding three year
period should be entered, but only if these are directly relevant to the purpose of the
scheme.

1

Safety
Wgtd.
adj.

Traffic growth impact

Factors should be assessed considering whether the proposed scheme will have a
positive or negative effect, using the range of
(-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5), with negative figures being a negative effect, and
positive ones beneficial. The score given should reflect factors such as the type of
road, traffic volumes, likely impact of scheme etc.

Accessibility
15%
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Score
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Vehicle delay impact

Rank

Congestion
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Score

0

0
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0
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0
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0
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0

0
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0
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1

0
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0

0
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4000
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£(k)
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Weybridge
Hersham, Weybridge
West Molesey

Oxshott, Hinchley Wood and Claygate
Oxshott, Hinchley Wood and Claygate (mostly)
Weybridge

Weybridge
East Molesey and Esher

Weybridge and Hersham
East Molesey and Esher

East Molesey and Esher

Weybridge

The Dittons
Oxshott, Hinchley Wood and Claygate

ITEM 11

Oxshott, Hinchley Wood and Claygate

East Molesey and Esher

A244 Esher Road - pedestrian improvements
Active Travel Scheme
Baker Street, Weybridge
Active Travel scheme
Thames Ditton High Street
Active Travel Scheme
Bridge Road, East Molesey
Active Travel Scheme
Hersham Road, outside Westward School
Westward School have offerred 25% contribution.
Queens Road, new cycle link between Seven Hills Road and Ashley Road
Arising out of discussion between Walton Charities and John O'Reilly

Hersham, East Molesey and Esher

Weybridge
Weybridge

Oxshott, Hinchley Wood and Claygate

East Molesey and Esher/ The Dittons

Weybridge
The Dittons
East Molesey and Esher
Walton South and Oatlands
Hersham

ITEM 11

Mill Road / More Lane by the railway bridge - pedestrian improvements problem with visibility between pedestrians and vehicles approaching under
the bridge
Suggested by residents, with support from Cllr Peter Szanto
Queens Road - new pedestrian crossing outside Manby Lodge School
Suggested by school community, with support from Cllr Tim Oliver
Church Street on bend near Bridge Street - new pedestrian crossing (refuge
island?)
Suggested by Cllr Tim Oliver
Steels Lane and Blundel Lane speed management
(Could link to Oxshott Village Centre speed management scheme)
Suggested by petition
Crossing of Hampton Court Way near allotments north of Embercourt Rd
Suggested by Cllr Szanto
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Local Committee Decision and Action Tracker
This tracker monitors progress against the decisions and actions that the Local Committee has made. It is updated before
each committee meeting. (Update provided on 05/11/2020).
Decisions and actions will be marked as ‘open’, where work to implement the decision is ongoing by the Local/Joint Committee.

•

When decisions are reported to the committee as ‘complete’, they will also be marked as ‘closed’. The Committee will then be
asked to agree to remove these items from the tracker. For some decisions the Committee and public will be able to monitor the
progress through Surrey County Council website. A link to the webpage will be included on the item when marked as complete.

•

Decisions may also be ‘closed’ if further progress is not possible at this time, even though the action is not yet complete. An
explanation will be included in the comment section. In this case, the action can remain on the tracker should the Committee
request.

Meeting Date

Decision

1

4 December
2017

Petition 4 – speed assessment to be carried out in
Hare Lane

2

11 June 2018

3

11 June 2018

Committee to be provided with information on the
basis of the feasibility study and a follow up report
to be brought to the Committee when the
pedestrian refuge in Portsmouth Road has been
installed and the safety audit completed to identify
if further measures are required.
Implement 6 new bus stop clearways on K3 route
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Ref
No

•

Status
Officer
(Open/
Closed)
Closed
Area Highways
Officer
(Nick Healey)
Closed
Area Highways
Officer

Comment or update

Closed

All planned works have been completed, subject to
snagging surveys and final sign off. The remaining
stops will be in Phase 3 as further accessibility
work is required which is dependent on availability
of funding.

ITEM 12

Passenger
Transport
Projects Team
Manager

Action now with Claygate Parish Council to decide
whether or not to allocate CIL funding to implement
this scheme.
Deferred as traffic levels and pedestrian
movements were not representative during
lockdown.

Meeting Date

Decision

4

26 November
2018

5

26 November
2018

Feasibility study to be carried out in 19/20 to
consider safety improvements in Ember Lane,
Esher
Feasibility study to be carried out in 19/20 to
Closed
consider improvements for non-motor vehicle users
in the vicinity of the Blundel Lane railway bridge
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6

26 November
2018

7

11 March
2019

8

10 June 2019

9

5 December
2019

The recommendations of the on street parking
review to be to be advertised and implemented if
agreed.
Revalidate the traffic signals at the junction of New
Zealand Avenue, Oatlands Drive, Walton Bridge
Road, and Bridge Street, Walton.
Three amendments and one addition to the
Elmbridge parking review 2018-19 to be advertised
and the relevant traffic orders made, subject to
objections.
Petition 1: To consider whether further action
should be taken to reduce speeds on Steels
Lane/Blundell Lane when the current traffic survey
is complete
Petition 2: To follow up with those looking at the
issues on Hampton Court Way with a view to
resolving the issue as soon as possible.

Status
Officer
(Open/
Closed)
Closed
Area Highways
Officer

Closed

Closed

Area Highways
Officer

Parking
Engineer
(Adrian Harris)
Area Highways
Officer

Comment or update

Study complete and reported to Committee.
Complete
Traffic surveys complete to investigate impact of
traffic management based solution. Local
members felt impact would be too great, and
therefore feel the only solution would be to
construct a new bridge. Area Highways Manager
would advise not to commence the feasibility work
(which itself could cost upwards of £100k) until
there is some certainty over whether a new bridge
would be affordable with a construction cost likely
to be several £M. Action now to report traffic
survey results back to Committee. Complete
This review is now complete. Complete

Action with SCC Traffic Signals. Complete

Closed

Parking
Engineer
(Adrian Harris)

This review is now complete. Complete

Closed

Area Highways
Officer

See Highways Update report: recommended to
commence feasibility study from April 2021.
Complete

Closed

Area Highways
Officer

Committee needs to decide whether or not to
prioritise this section of Hampton Court Way for
investment. Complete
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Ref
No

Ref
No

Decision

10

5 December
2019

Agreed proposals in 2019/20 Parking Review to be
advertised, comments considered and agreed
changes implemented.

11

5 December
2019

 Advertise the legal notice for a NO ENTRY
restriction at the bus gate leading from Burwood
Road into Pleasant Place, consider objections
and implements if agreed.
 Apply to Elmbridge Borough Council for CIL
funding to construct a new cycle route along
Grotto Road between Oatlands Drive and
Marlborough Drive
 Apply to Elmbridge Borough Council for CIL
funding to construct a new road safety scheme in
Ember Lane, Esher / Thames Ditton
Petition: Cottimore Lane, Walton:
(i) Restore and protect the previous grass verge
between Terrace Road and Carlton Road,
subject to funding being allocated;

Closed

Area Highways
Manager

Closed

Area Highways
Manager

Bids for CIL funding will open in February 2021

Closed

Area Highways
Manager

Bids for CIL funding will open in February 2021

Closed

Area Highways
Manager

Petition: Danesfield Manor School:
(ii) Encourage the school to take up more of the
road safety education and training activities
offered by the county council.
Petition: Westward Preparatory School
(iii) Encourage the school to take up more of the
road safety education and training activities
offered by the county council.
(i) Construct the Stoke Road speed management
scheme;

Closed

Safer Travel
Team

Contrary to Committee’s decision, local members
have indicated their strong opposition to the
restoration and protection of the grass verge, which
means individual member funding and CIL funding
are not on the table for this.
Due to the current Covid outbreak work with
schools has not been possible. They will be
contacted when they reopen.

Closed

Safer Travel
Team

Due to the current Covid outbreak work with
schools has not been possible. They will be
contacted when they reopen.

Open

Area Highways
Manager

Detailed design in progress
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Meeting Date

12

17 March
2020

Comment or update

Parking review was advertised on 4 September
with closing date for responses of 2 October.
Analysis of feedback is ongoing. Results will be
discussed with members in order to reach final
decisions over the coming weeks..
Complete

ITEM 12

13

17 March
2020
(delegated
officer
decisions)

Status
Officer
(Open/
Closed)
Open
Parking
Engineer

Meeting Date

(delegated
officer
decisions)
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14

Decision

(ii) Apply to Elmbridge Borough Council for CIL
funding for the Seven Hills Road cycle route
scheme, subject to the necessary consultation;
(iii) Apply to Elmbridge Borough Council for CIL
funding for improvements including new
pedestrian crossing facilities in Walton High
Street, subject to the necessary consultation;
(iv) Apply to Elmbridge Borough Council for CIL
funding for improvements to the junctions at
either end of Baker Street, Weybridge, subject
to the necessary consultation;
(v) Convene a meeting with the relevant Divisional
and Ward Members to review the Walton Road
between Esher Road and Avern Road scheme;
(vi) Apply to Elmbridge Borough Council for CIL
funding to improve pedestrian facilities at the
junction of Grotto Road with Thames Street,
Weybridge, subject to the necessary
consultation;
(vii) Apply to Elmbridge Borough Council for CIL
funding for capacity improvements between
Station Road and the Scilly Isles, Esher, subject
to the necessary consultation;
(viii) Install the bus stop clearways listed as part of
the Brooklands Business Park Accessibility
scheme;
(ix) Apply to Elmbridge Borough Council for CIL
funding to implement a quick win scheme in
Copsem Lane, Esher, subject to the necessary.
15 June 2020 Parking Engineer to respond to the additional
questions raised by Mr O’Kane

Status
Officer
(Open/
Closed)
Closed
Area Highways
Manager

Comment or update

Closed

Area Highways
Manager

Bids for CIL funding will open in February 2021

Closed

Area Highways
Manager

Bids for CIL funding will open in February 2021

Open

Area Highways
Manager

Still outstanding

Closed

Area Highways
Manager

Bids for CIL funding will open in February 2021

Closed

Area Highways
Manager

Bids for CIL funding will open in February 2021

Closed

Passenger
Transport
Projects
Team
Area Highways
Manager
Parking
Engineer

We are awaiting programme dates from the
contractor for work to commence. It is anticipated
that this will be during Q4 20/21.
Bids for CIL funding will open in February 2021

Closed

Closed

Bids for CIL funding will open in February 2021

Response sent Complete

ITEM 12

Ref
No

Ref
No
15

Meeting Date

Decision

15 June 2020

Changes to parking restrictions in Wey Road and
Round Oak Road to be advertised, comments
considered and if approved, implemented.

Status
Officer
(Open/
Closed)
Open
Parking
Engineer

Comment or update

Parking review was advertised on 4 September
with closing date for responses of 2 October.
Analysis of feedback is ongoing. Results will be
discussed with members in order to reach final
decisions over the coming weeks.
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Local Committee (Elmbridge) - Forward Programme 2020/21
Details of future meetings
Dates for the Elmbridge Local Committee 2021: 15 March 2021
The Committee meeting commences at 4pm. This forward plan sets out the anticipated reports for future meetings. The forward plan will be
used in preparation for the next committee meeting. However, this is a flexible forward plan and all items are subject to change. The Local
Committee is asked to note and comment on the forward plan outlined in this report.
Topic

Purpose

Decision Tracker

For information

Forward Programme

Review the Forward Programme and consider further themes for
Member briefings

Parking Review

Page 235

Henrietta Parker Trust

To receive the recommendations of the annual review of on street
parking restrictions in the Borough
To update the Committee on the Men’s Shed Project (?committee
item or display)

Contact Officer
Partnership
Committee Officer
Partnership
Committee Officer

Proposed date

Parking Engineer

15 March 2021

HP Trust

TBC

ALL
ALL
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